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“If thou wilt.”—The leper’s plea,
Wand'rer, well befitteth thee :
Early was thy name enrolled

As a lambkin of the fold ;
.
Yet those hallowed vows fulfill,—
“If thou wilt,” the Saviour “will.”
“If thou wilt,” thou mayst be clean:
Seek the humble Nazarene;

Seek Him at the gate of prayer;
- Seek and thou shalt find Him there;
Yet the door is open still,~
“If thou wilt,” the Saviour “wlll.”

masses in complete, yea, cruel bondage,
but now and then a man rebels, flings off
the iron yoke, and asserts the right of every

popular

festival of the

year,

‘whole

and

celebrates

en up, and so it is that all India

of her most

the wonderful exploits of one

popular deities.
made

a greater

The city ‘of Midnapore
usual this

display than

year. ‘Would

Hasten to secure the prize,

this imposing worship?

it, that even

believe

you

America contributed to the grand effect

In the passport to the skies.
What to thee earth’s good or ill—

“If thou wilt” and Jesus “will +”
>

Missionary Correspondence.
WP

MARYANGORD, India, Sept. 30th, '68.

“Mr. Editor :—My writing day finds us on
miles from
Our semi-

of

And what do you

guess there was from Yankee land? Kerosene oil lamps furnished brilliant light for
the evening entertainments in several
Places. One of these outshines fifty of the
poor miserable lamps in the shops. This
product of the “‘il¢ rejun” sells in our
bazars for about 25 cts. per quart, which is
certainly cheap enough at this distance
from the wells. The goddess is made of
wood,

bamboo, twine,

and

mud

straw,

little special work to be done. We coutinue having heavy rains, More than double

the usual amount has already fallen this
Inmany

been lost, but

places
I think

the rice crop has
that

on the

whole

but little will be sacrificed. The Aus crop,
or that grownon high lands, is just being

reaped and turns out finely.

It is the low-

body of a vanquished foe. Her face is
streaked and her hands drip with blood.
She is. a fierce, frightful creature. For

these few days in ‘the year she is adored,
and the people drag her off to the river and
fling her into float down to the sea.

In connection with this annual

Many

er!

of

these fields are naturally very fertile, but
the frequent crops very soon exhaust the
stréngth of ground that. is not.properly
tended. A few bushels of dry manure,
scrgped up in and fabout the dooryard

benevolence

of the year.

One

Beecher

on Prayer-Meetings.

of

wealth, a merchant of high standing in our
bazar, took a new and rather singular way
of exhibiting his good will. Not content

The

coming an interesting one in many circles,
and the true methods of conducting them

are legitimate matters of inquiry by all
who see the wants of the churches, and

ence meeting.
pidness

is not

A common idea of its stuwithout occasion.

Yet it

‘church-member has to learn, is, that Christians have to learn, as in the elements of

some good might

acérue

from the phos-

phate of lime which they yield on decompo-

sition, but superstition is still stronger than
science in rural India.

matter if strict Hindu law prohibits the use
of all animal food and all intoxicating liquors, law must yield to love of applaise,
when Englishmen are to be feasted by a
Bengali. Next week, again as many times

versed

freely,

even

fluently

upon

many

topics bearing upon the social and roll ous
habits of the people, He took not a little
pride in telling me the names of several
eminent gentlemen whom he had instructed
in the Bengali and Sanscrit. And after we
had talked a while he remtrked that it

would be greatly to my advantage to read

the ancient Shastcrs, particularly those that
have never been rendered

into the Bengali.

He spoke of a number of points relating in
the main to comparative philology, and
then very quietly added, ‘Besides these

there is another important benefit to be de-

‘riged from the perusalof these shasters,—
you get a fair view of the real weaknesess

and absurdities of the Hindu religion.” It

is a good #iffrvto see scholarly natives
pointing in this way to the manifest errors
and empty pretensions of the faith of their

fathers.

To Shows that a pirit of inquiry is

past, the babu and his friends-will

take

There are opinions of liturgies—but no such
liturgy as the Hymn-Book. No such praying as in the hymns of Christians in all ages.
Witness, such praying as this: [Reads portions of several hymns from Plymouth Cel-

lection, in spirit as well as in word :]
‘¢ Jesus, lover of my

soul,

Let me to thy bosom fly !”

And

this:
“ If I, a wretch, should leave thee,
O Jesus leave not me.”

And this:
“ Weary of this war within,” ete.

ing.

A topic started by any one,

the min-

ister may give it impulse,
and bring an ap-

propriate hymn to bear upon it.

But sing-

ing is not to be made an expedient for filling up time.
The best speakers in the world are often
the worst, and the worst the best. Genu-

they should be encouraged to develop
themselves. They should.help one anether

in it. If ministers should teach, so also
should the brotherhood. Taste and order
are good, but sincerity and fervor are better.
Grammar is good, but something for gram-

us

drinks were freely served out to the joyous
party. And while over twenty white peo-

ple were taking their fill of food and drink,
making silly .gpeeches

and

indulging

in

merriment, a crowd of natives stood on and
about the large verandah

on and eager to catch
shall hear from this

gazing

intently

every word:

dinner id the

We
bazar,

and 1 am curious to know what capital the
Hindus will try to make out of it. Say
what they please, the fact cannot be gainsayed that the natives of India are rapidly

riding over the regulations of their religious and social life, and breaking

up the

in two for it.

The

ing of ludicrous

amusement

and solemn

of people .are

A church is a family, and

its meetings should be conducted on the
principle of household familiarity. ‘The
prayermeeting should be in a small room,or

AND

SOUTH

other preachers and

AMERICA.

of these portions
for missionary efclaims upon the
than any other,

covered with

a pall

of ignorance

and superstition dense and dreadful.

The -pro-

portionate number of educated, efficient mission-

aries is less than one to a million of souls. In
Mexico, with its eight millions, it is said there is
not,so far as is known,a single ordained evangelical minister or a single Protestant church. The
ground for hope of success consists; in part, in
the fact that thousands, especially the niore intel>
ligent, having lost all faith in the unsatisfying
forms of the Fupslj Yeligivn yand disgusted with
the corruptions of
priests,
ave inquiring for

meetings.
meetings.
the num.
Plymouth

church averages eight hundred—sometimes

en hundred.—I
"tiier
are eleve
feel 2 need of
more-preparation for prayer meeting than tlieHéttor Way. Th Several Important centers of
for preaching.

the republics there are little @mpanies of devout

The minister should be the

seekers after truth, who meet ugon the Sabbath,

candleto light all the tapers. Live prayer
meetings purge the pulpit if it is in heresy ;
strengthen it if in weakness; if dead, give

it life.

:

;

Chips.
ty
br

——He who arms the clouds with

light-

ning will give to his own ambassadors
——Ants may

of Gen.

MOVEMENTS

Grant, who has been

ing some accounts

a portion of France.

' TRIAL OF JEFFERSON DAVIS,

Circuit Court. Durihg the earlier part of
the week Robert Ould, counsel for Jeff.
Davis, made a motion in the United

States

Circuit Court at Richmond, to quash the
indictment against Davis on the ground
that the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution prescribes a mode for punishing
participation in the rebellion, which is dis-

franchisement, and no other punishment

is

prescribed, The argument on the ‘motion
was made on Thursday and Friday. Thé
motion was supported by Ould and O'Conor,
while Richard H. Dana and others replied

in behalf of the government. Whatever
decision may be reridered, the case might
as well be dismissed unless it can

cussed in real earnest.
last week that the
settlement of the

be dis-

The statement of

proposed

basis for

the

ALABAMA CLAIMS
is unsatisfactory to Mr. Seward, proves cor-

rect.

It seems

that the State Department

does not like the classification of the claims,

but desires that all claims since 1853 be put
in one class, and settled under one head.

It is not deemed advisable that we shall

of a missionary tour

through

In Marseilles he was glad-

held

day, and

at the

opening

at other times

Prayer meetings

meeting

on Wednes-

during the stay of the

delegates, and the large attendance

and active

participation of clergymen indicated how strongly the cause has taken hold of the thought an
the conscience of Christian men.
&

’ Rev. Dr. Chickering, the veteran Secretary;
called the meeting to order,and at his suggestion;
Hon. Henry Wilson was made temporary chairman. At the call of the meetinglic spoke briefly
and effectively, “He said he came to work in the
cause. and was willing to:do his part. Ile was

to see, ‘the churches)of New England here
aid their fellow men.

They should devise some

of this state on the temperance question last year

He was sorry to see the common-

around them. ' He had’ faith in the ‘people, and
believed that they would reverse their last year's
action. ‘During, the pastyear:hef had traveled
nearly ten thousand miles-in this country, but he

had nowhere.secn so much drunkehness as in
Massachusetts.

Ie wished all the clergymen to

interest themselves in this subject and to preach

upon it at least once a month; and he wanted the

pledge introduced

and signed in all the Sunday

schools and churches in the country.
Hon. W. A. Buckingham, of Conn,, was elected permanent President,
with a long list of Vice

Presidents from the several New England States.,
After the

preliminary business

had

heeii at:

to, anda few brief addresses ‘made, Rev.

Dr. Blagden offered, among others, the following
resolution.
g

Resolved, That the course adopted by such
convention respectingtotal abstinence from all
intoxicating. drinks, and the enactment of laws
fespecting their manufacture and sale, ought to
be one
which shall most effectually and permenently promote such temperanee.
Some of the delegates hoped Dr. Blagden was
going to acknowledge
his mistake in taking groune
in favor of the license law passed last winter, and

asked him to speak, anticipating the enjoyment
of hispublic

confession; but

he

expressed

his

end, little by

impenitent speech in opposition to the following :

little, they conquer

the mighty

prejudiees in their way.
In places where we
have no church and no representative, it is easy
to see how those who adopt Baptist sentiments

naturally become open communionists. At the
present time the strongest opposition we have to
encounter.is not in regard to

baptism, but in re-

gard to ourstrict views of communion.”
# BURMAH,

Mr. Van Meter states, in the same Magazine,
that, during the year 1867, he made eighty visits

to the jungles in Bassein district, during which
he traveled 2341 miles, 343 of which were on
foot. He preached or conducted religions exercises about five hundred times, and

baptized for-

ty-five converts. He distributed books and tracts,
established

schools and prescribed for the

sick;

and in addition to this labor abroad, he had the
care of the city school and all the mission property at the station, edited the Pwo Herald, and
vised and printed the gospel of John,

\

toa later

stage

inhabitants of the globe—a nation long inaccessible, but’ now open in every direction to the
preachers of the word, Wonderful is the contrast between the time when religious meetings
were held in secret, with locked doors, and the
present,

when

open

chapels

are rented

in

the

thronged thoroughfares of populous cities, and

men from a thousand

Resolved, That as intemperance is produced
and
rpetuated by the “soeial and moderate
drinking customs, total abstinence from all in-

toxicating drinks is a Christian duty.

Dr. Blagden

miles in the

interior scck

said that total abstinence

from all

intoxicating drinks may be urged aud practiced
as one means of promoting temperance, but never as a matter of absolute right. .Itis a matter

for each individual or each class of individuals ts
judge of for themselves before God in the circumstances in which they are placed. There
were intermnperately temperate men in this move

ment. They condemned those who drank wine
on festive occasions, and alleged that they were
not only drunkards themsclves,
bat they
making other drunkards by their example.
talk was wrong.
sii

wer:
Such

The temperance people had made great mistakes in their work, and he bud ‘doubtless aided
‘them in that direction. We must put it on a basis where the gospel places'it. Ile referred to

ide words

CHINA.

In this land, says the late Report of the American Board, are gathered one-halfof the heathen

of Paul

in relation tp people

would forbid marrying and command

whe

abstinencs

from meats. The Romish church had fulfilled
the first decree of those who were false to the
gospel, and the temperance people were trying
now to fulfill the latter—to canse abstinence from
meats.

Temperance societies were imposing un-

scriptural tests, and were departing from the
teachings of the gospel. They were grieving

the Holy Spirit by their actions,

They were try-

ing to do something better than Paul

and Jesu:

But in this im-

did.
_ The resolution ought not to pass if they ‘wished to further the interests of temperance.
By
enunciating
such doctrines they do
a great

lions. Meanwhile China has been drawn towards

wrong. ‘We had no right to legislate and prevent men from selling liquors. We had no right

progress,

to say that they were

out the missionary, asking for religious

carry to their far distant homes.

bodks to

mense and crowded fleld, we are told, that as yet
there is only one msssionary for each three mil-

us.

The Pacific railroad, in its wonderful daily
is hastening

to

make.

mission fields almost the nearest.

this

largest of

Soon the eit-

ies, to reach which once required a perilous voyage of half a year, will be within thirty days of

our Atlantic coast. While we are delaying to
help these benighted millions, they approach us

by their embassy, saying through their chief ambassador, “China invites your ‘missionaries. She
tells them to plant the shining cross on every hill
and in every valley.” Strange words are these
from the envoy of a pagan monarch.

CENTRAL TURKEY,
This mission continues to be blessed with iemarkable success, The converts, with a self-denying#devotion not unworthy of apostolic

times,

in their earnest efforts to build churches and sustain the means of grace, have given not only the
labor of their hands and their hard-darned
money, but even the clothes on their backs and
the copper dishes on their tables. ¢ This mission,” says one of its supporters, ‘ constitutes

At the recent unniversary of the English
Church Miss. Soc., it was stated that the late Mr.
Tucker, who sailed to India in 1847, and returned on (account of poor health in 1864, baptized

nificant intelligence from
ABROAD

dained to the/work of the gospel ministry.
Among the examples of heathen liberality for

had the joy of seeing 13 of his native converts orthe support of idolatry spoken of at the,same an-

niversary are the following:* A wealthy mative
sent as his contribution to one of the great festivals 80,000'1bs, of sweet-meats, 80,000 1bs.,
of sugar, 1,000 suits of cloth, 1,000 boxes of rice, plantains and other fruits. Another gave $150,000 in

hurting their

fellow men.

Some were, and they should be looked after. But
the majority should not be condemned

few were

doing wrong.

because u

lle wished a law that

should condemn ull kinds of intemperance, anc
execute and take hold of the guilty.
Ie would
have the radicals and conservatives united. The
radicals should be consérvatively radical, and the

conservatives radically conservative.
This speech was received
ness and not a few murmurs
it was ended a large number
tered themselves in protest.
these was Dr, Manning, the

with séme restiveof dissent, and when
of eminent men utor reply.
Among
associate of Dr. B.

in the pastorate of the Old South’ Church,Bostou.
The Dr. was handled with seme dignity but
more severity.
‘Wednesday evening there: were more formal
and elaborate addresses by Gov. Buckingham,
Rev. Dr. Kirk, Hon. Henry Wilson and Rev. Dr.
Miner.
These addresses were ealm, able, earn-

est, effective and convincing,
:
On Thurgday A. M. a prayer meting was hel(
from 8-30 to 10 o'clock,

when the public meeting

was called to order, and the reselutions previously reported by the Commitiée

were taken

uj

and considered in thet order;hoth at this and the |
subsequent sessions.

These resolutions asserted

the necessity of effort among the youth; the duty

of the Christian Press and Pulpit to aid in forming a right public sentiment; the grave

responsi-

bilities of physicians who prescribe alcoholic stine-

ulants in their practice; the
fs of license
and the need of prohibitory laws § they expressed
gratitude for the triumph of prohibition in the
Inte ‘election in Mass,, and commended the issues
of the Nat’l Temperance Society and Publication
House. The P.M. session wad held: at Music
Hall, and the assembly was treated, not only to
eloquence from able advocates, including E. H.
Uniac ahd John B. Gough, but to music from the

Great Organ and from that fine voealist, Miss J.

in a meeting. 1 love to see’ one sde in the future. They are ready to support
E. Houston. The evening session Wak spirited,,
pass over a congregation, hs 1 reform in the Church of Ireland, but will addition to an avnual contribution of $50,000, - andthe utterances full of hopefulness and good
THE PAST FIFTY YEARS,
a ripple of sunshine over a field still offer uncompromising resistance to the
temper.
:
f
ki
‘
serious question comes often to mind, Will
Fifty years ago the Am. Board had a single ~~ On the Whol#, in spite of some feietion and unI donot believe God ever gave policy enunciated by Mr. Gladstone. The,
the Hindu, after renouncing his old ways,
chureh, with five Indian and four African conbie willing and ready to accept Christianity ? a faculty to man that he is not permitted uv new Parbament was to meet to-day, but it verts, Now they have more than two hundred expeoted and undesired episodes, the meeting
was well ealculuted to unite and consecrate and
Once out of caste will'they come intor the use, If I Wanted to make an auditory weeps i= probable that it will adjourn to. afford churches, with uw membership from the beginning energize temperance men, and
the way
‘thurch P Havingdeft Jaggunnath will they { would first make them laugh. It !you time for the formation of a ney Minitry. of more than 70,000, of who ‘a long and bright plainér to victory.
£
:
2
es
4
§
RN
a
/
strong bonds of caste.
“But inthe midst of all this change

:
the

of a smile
sometimes
love to see
of wheat.

were

preference to defer his remarks

8,600 converts, aided in building 64 churches, and

is that of the resignation of the Disraeli Ministry. The Premier publishes an address
guity. I don't so much as care how few, defending the resignation of the Ministry,
if they will sit together. Some are afraid “and announcing the course that it will pur-

doubtless profitable, gathering,

B., has followed the same path. The father and
brother, on learning his views, told him to fol-

settlement of this difficulty is not so near
at hand as was supposed. The most sig-

the attendants gathered to- contiguity in a
large one. There is great power in conti,

(3

The Temperance Convention, held for two
days in Boston last week, was a- spirited and

tended

agree to let a majority of the proposed com- one of the most beautiful gems in our American
mission decide upon one class of claims, Board’s crown of rejoicing ; and if we do our duand then require a unanimous decision of ty, our children may live to see the regions once
the commission on the Alabama claims,our pressed by the feet of the apostle to the Gentiles
view being that a majority vote should de- again ablaze with the light of the gospel.”
INDIA.
cide in all cases. The Department also re-

:

X

low his convictions. ‘‘I saw,” he adds, “ besides of the meeting. During the afternoon session,
these, other open communinion Baptists, -Baptist- | when the report of the Committee on resolutions
was under discussion, he made a long, frank, but
views make headway with difficulty, but in the

reports, it embraces a com-

is being enacted at Richmond, where Chief
Justice Chase is holding a’ session of the

converts

(Baptist) has become an open eommunionist,
Mr. M., whose father and brother are pastors at

ness and precision.
While it is a document
shorter than the shortest paragraph of most

known as the

£8, forty-cight

ly received by an Independent
evangelical
church to which he preached on the Sabbath.
The pastor, he says, is a Pedo-Baptist, but there
are several Baptists among his flock, though of
the free communion stamp.
A Bible colporter

ed during the week is a model for direct-

are

missions in

FRANCE,
The November number of the Missioitary
Magazine has a létter from Rev. Mr. Cretin, giv-

on a visit to

While we

Y

cruiting stations.” THe frijts were to be_seen all

ae

Rev. Mr. Ondra, one of their missiona-

joy. . . Since April
have been baptized.”

To obtain a better knowl-

prehensive national policy.

L
——

rr£)

wealth shingled over with licensed drunkard-re-

clined like David’ to dance for joy before the
Lord; at least my heart bounded and leaped for

-

writing, the last scene in the notorious farce,

)

caused him.

:

out-pouring of the Spirit. He says, ‘‘ Many enemies of the truth have found pedce in the blood
of the Lamb.
Our church meetings of late have
been entirely engrossed with hearing the experiences of converts.
I have often been almost in-

edge of the state of public sentiment in
reference to his future policy is doubtless
one of the objects had in view by Gen.
Grant in visiting our leading cities. It is
properto state in this connection that the
General's Annual Report which has appear-

of our official

- Temperance Convenion.

able”

Neudorf and Solodiren have been visited by the’

Boston and vicinity, have attracted no little
attention.
Arriving in the city early
Wednesday morning, he took all necessary
precaution against making his visit the
occasion of wunneccessary public display,
and he exhibited in all his intercourse,
whether in public or private, his characteristic good sense.

;

possess those lands for Christ,for they are * fully

ries, under date of June 23, speaks of the.‘ won.
ders of God’s grace in Russia.” The stations at

St
4 —

THE

help- ;

mode of aetion by which all the influence of the
church might be used. He believed in laws, and
spoke'of the pain which the action of the people

The Baptists have planted several

Events ot the Week.

additional

These are sending of their number one after another to visit societies and churches in the United States and plead for books and tracts to be
sent among them, Christians should hasten to

Europe.

as well attempt to over-

nearly 600

.

represented. They had come in the true spirit,
and were ready- to forward God’s work and to

RUSSIA.

elements of true eloquence.

ors...

read the Bible and religious books, discuss the
great truths of salvation, and long for some one
to show them more perfectly the way of life.

the

conviction.] The meeting should be conducted in a conversational way. Often. the,
true meeting takes place after the formal quires that the selection of the arbiter by the
one breaks up, the people gathering around two governments shall be subject to ratificathe stove and speaking in a natural way tion by our Senate. . So it appears that the
what they feel.

CENTRAL

but also as more needy and more hopeful than all
others at the present hour, Its thirty millions.

fault is oftener in the

pastors thananybody,else for poor
I know what4t isto have poor
We began witk very few persons;
ber fow in our prayer meeting in

| procession has crossed the flood and passed withyears dgo there was ho mative’
1 in the veil.
agency : now there are 100 native phstors, 300

Mission Tield.

The Am. Messenger speaks
of our own continent as a field
fort, not only having stronger
Christians of the United States

I would close dt the instant, if I cut a man

gnaw the bones and fling the fat away.

mar to carry is better. Get men to-think
what
they feel, und say it. The mistakes
todo for eating flesh, still during Durja
|
in
a
child's
prattle are the most intéresting
The people are tutning away from theéir puja holidays no one asks any questions.
parts
of
it,
repeated
by brothers and sisters.
idols and looking for help on every side’
This native gentleman can not invite the
to
parents,
by
parents
to aunts,-by aunts to
I assure you itis no liftle done when a white people to hisown house in the bazar,so
grand-parents, and by all to neighbors
Hindu gives up his idols. Thisis the hard- he pres upon an Englishman to manage
Of hindrances, one of the greatest in
est thing of all, O, how firmly he clings to the whtle affair and give the dinner at his
them, as if his very life depended on his own house at the babu’s expense. At the prayer-meetings, is the old priestly idea
devotion to the blodks of stone and wood, appointed hour upwards of a score of ‘pale that something is to be conferred by: the
and how long it takes to weaken, much less faces meet to honor the generous donor. priest on the people, as the blessing in' the
never yet saw a priest that I
sever, an attachment so unnatural and yet No grace is said at this table, of course. “meeting.
so terrible. On this excursion into the Course after course comes on, and two full thought had any more grace than he, needed for himself. [Mr. Beecher’s acting the
country I was glad to mark several very hours are pagsed around the festive board.
encouraging indications that thé people There is pork, mutton, ghicken and fish, manner of the formal minister, opening the
are forsaking the idols. I will cite a single besides several kinds of game. The side meeting with a voice and manner of speak one. A young man of education, having dishes and many delicacies of the season ing ¢¢ never used by him on any other -ocgraduatedat the Calcutta-Sanserit College; I will not speak of. And there were Ii-. casions,” is beyond any description the’
came to my palankeen at. noon one sultry quors in abundance. This was a Cham- reporters can give by words. Thé congreday as my bearers were resting. Ho con- pagne dinner, but many other intoxicating gation are thrilled with the compound feel-

This montH’I have made another trip to
_Degadia, which has cheered me much.

MEXICO,

other educations. Christian performance throw the Alps, as may skeptics attempt to
is not ‘spontaneity. Few creative endow- overthrow the Bible.
;
ro
ments—all susceptible of development. As
.——When you meet a man who is fully
a school-master, here is the pastor's school
—his business the development of Chris- satisfied with himself, you may be sure that
tian character and life. If he is not quali-. he has good reason for discontent.
fied for it, what is he a pastor for? It isa
——The Christian in this world of evil,
wrong idea that development is all to be in sometimes becomes like the quartz which
one way, that of rapturous adoration. Lib- contains a small percentage of gold ; thereerty should be given the inexperienced to fore the Lord causes him to pass through
express their foolishness as: well .as their the crushing mill to bring out the gold
understanding. There is too much fear from the very
common incrustations of
that sucha-one or somebody will say some- spiritual pride and self righteousness.
thing not so proper. If one can get up There may be those who contain too small
and say, God be merciful to me a sinner! he a percentage of gold to reward crushing,
makes an eloquent prayer. The best pray- therefore they are ‘‘without chastisement,”
ers in my congregation are women’s pray- and ‘are bastards and not sens.”
ers— the more shame that the churches do
:
J. HAYDEN.
not know how to use this power. They

with distributing gifts among the poor of
his own raceshe must outstrip all his neigh-

ner, for then how could the illustrious Gunga Ram get to himself a greatname ? No

and

is susceptible of interest and powerin some
respects greater than any other meeting.
There ministers can say things they may
not say in the pulpit. There is the place
where you find the fire and secret tooof the
pulpit. One of the first things the young

ine feeling and experience stammered - out
is more effective than cold polished oratory.
where the cattle stay at night, is as much borsby giving a ‘grand dinner to all the New beginners must necessarily say many
"as most of the fields get in the way of fer- European residents of the station. Mind crude things. How can a seed get up out
tilizers, if you except bones of men and an-. you, reader, this could be no common din- of thé ground without lifting dirt? The
power of the church is in its members, and
imals, plenty of which are seen on some
fields along the main lines of travel. Did
the natives take pains tobury these bones,

ate staid

when there are many trees in general and
ry
by
SW ledves ih particular.—The meeting’
"
fe54
os
8
foul
a'56 short and promptly closed on time.
subject of Prayer-Meetings is bes

festival,

Hindu

Conventional prayers

| little in specifics, as .verdure in winter,

When a man says, I have a voice, but
immense sums of money are given as alms |
cannot
pray, let him sing prayers. Music
to the poor. Wealthy babus, who are tightfisted and stone-hearted enough throughout ‘is the highest expression of Christian dethe twelve months, now at once become lib- ‘votion and experience, and a prayer-meeteral and indulge in royal munificence. ing can be carried on in great part by sing-

land crop now on the field that will suffer.
This will be ripe in December. If the land
be properly managed and the rain falls
regularly in season, farmers here can raise
three crops of rice during the year. Some Food and clothing are bestowed bounteof them are very industrious and’ enterpris-, ously upon the needy, and into these three
ing and tax the soil heavily, putting in an- or four days are pressed the sum total of the
other crop so soon as one is off.

The

in earnest prayer. Kind reader, will you unaffecting exhortations. The same praytoo pray for us and our work ?
ers descend from minister or class leader to
JAMES L. PuiLuirs.’
members for generation after generation.
‘Thereis too much praying in general,too

annual Association comes a fortnight hence, paints. She wears a string of human skulls
and we are going down éarly as there isa about her neck, and stands on the prostrate

year.

are carrying a pan of milk and it spills ov-

in the noisy deer'’s remarks ons this subject as farnished
bates of the bazar. This sort .of indignant
by our New York correspondent. Mr. 3
reproof works wonder in a congregation,
said:
x
‘and the party attacked is usually glad to
I am going tospeak of prayer-meetings—
AT
take leave.
Last week all India paid special homage the one great week-night meeting, ip New
to the goddess Durja. This is the most England phraseology, prayer i

Alien from the household band,
Haste to kiss thy Father’s hand;

the old pilgrim road, twenty
home, ¢n roufc to Santipore.

the

ernmeat offices are closed. A vacation of
well nigh a month is taken by all; the
natives visit their friends and devote themselves to worship and pleasure, while the
European population enjoy a fine holiday.
Many young civilians go off for a hunt to
the jungles, and Some seek the fun and
frolic of the giddy circles of Calcutta. Ev-erything in the line of regular work is giv-

—

——

hold

wily Brahmins

banks, the courts, the schools, and all Gov-

“If Thou Wilt.”

_

The

thousand per annum on this foolish superstition. The puja proper lasts but three
days, but so extensive are the preparations
and so'general the commotion in Hindu
has ‘to be
society that all public business
‘suspended for af least a fortnight. The
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Le

children.

their

to

down

many thousands of rupees are expended on
it. Some rich babus spend from onc to ten

The | WWorning Star.

wie

forefathers, and these they cling to as their,
them

of the world?

reader, “tention and they drive us to the mercy 'seat

for liimself and dares to hold an opinion of
his own. The mass of these natives may
be said to have no ideas of their own.
They have inherited certain confused notions about life and religion from their
sole stock, and hand

unto the Saviour

human being to think for himself. 0, how
Iadmire to see a common man pitch into a »would aid in meeting them, For these reasons we give the fuller report of Mr. Beechpriest downright roughly

Agents aro allowed Ny per
cent. on Re naryoo

oS Aeon, 2 RS

Christian

how glad we are to find*a ‘man who thinks

At No, 39 Washington
8., Dover, I, E.
LUTHER RB. BURLINGAME, Agens.

TERMS.

conceive,

cleave

These are questions that now claim our af- er one side, it will spill over the other quick-

:

ing.

¥

Le

®

7

/

a

oy
a's

a

et

church organizations than can be found
within? My friend, do not forever glance
at the least attractive aspects of the church

Sm——

When the inspiration of God was upon
“the gifted bards of Israel, common things

till He

not as we see it in the perverte

features

of

it in

which

exhibit it ourselves, and in which others
hom we refuse not to own as our brother.
Itis
men exhibit it, but in its divine ideal.

only thus we can take the true view

of our

We estimate it most corhuman ) nature.
rectly whem we consider it,not in its defects,
but in its wondrous faculties, in the

essen-

tial value of the soul that dwells within it,in
the infinite possibilities of greatness and glo-

ry within its reach,in the divine image

in

®

which it was formed,and which, by the grace
of God, it is still open

to us to regain.

the great Father viewed

it when

So

he com-

mended hisloveto us in that while we were,

yet sinners Christ died for us.

So the Son of

God viewed it when he loved us and gave
himself for us. So are we induced to. view
it when, in the spirit of our

Lord and Mas-

ter, we freely give our toil, eur thought;our
life \to_seek and to save the lost.
As we idealize humanity so it is proper
for us often tojdealize the church of Go d |
on earth. This great divine society amon 81
men we may consider, not as it appears in
its broken and scattered form, in its defective life, in its admixture of human. meth-

ods and human imperfection,in the dust an d
grime of man’s own making; but as it isin
its true and glorious ideal, as it is in its di- vine origin and destiny, in its heavenly
model and pattern, in its highest intention
and purpose, in its noblest character and
life, in.that large, distant and idealized
view which hides its common-place and its

+

minute detail of defect. The near view of
a city does not give the true and complete
view.
Its streets and buildings never glow
_ more grandly nor present a ‘ruer idea of
their fair proportions than when seen from
a little distance, as the morning sun flames
upon the tops of the heaven-pointing spires,
and the morning light bathes all things i n
its golden splendor, and the blue heavens
arch above with their clear and infinite
depths.
So must we view. the city of God, the

vine ideal, beautiful for situation, the pride
and glory of our earth, with its foundations
on the holy mountain, its towers and bulwarks reaching to the skies, and all bright
with the light of truth, echoing with the

seek to advance the power, to maintain the

interests and promote the universal exten-

sion
of the city of God.

-*

“Wooi8 me

in.

mind

could that be raffruced which often trans-

forms gitts, in

it I

arms ; for muskets

~~

of a yel-

were

not

work, to

invented

till

years

after |

the year 1370, more than 2000

of God.

souls, during his life labors,

fight, I have

Firm as a rock the soul shall rest,

was

a fearful ordeal for

now

father received during one week of a deressed pork season fifty spare-ribs), alight

Pro dress

«The Prince of the- House of David,” and

the

2.- Determination.

The

plan

~~

<I press towards the

Deliverance will come.”

harie

once delivered unto the saints.”

izations, and distribute the bread Shy
purposes,”\

as if
hey
they were in their own churches.
assumeto be evangelical clergymen, and
In
nor

From the days of Randall to the present
hour the identity of the F. W: B. church

distinct he meets the demands of his mission; to obliterate these lines is but to
trail his banner in the dust.

F. George, M, D,
Pe

A CLERGYMAN, happening to get wet,
was standing over the fire to dry his

clothes, and when his colleague came in
he asked him to preach for him, as he was

wet. “No sir, I thank you,” was the
prompt reply; ‘‘preach
olf
will
bag
Bt
. rd
i

Co., N.

Y., Feb. 14, 1802.

ents moved to Almond,

And

Co., N.
as

this

was anew part of the country his religious
privileges were very limited in early life.
In 1868 he was married to Miss Betsey

Ogden, with whom he lived until his death.
He gave his heart to God

and

consecrated

himself to the cause of Christ in 1833, when

about 31 years of age.

This he did in the

town of Burns, in a meeting

held

by Revs.

V. Beebe and S. Griswold. Two years
after this he moved to South. Danville, and
remained there some seven years. Soon
after moving to Danville he was impressed
that

God

was

calling

him to, the gospel

ministry. And though distrusting his. own
ability, he was not disobedient to the heavenly vision. And at once, though with
trembling, he commenced improving his
gift. His labors were blessed and many
were brought to Christ in his meetings.

Creed.

2

fn

-

soul:

bjt

Wake suspicipn—I believe.

I believe

©

¢

Tender, true, unselfish, high ;

sion of his subject,

and

with

unbounded

love for souls. He was strongly and conscientiously attached to the people of his
choice.
He preached'a few years to the
North Potter church, also to the Sparta

as some

to commend

a high mor-

of, his remarks

would

are not

to

popular

and

usual stage exhibitions. . They think it not
wise, nor

I believe in self-devotion,
The long sacrificdof years,
Noblest fruits of deep emotion,
Man's blood-shedding, woman's tears;

In the pure prevailing passion

safe,

to accustom

fhe

young

to

places, where possibly one performance in
a hundred may be unexceptionable. They
reason thatsuch is the necessary expense
of the theater—in buildings, performers,

of his wife and children, which

who is a man claims
ilege. ©
aving entrusted
souls, you surely
waste his substance
of The Nation.

Out

Sil

Human hearts by God conceive,
And, despite the world’s cold fashion,
Live and die for—I believe.

:

I believe in human weakness
Trying to be strong and true,
Owning in impassioned meekness
What it would, but could not do:
In its consciousness of failing,
Which, the less it doth perceive,
Doth the more leave unavailing
All its efforts—I believe.

ist, can be safely visited by the mass of the

’

A. Protest.
Words.

I am a minister's daughter, grand-daugh-

ter, wife, and soon, through almost every
shade of clerical relationship and connection.
:
. How to Save a Drunkard.
From an early age (say my sixth" year,
“
‘| when I was pretented with a pair of No.
Mr. Parton,in his last essay in The Al- 7 ladies’ kid gloves—blackat that, if bitter
does not mislead me—in which
lantic on the Ruin of Rum, thus describes meniory
how Dr. Day, the father of the curative
process, had his first patient and cure.
I onee heard Dr. Day relate the occurrence which produced in his mind the convietion that drunkards could be rescued from

the domination of their morbid appetite.

One‘evening, when he came home from his
work, he heard that a certain Jack Watts,

the satof the

neighborhood, was

starving

tage he was as polite

to him,

as

consider-

the

Watts,” said he,

ate of his dignityas the head of a household,
as he could have been to. the first man of
village.

‘‘Mr.

after

the usual salutation, *‘I hear you are in
straitened circumstances.” The man, who
was thén quite sober, replied: ‘Iam: my
two youngest children went to bed cryin
for food, and I had none

to give

them.

Which patients usually are when they make
quiry, “Lord, what wilt thou ‘have me to | the
confession impliedin enteringan asylum.
He was at the end of his tether.

He

wag

Such ministers there are in America, who

in what they do that you can particularly

complain of,

They keep a-going,

horse in the fill, round

like the

and round, day

after day-—on» day is a pattern

of another.

It would almost seem that they had been

wound up, to run so long, in just such a
way, they go through their work so mechauically. What they say is well enough,
what thiey do is very proper, butthere is such
a lack of freshness and life about it all, that
you would almost pardon a little heresy or
a little indecorum, for the sake of something new. It may be they are too diffident, or too dignified—they think either too
little or too much of themselves. Now,

modesty isa very good thing, and as to
dignity, it is always excellent. where it is
natural.

© But

a

minister

must

be

coura-

g eons; not only,as Thoreau says, ‘good, but
good for something,” for he is by his very
calling a leader, to ** go ahead” and carry.
his people
gelfto the
boldness,
But better

with him.
He must force himfront, and in all meekness but all
summon hisschurchto the ouset.
make some mistakes than die eof

dignity. Dignity is a thing which can best .
take care of itself. Let it alone. Dont
nurse it. Simply do your duty, in the fear
of God, and you will be respected by all
whose good opinion is worth having.
By all means get out of the ruts, avoid
mechanical routine. Be ever on the lookout, not for a new gospel, but for new methods of applying it, of bringing it home to
the hearts and wants of the
. people. Remember that one great part of your work

is the training of

fort in doing go

your

flock to personal -ef-

Seek to infuse an. en-

my little claws were, perforce, sheathed ev-

terprising spirit among

death, a folio containing some of the things

Chronicle.

them.

This So

ery Sanday, in certainty that should the cannot do if you are tied to your routine.
donor, whose pew adjoined the
minister's, Shake yourself outof it. Dareto be origimiss the grateful vision of ten limp finger- nal. Never fear to do right, and to do good.
ends dangling abjectly to his honor, it Strike out right and left, and let your peowould be a casus belli in the parish) I have
le seewhat you are tefribly in earnest.
intended to publish, the day before my
hey will cafch the spirit.—Ezaminer &

I have wanted to say, but have been pre-

vented from saying by the fact that I was
in the ministerial succession. But the date
of this prospective issue being uncertain, I}
venture to speak now on a single point of
b interest to minister and parish.
:
The publicity of the lite of a clergyman
and his family requires no proof. The
sanctities of birth, marriage, and
death,
when knownto be, or to be anticipated,
beneath his roof, are sanctities no longer.
The last farthing of detail is rigorously exacted for-icommon circulation, in the
parish, and any reluctance thereto is ascribed

to a sinful pride or want of confidence.
“He don’t seem to throw himself onto the
parish,” was . one of the gravest charges

The True Hiding-place.
?

ly

On

A teacher relates this incident:

One morning I went to_my school-room
and found many vacant seats. Two little
scholars, who
had been with usa few days
before, lay cold in-death, and
very sick. A fatal disease

others were
had entered

our village and school. - The children were
crying bitterly as I went in, and some of
them ran quickly to me, saying, “ O teach-.
er! Minnie and Georgie are dead! What

shall we do? Do you think we shall be
sick and die?”
1 touched the bell gently as a signal for

the opening of the school, and when they
N
had all taken their seats, I said:
you are all afraid of this disease.
«Children,

You sorrow for the death of

and fear that you my also be

your mates,

taken. Man

of you have asked me, ‘What shall we.do?’
Lknow of but one way to escape this troub-

Ig

listen I will

read

you of

»

a

All listened ea ) rly while I age the nine-

ty-first Psalm. . I made no comments,

but

in a few words asked that the Lord

would

seemed hushed

of the

carry his message to their hearts. - They all
by the sweet words

Psalmist, and the morning lessons went-on
as usual.

i

At noon a little girl named Lizzie came

are you not

to me and said, ** Teacher,
1 desire that it may continue, and, if afraid of the diptheria?” # No,”I answernecessary, increase, till the obtuse majority. ‘ed. “ Well, ha ey 0 ou be yon thong”»
shall perceive the absurdity and the wick- om would be sick and die?” ** No, dear,

concerns and most sacred interests may be,

?

to use the Junguage of the bar-room—
at HAI
t not.” Lizzie looked me full in the face
to what stativnhe should occupy,
what foes dead beat.”
oR
minutes, with uughifel, wonder-—————
some
for
he should meet, ‘or what labor he should
When Mr. Day called the next morning, adequate salary, to be, at the best, eked
‘
her face brightened a little
es;
e
ing
perform. All was yielded up to Christ; to the family - had, had their breakfast, and out by gratuities and hap-hazard *‘donation ~* Oh, 1 then
are:
You
*
said.
she
now,"
know
Watts ¢miled benedictions on the man parties,” and" supplemented, by way of a
hear and obey him was his meathnd his Jack
what a
whom he had been wont to regard as his gop to conscience, by a subscription to the hiding under God’s wings. Oh; that
‘as .
drink.
nice
place
to
hide!
1
thought
o
fund
for
superannuated
clergymen
and
the
enemy, because he was the declared enemy
hide
could
I
wish
I
chapter,
the
read
you
*
¢ He had a more sacred regard for duty of
Jack Watts's enomy. Now the time widows and orphans of clergymen.
If any minister is the Jetio ent of a dona- there too. Theh I should not be afraid of
than everything else. He could say with had come for a little talk. Jack Watts exotherwise, let all the diptheria or anything else. Is there
his circumstances; he had been out tion-party, *‘surprise” or
the apostle, “What things were gain to me, plained
of work for along time, and he had con- its items nppear, prefixed by a statement room for me there too P"
those 1 counted loss for Christ.” “Yea, sumed all his sub-istence in drink. Mr. of just how much of the salary was oyer« Yes, Lizzie," I said—** room for you,
doubtless, and I count all things but loss Day listened with respectful attention, due at the time of the free-will effering; and for every one who wishes tocome. Oh,
for the excellency of the knowledge of spoke to him of various plans for the fu- how much money was jingled in the wine- he longs 80 much more than you can tothink
his, La
you
Christ Jesus my Lord.” It was not the ture, and said that for that day he could ing pastor's ears by the jocose brother ap- io hide you in his WAarms,to clasp
:
I"
eart
pointed
to
the
presentation
;
how
many
of
give
him
a
doltar's;
worth
of
wood:
chopping
things of no value to him he counted loss
Je
ol
for
hiding-place
true
the
is
this
And
the
‘material
comforts”
remained
undeto'do. Then the)
pon the liquor ques.
| for Christ, but those of great value, even all tion. In thé softened, receptive mind of ‘youred, or unmussed after the sated lock old and young—in any and every fear and
things were sacrificed for the excellency of Jack Watts, Albert Day deposited the sub- had departed ; how abundant and how suit trouble; a hiding-place in which there is
stance of a rational temperance lecture. He able to the average taste of cultivated men always room an to spare.
Christ.
““

s.

"

’,

prions
~>

Ruts.

go their round of professional work ina
tumdrum sort of a way. There is nothing

| people, or wisely patronized by any. Dra| matic poems and private or occasional public
| exhibitions, or imaginary theaters are not
| to the point.

of the

The people of a certain parish in France

“ Can aman take fire in his bosom, and his
clothes not be burned? Can one go upon
Hot coals and his feet not be burned?
Mer,
4 Collier has come far short of proving that
| “the theater” and *‘ the opera,” as they ex-

i.

man

priv.
?
to a man the cure of
can trust him not to
in riotous living.—Cor.

were complained of for their lack of zeal in
benevolent enterprises ; to which they replied, *“ we have no priests to take the lead,
and tell us how to act. Our priests are excellent men in their way, but they cannot
step out of their routine.”

a wise regard for the teachings of experience which no rhetoric can set aside.
It
is:not without reason that Solomon asked,

1 believe in love renewing
All that sin hath swept away,
Leaven-like its work pursuing
Night by night and day by day :
In the power of its remolding,
In the grace of its reprieve,
_ In the glory of beholding

every

as his right and

—lr

moral, truly intelleeiual plays would not
support it, and there ore that no prospect as yet appears, of its being rescued
from the control of the vile fo whose taste
it must pander. Arve these positions indefensible and extreme? We think not. They
evince no .narrow-mindedness, but only
Christian caution and sobriety, a proper
subordination of pleasure to princip e, and

spent my last three cents over there,”. point- which a disaffected faction in a certain
church; then to the Italy and the Scots ing to a grog-shop opposite, * and the bar- church were able to bring against their
Bay churches. For the last few years of keeper said to me, as he took the money, young pastor. - He had done his” ‘work
ravely and devotedly, as all admitted, but
says he, ‘Jack Watts, you're a fool,” and
his life he labored with the Jerusalem so [am.” Here was a chance for a fine mor- too reticently for their liking, | They
wantchurch.
al lecture. AlbertDay indulged
in nothing J|-ed to hear from his own mouth just how
pounds of flesh he was losing weekly
Watts, excuse ‘many
He was consecrated to the great work of of the kind. He said, *“ Mr
Fhfolly Preaching Christ. All was laid me for a few minutes;” and he went out, in their service, and how many pounds he
returning soon with a basket containing had not bought.in the market which he
on this dltar. The setvice of Christ he flour, park and other materials for a supper. needed to have bought; and had they heard
made the supreme work of his life. TIt.was. “Now Mrs. Watts, cook semething and these and other like pathetic. statements
not only first in all his plans but all élse wake your children up and give them Some- from his trembling lips they would doubtwas secondary to this in life. His first and thing to eat. Tl call again early in the less have made up a purse which would
have figureil in the columns of a religious
continued inquiry was, ‘How can I render morning. ‘Good night.”
Perfect civility,—~no reproaches,—no lec- paper among the ‘‘Sunny-side items.”
the most efficient service to Christ and his ture,—~practical help of the kind needed
oe
eaven destroy the mark !
blessed cause
of righteousness P” His and at the time needed.. Observe, too, that
‘But offensive and torturing
as the houseChristian life he commenced with this in- the man was in thé condition of mind in top proclamation of & minister's domestic

do?” and he always lived and workedon
that line of action. He made no reserve:as

which bind any Christian man, and let him

do something (more or less as the parish
and he are able) to provide for the future

dréss, music, scenes, ete., etc,.—that rigidly

came the pastor of the church. The cause
ig first patient, Albert Day hit upon the
of Christ was very low, but under his la-; ve
ethod he has ever since pursued, and
bors a good revival was enjoyed and many so 1 beg the reader will note the manner in
were led to the Saviour. He labored in which he proceeded. - On ‘entering his cotable success. His preaching was characterized with zeal, earnestness, comprehen-

only

known indecency of the most

Lis wife and three young children.
In 1848 he moved to Middlesex and be- with
After tea he went to see him. In treating

this town some eight years with commend-

he meant

al drama,

(Mr. Collier)
assume that

purchase a new

life-lease for his worn-out self or his wife,
or supply some absolute need. He learns
to bow his thanks courteously, and tell his
thoughts to no one but his
LH
But, these
gratuities are often given in
earnest affection, and with gracious delicacy—this I can testify after much experience and observation; but better far that
they should be rendered. needless and unknown,
A gift from friend to friend, be he
minister..or layman, is one-thing,
and a
gratuity {rom
parishioner to pastor quite
another. Let the salary itself frankly ex-.
press all that the parish are able to do for
the man of their choice, and. let him ‘buy
his own food and clothing, manage his living, and bury his dead how and where he
please, with no restriclions save those

be included ull'the names mentioned and
endorsed by Mr. Collier. They point to the

* Infaney’s almost perfection,
» And in woman’s purity :
s
In his lofty soul-sustaining
That can to one purpose cleave ;
In her gentle, uncomplaining
Peace and patience—I believe.

"1 believe in love éternal,
Fixed in God's unchanging will,
That beneath the deep infernal
Hath a depth that’s deeper still:
In its patience, its endurance
To forbear and to retrieve,
In the large and full assurarce
Of its triumph—1I believe.
is
—(rood

We would not do him
injustice, and therefore

fair fame of some, among whom

in man’s affection,

Its perfection—1I believe.

ee

seem to imply. But as reported, his discourse contained passages practically contradictory to such a purpose, while he was
far from dealing fairly with the evangelical
clergy whose condemnation-of the theater
and opera
he assailed. What is their
ground? That the opera is
inherently
sinful ? Not at all. That dramatic compositions are wrong? ‘Certainly not That
an actor oractressis always an immoral
person ? No. . That attendants on the theaof course vile? By
.| ter and opera aro
no means. They simply affirm, as a matter of fact, that the theater, as "an institution, has always been against true religion
and good morals, in despite of occasional
plays of unexceptionable character, and
a fow attempts at reform which proved
failures. They claim that the reputationof
actors and actresses and of opera singers
has not been good, notwithstanding the

I beligve in self-denial,
And its secret throb of joy ;
In the love that lives through trial,
Dying not, though death destroy :
In those fond and full believings
That, though all the world
deceive,
Will not let its dark deceivings

His par-

Alleghany

Y., when he was but a child.

i

The Advance reviews a sermon recently
preached in Chicago by Rev. R. L. Collier
in defense of theater-going. It says:

- HopetH all things—I believe.

ge

Ce

Se

I believe in human Rindness
Large amid the sons of men,
Nobler far in willing blindness
Than in censure’s keenest ken:
In the gentleness that slowly
Sanctions what would others grieve,
In the trust that, deep and holy,

“Shouting as he journeyeth,

ev-

little experience—receive them as many a
minister is ebliged to do. Those -few dollars are little compared with the man’s

“» Theater-Going.

In the godlike wreck of nature,
Sin did in the sinner leave,
That may still regain the stature
It hath fallen from—I believe,

mark.” Impediments may be in the way.
Trials may attend. But onward he goes.
Hope lights up his coungenance ; faith stimulates him ; and he is heard

tice from them, you would—at least after on

:

That once filled the unfallen

of life ®is

a

for

your library, ete., etc.,.and all offered as
so mucli superogatory charity—the mere
overflow of beneficent souls upon whom
,| you had no claim? Why, if you were a
poor man, and had no expectation of jus-

rightful due, but they may

[ believe in dreams of duty,
Warnings where they can’t control,
Fragments of the Florious beauty

so resolute that the power of earth and
hell combined cannot move it much from
its course. The Psalmist says, “I shall
not be greatly moved.”
3.” Straight-forwardness.
‘So run that

ye may obtain.”

Christian’s

inspiration,

fea other works of like

an

formed and the purpose is established and

or

!

for your brunette wife, and a

bizarre hat for your dainty little: daughter,

course, I have

KJ]

is

secret:of many a minister's. life. Ls.
would
you, who are a merchant,
a company of your most obstina
who should ‘‘surprise” you some

the SS OF a tow dollars, a few eatables (I. ath assured by a truthful friend that her

Selections.
+

That leans, O Lord, on thee.”

—r

-—d

The wood Ww

re- |,

arson

A

4. A power for good, . The flint breaks
other substances, but is not injured -itself.
to unite with some Christian church, among
It kindles a fire that consumes.
The peowhich, of course, he“ gives
his own the
ple of God apply the truth,- and strong
preference; and while a. member, of using.
hearts are broken.” The fountains of sin
all the faculties at his command to ‘‘grow
are.. broken up; established systems of
in grace.”
wrong overthrown so that in effect the
To the Lords Supper the Christian is world seems “turned upside down.” God's
invited; and if any who are “weives in word is like fire. The wood, hay and
sheep's clothing" gpartake of this sacrament
stubble are consumed before it. Christ
under this suvitgtion, the responsibilities came to ‘‘send fire on the earth.”
Sin is
and
consequehces
are theirs, and
the destroyed by it” The dross consumed, the
churchis free from censure. In. their own good comes forth as gold tried in the fire.
churchesthe F. W. B. have authority, and
Thank God for the church on earth, and
there no convert can become a member for what he enables his people to be.
until he is immersed ; and when a member
Their faces set like a flint, they will perfrom another church is.received by letter, severe, do good and never be confounded.
they always prefer to have him duly bapH. N.
tized unless he already has been.
So far
they require their communicants to ga beRev. Arden Cobb
fore they deem them qualified to receive
the Lord's Supper. But what other churches or individuals shall do they do not pre- —Died in Middlesex, N. Y., August 10,
He
tend to say, only as may be inferred by 1868, aged 66 years and 5 months.
was
born
in
the
town
of
Blenahem,
Sehotheir ‘contending for the faith which was

»

and

was

finished my

Potter, N. Y.

ery sinner to become a child of God, and,
when such are converted, of urging them

Christian fraternization invites them.
this there is no sacrifice of conseience

The
Lclose of the-day

kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid up
for me a crown of righteoustiess which the
Lord the Righteous Judge shall give me at
that day.”
[.. B. STARR.

“Unshaken as the sacred hills,
And fixed as mountains be;

inclined to recognize in this manner, the
different divisions of the praying army, it
does not follow. that every communicant
must give satisfactiory Wi
that he is
a member of some evangelical organization
before he can unite with them in yielding
to this command of Christ. A.F. W.B.

“to all intents and

to go to work.

the ohe
How
receive
debtors

signed. He. was not considered dangerously ill until within ‘a few days of his
death. ‘The same gospel he had seen to be
the power of God in the salvation of many

and is bound to do it.

But while the F. W. B. church is heartily

wine

of the giver—this indelible impression

= =

In his last sickness he was calm

"Isaiah prophesied. Let us apply it to the
Christian.
.
|
1. The Christian is a person of decision.
- His mind is made up, he knows what to do

By preservYou cannot’ ing his latitude and longitude clear and

Youseeitin its common-place, every

his armor, the truth; and. baptized With
divine love, he went!forth to do good. Ie
was highly esteemed by all the citizens of

trable hardness.
The name is given to the
diamond and other substances of extreme
hardness.
=
The mention of the flint being set, in the
text, has no reference to its use in fire-

has been distinct, and no shadings have
allowed any compromise. A Baptist is a

understand whats its privilege and its glo-

earth.”

themselves desirable, into an

insult and a curse. 1 mean the tone, the
accent, the general Expression ‘and - intent

anchor and joy of his soul. His last words
were, ‘Though I walk through the valley
of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil;
forehead.”
Ezek. 2:8, 9. Adamant isa for thou art with me, thy rod and thy staff |
‘I have fought a good
stone, imagined by some to be of impene- they comfort me.”

separate groupings of the family of God
indicate that they are
‘‘one in Christ
Jesus.”
.
:

must feel the importance of persuading

the

:

pared and ornament left behind. And yet
by no alchemyof print or photography

w

strong against their faces, and his forehead

But are you not a citizen of this divine
; i 1 Why not? You are not drawn and Baptist at home and abroad.
"ry.

strongly ; Jack Watts’s

strong against their foreheads. As an adamant, stronger than flint had He made his

praise of God, and o'er-candpied with the
evasion of Christian responsibility.
heaven of infinite love.
:
Now if a F. W. B. church has not an orAre you a citizen of this divine and glo- dained minister, and no one is accessible,
rious city ? Realize your favoredposition and and they wish ‘to have the Lord's Supper
walk worthily of your high privilege. It is administered to them, they can invite a
the greatest privilege you can enjoy on suitable clergyman of another denominaearth. Rome called herself the eternal city tion to meet this responsibility ; but let him
and the mistress of the world. The honor come from what church he may, it is but
belongs only to the city of God. * God is the F. W. B. receiving this sacrament at
in the midst of her,she shall not be moved.”
the altar of the church which the minister
+¢ Out of Zion shall go forth the law and the represents. Nothing more, and nothing
_ word of the Lord from Jerusalem ;” and ‘ all less. A change of location but not a
nations shall flow unta it.” Obey the laws and change of fact.
Si
rules of life which this divine citizenship
And no F. W. B. church is authorized to
lays upon you. Never tarnish its honor, er call upon any minister to represent her,
defile the purity of its fellowship. Drink either in administering Baptism or the
of the streams which make glad this city of Lord's Sapper, where such a call must of
‘the saints.
The waters
of grace are necessity involve a.loss of identity. Ifa
healing waters, the medicine of life; with clergyman belongs to a church which warjoy partake of them. No willows grow by rants infant baptism, no matter what may
the banks of the river wherewith the city is be his theology, the fact of his membership
“blessed, on which to hang your harps that makes him an endorser of that administra.
they may mingle their murmurings with tion, even if he demurs to any extent imyour sighs and groans. . It was Babylon, aginable. An ordained minister is pre’ not Jerusalem, that furnished these groves sumed to be intelligent,
and to be in full
of complaint, No frogs croak their dismal fellowship with a church while rejecting an
note of discouragement in thesé clear,pellu- important part of its creed and practice
cid waters. It was Egypt, not Canaan, ‘mustbe placing piety at a ruinous discount.
that had its’plague of frogs. The joy of the In either case, such parties could not be
* Lord is your ktrength, and in that strength expectedto represent the F. W. B. ghurch.

by its spirit and life»

Teceive a penny forit.”

bear testimony against the sinful, God influenced him. ‘He had made his face

the Lord’s children are not only cordially
but. earnestly invited to partake of it. By
coming around the paternaj board in this
fraternal manner, the different branches

in

prophet Ezekiel was called-to his

Hence, when "a F. W. “B. receives the
Lord's Sapper at the altar of another church
he does it “without asking any questions,”
expecting, of course, that they will adminaccording to their
ister this sacrament
church he gathers and rules on earth, not “faith
and usage.”
)
regarding too minutely its detail of imper-’
And so when ministers of other denom i
fection, not looking, so to speak, at the
nations administer the ordinance in a F.
erookedness of some of its streets, at the
. house, whether at a Q. Meeting,
dinginess of it blind alleys, at the stucGeneral Conference, or at any other gathco of its fair mansions, nor at the dusty,
ering, it is expected that they will appear
grimy common place of its every day life;
as the representatives of their own organbut as it stands in the true glory* of its di-

attracted

% |

hard and strikes fire with steel.—When the.

d | Supper; and as it is the Lord’s Supper, all

we

have set judgment

Flint is a sort of quartz stone,

ual Jerusalem. No
river flows through
The Lord’s Supper.”
that ancient city, and only springs and |
a
—
small brooks are anywhere near it. Bug |
really and truly God was its safety, its glo- |, THE POSITION OF F, BAPTISTS. —APPLICATIONS,
ry and defense, and the river of his grace
Membersof the F.W. B. church have
gladdened its people. Jerusalem is thu $ | the constitutional right, and therefore the
idealized to represent the church of the liv- privilege,to receive the Lord's Supper at
ing God, which stands securely and shows the -altar of any church celebrating this
herself immovable in the wildest commotion, ordinance and extending to them the inviand through which streams of life and tation. They have the same right and privblessing dare ever flowing.
ilege, also, of inviting all who love God to
As the bard idealized Jerusalem to make unite with them in observing the eéucharist.
it fully represent the church of God, so we But when either of these indications of
must idealize the church as we know it to “open communion”
exists, it is with the
make it equal to his representation.
That distinct understanding that this sacrament
is, we must consider this great Divine So- is not the rite nor the institution of any
ciety as we often have to consider our own church, but itis emphatically the Lord's
and marred

os

lowish, blueish gray, or grayish black
color. It is impregnated with iron, is very

This is an ideal and not the act-

humanity,

=

we shoulg follow his steps.”

Rt

.

—

His life
40 be followed as far as possible
by others.f “Leaving us an example that

wore often viewed by them—in—the-sublime "as itis now to be seen. Remember its orf
form and coloring of a glowing faith and gin, its ideal grandeur and glory, its. suba transfiguring imagination. Isaiah saw lime privilege, its glad and” divine fellowJerusalema. quiet habitation, secure -and ship, its magnificent future. The" sciontifimmovable, where the Lord was to the ic life 'is less: noble,” says
the accompeople a place of broad rivers apd streams. plished anthor of Ecce Homo, *‘than the
The psalmist saw Jerusalem as a city of Christian ; it is better, so tospeak, to bea
God, watered by a full and flowing river, citizen in the New Jerusalem than in the
and made glorious and secure.by the divine New Athens."
TG.

presence.

Lo

“Therefore have I set my faccas a flint.” Tis. 047,

and ‘women were the odds and _ends of ap-

persuade him to

he would reply; |
“I must preach Christ to sinners if I do not

Probably some allusion i8'here had to the
in the church are you rot in the world? Is Messiah, of whom in another placeit is preach not fhe gospel of Christ.” His
there a better, purer, holier life outside our ‘said, ‘He shalt not fail nor be discouraged watchword was labor ; his motte, activity;

“Phe Ideal Citys:
|

:

would
Christians, |desist
: _ Whenfrombis hisfrionds
holy work

Stable

-4

—-

Compunications.

and

[2

~

Tough

nounce your nature and acknowledge your
brotherhood? Then why should the imper-| fections of our Christian Society keep you
away from its fellowship? If you are not

ils

| ur

Z

=

aa

:

iin

Yiiaia

.
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Waiting.
Rie
as,

wl

.

a!

It is wonderful how muy

.

7

and
I have since- repeatedly
given a OVE o t issla the
thread80 thatrabyaans
‘run
him though
5 olden
: opportunity, he has% never said any " |;
hthe orgospel
; God’s love
to us, our's
to me on_the subject.
‘And I have throug
gospel
0
2
ws up my mind that, Jf that is religion, to him, andone to *nother,
x

Res

3 ings we, have to do in this lin, Aud one | I do} want it.
| to wait.

e are very apt

:

to be impa-|

©.

““I'know you

willnot think this a ¢ good

tient, to be equal to working or even en- | reason’ butitstandsia my way.”
during, when we feel almost unequal to

a

{e TEACHER said to a little girl ut school; |

:

|.*‘Ifa naughty

girl should

hut

you, like

good EL Se
Jan 3 a
you?" “+¥es,
Yes, ‘marm,” she replied, «If I
couldn’t'catch her.”

a

is necessary for us is just this, and sends
_ it, and we are so displeased that ie -fret
and fume, and worry ourselves into a fever

of impatience,
really.

I, do not consider

Is it not,

-One

has an hour

to

waif

for

that

you, as

well

4his a satisfactory reason.

tho frontray,

. very

foolish

one"
;
;
A
“Yes, sir,” said James ingenuously ; ¢ and
1 was ashamed as soon as I had written it.
But, Mr. C., half the professors of religion
do not live any better than anybody else.”
|- ¢ And because they do not, are you will
ing to stay away from Christ, risking your
own salvation on thé" ground.of their impeifections? |
:
y
“You were ashamed to offer so poor an
excuse to me: how will you dare present it

then we are not. waiting

It"is wonderful what different
ways
there are of doing this same thing. If we
happen to be spending a morning ata railWhy-siatio, we see how persons are affected-by it.

on

show

~~

a’

train, and'he saunters up and down the
latform or loungeson a seat. in the waiting-room with a most placid and contented
smile upon his face. Another has to wait before God?

Because

others

come

short

benevolent temper,

It is disease and dis-

passionate,

or

eager,

not

credit all over, and there is no more gréatness in it than in the swelling of a dropsy.
—dJeremy Collier,
Fa

anxious nor impatient, but, not knowing
whether life or death is before them, lying
still and simply waiting. Oh, it is surely
not of themselves that the restless spirit is

Privaie

Study of tlic Bible.

mediate

victim, and

if his name were in-

scribed on one of the ten thousand. tickets
should he be perfectly easy?

Seventeen specimen Pictures and Catalogues

20.cts., twice as many, 30cts.

Newspapers
and miscellanetys
books
are steadily. crowding Bible a
into
smaller fractions of the twenty-four hours.
Nine-tenths of our professing Christians may

comfort usto know that God does not
make his children wait without giving them
the necessary power.
BNE
wp
There is another waiting still. It is when
heart and flesh have failed, when the pulse
is low, and eyes are dim, when hope dies,
at least with reference to this life,and there
is nething to do but be quiet and listen for
the sound of the wings of the dark angel.

take these words of the
a personal application:

Watchman
‘

And yet how many are thus waiting now! schools, as helps
Earth is receding, though heaven does not lical knowledge,

in

the acquisition of bib-

and would have ‘them
multiplied in the best forms; but we have
never seen the instance in which they alone,
with thém hitherto, though the angel's however excellent, have made a mind truly
greetings has not yet reached them. Day and intelligent in the Scriptures. In other denight in isolation and silence,they wait for partments, perfected as may be the means
the summons, but it shall come soon. They of education, none become scholars apart
know that. Aad they shall arise and have from personal study of thetext books. The
what they have fo for, and reach the thing especially needed by us all is our own
heme where there will be no longer need diligent attention to the Book of God—
reading it ourselves, meditation upon it,
of patience.
;
Let us be content to wait. God help us the comparison of passage with passage,
not to be impatientand hasty ; but may we fact with fact, doctrine with doetrine, prebe quiet and resigned, even when the time cept with precept, so as to get all its parts
imbedded in our minds. Many now on the
is long I— Marianne Farningham.
shady side of fifty can remember when’
they had

very

few

books, and

they

EC]

Women

in Society.

the! Church,

which

it with

all

Colton’s

true

We must quit laughing at China,

Pacific Coast to the lines now rapidly

sent

LY

Strength

rate

Economy

Ex=Gov.
says: ‘‘My

of steady

are ad-

Wm.

A.

Buckingham

fine.”

of @onnecti-

and
:

Dr. J, G.
Holland ( Timothy
Kathrina, &c., of Springneld

Titcomb), author of
a8s,, says: *‘ They

Dealers treble their gales with them.
}
At wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., and M.S.
Burr & Co, jBoston; W, H. Schieffelin & Co., New

and

an

Indian recipg, is entirely vegetable, and is a cer
tain cure without supporters.
By enclosing a three-

cent postage stamp, I will send
Manufactured and sold by Mrs,

you my
Circular.—
LINUS BELCHER,

(LACLARK'S
RK'S A CERTAIN
RBUMATIC
BLIXER
CURE FOR
REV. W.

CLARKE.

sincerely

for

Dear Sir :—I

the

great benefit

ours truly,

to thank
received

your kindness.

JO.

W.

of

the

celebrated

H_ HAY,

with her prescribed ocoupatiotis,Muning for

°

ei

even

a thousand years from father to son, and
mourning

of India, with

her

caste, and

Not Wisdom,

sneering at Europe, with her aristocracies
and class-pride, and at all who will discriminate where God has broken down distinctions, until in our

whole

civil

and

—
Men bow

before talent, even

if unasso-

ciated with goodness; but between those
two we must make an everlasting dis-.
tinction. When ence the idolatry of talent
enters, then farewell to spirituality. When
men agk their teachers, not for that which

sa-

cred life together we are prepared to admit
the woman ‘to whatever equal rights she
may claim with the man.
Only then shall
there be a state thatis not torn by dissension.
Oaly then a church in which there will be will make them more humble and godlike,
“neither Jew nor Greek,bond nor free, male but for the excitément of an intellectual
hot female, but we shall be all one in banquet, then farewellto Christian progrist !!
4h
ress. Here also St. Paul stood firm.

Not wisdom, butChrist crucified. St. Paul
might have complied with these requirements of his converts, and then he would

The Poor Excuse.

have
gained admiration and love; he
A teacher once pidssed the subject of would have been the leader of a party,
personal religion upon one of his pupils, but he would have heen false te his Master— he would have been preferring self to
a young man of nineteen,
He said,—
oN

aad fl

— Robertson, .:
—**Youacknowledgeit to bs
important, | Christ,
“

A

: “A

Christian P”

ok

j

at your duty is to become
did

Ho

© Yessir,”
:
Theh Hiere i fore reason whygyou

not;

an

nwght

tobe

oughtn't
it Sl
“Yes sir.”

“Well now, Iwant
think about it, and sce

a

A

ver

ye

00d

4
do

one;

ou to go home a
w
you fo
can find any

. sufficient reason, and tell me the result.”

ST

;

Ek

.

Varleties.

Tie Chicago correspondent of the Inde!
ndent states that ‘‘a Cincinnati man,

who

nd known Henry
Ward Beecher in early
life, remarked that nobody ever thought

"friends experienced religion;

portrayed and drawn forth.

any

time;
time

will

Bonds

be

Addréss 8.

all

of any

orders

such

At this

cation.

sent
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Sponge

during

CO,

last, are everything fthat we

Cushions

four months’

before

our committee

adopting

trial I have

expression with regard
entire satisfaction.

to them
)

CHAS. W. ROBINSON.

UNION.

Send Bill to me

them.

never

other

heard any

than

that of

for Com. on Repairg.

here.

N

NEw YORK, Aung. 16, 1863.
received the Bed and
Pillows and

Dear Sir :—I duly

found them all right-—at least I_could Suggest no improvement,
I enjoy them thoroughly.
am ready
uoted as one of their
to pay for them and to be

admirers.

Yours, ete.,

ORACE

OFFICE SOUTH BOSTON

has been in constant use since. The cushions appear
to be as elastic and plump as they were when they
were put into the car.
am gatisfled that Elastic

a Communion Serany other need-

Sponge is far superior to anything now in use for car
seats.
Yours truly,

R.

4

manner

JOHNSON,

Supt.Anges86. Boston R. R.
BOSTON,

Oct. 22, 1868.

MESSRS. CHAS. L. FOWLE & CO.—The Elastic

Machine

in the same

GREELEY.

RAILROAD, CO.,

South Boston, Nov. 10, 1868.
MEssrs, CHAS. L. FOWLE
& CO.,—Gentlemen :
About five months since I had a set of your Elastic
Sponge Cushions put into one of our cars. The car

Sponge Mattresses and Pillows you manufactured for
me have proved highly satisfactory.
They have
qualities, which, 1 think, adapt them especially for
hospital

them

use, and

to

I do

not

Superintendents

institutions.
8S. F,

as

to

recommend

and

public

y
M. D., Surgeon U, 8. N.

COUES,

. OFFICE

hesitate

of Hospitals

OF THE

COMPANY,

20INDIA
WHARF.
SELLING AGENT,

C. L. FOWLE,

EVERY CLERGYMAN.
of Smith’s Unabridged Bible

This edition of Smith’s

HURD

°

Bible

Dic-

& HOUGHTON,

Publishers,

______4h9 Broome Street, New York,

HANS

ANDERSEN
AND

THE

RIVERSIDE

MAGAZINE

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
HANS
CHRISTIAN
ANDERSEN, the Greatest
Living Story Teller, will send new articles direct to
the RIVERSIDE. The new volume begins Jau., 1869,
and will be brighter and fresher than ever,
SPLENDID PREMIUM.
We will give to every subscriber for 1869 who sends
$2,5C (the regular price) directly to us, a copy of the
elegant Chromo,
The Quack
Doctor, By HEXRY L. STEPHENS,

reproduced in rich colors for our subscribers only.
Size 16x20 inches, and well worth $5. Copies will be
sent by mail, pre-paid, in the order of subscription.
HUKD & HOUGHTON, Publishers,
York.

Samples of Magazine sept for25 cts, Prospeenss free,
J
4135

To work in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, to
whom exclusive territory will be given, tor the sale

of a Sewing Machine firrt Jatin the market. Fully
licensed, at a comparatively low price; equal in finish, operation,

and

appliances,

to

any

of the

parties having a good team
Address

Securities

CHICOPEE

Young Pec

high

priced machines. To be solq with a full warrant,

Te

preference wiil be given

SEWING

MACHINE
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ATAMI

CO.,

BOSTON,

AND

Mass,

BONE DUST.

BATES.

14COARSE and FINE. MIXED
for Drilling.
3—FLOURED

desirable

GOVT,

Double-refined

Poudrette

produced

remarkable

equal proportions,

2-FINE,
BONE,

most

suitable

.

mixed

in

low

as

ns

hate and Ammouia
'or PEMRANENT,

" advance.

than usual in Superphosphates,

as well as for

immedidte

HE LODI-MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

ted States,

possessing

extraordinary

For sudden attack

Is great remedy invariably remover aol deg
cco, and is entirely vegetable and hd
an gxeellent
tiger,

facilities for the

manufacture of Fertilizers; controlling exclusively

the

night-soil, offal, bones and dead animals of New
ork;
Brooklyn and Jersey cities, as also the great Commu.
nipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in

ers

4

lote to suit custom

,000 TONS

~

=

in bbls. of 266 bs. cach,

Agents wanted, Add
City, Nu J.
A Cxtuayu 4's
DOTHE onred
my
Rev.
Rov. 1,1. W £8

2

Price in New York, #35,00 per Tom of 2,000
Ibe. For Price Lists, Cirenlars, &c,, apply to
OR LODI MAKUFACTURING CO.,
NEW
06 CORTLAND STREET,

he

A superb production of 50 illuminated
8 of
choice reading, selected and origin, from
pens
p- Sin inen Ton ors, axqomplate
dar, ote, ele. eto,
vatu

oy Price only 30 Cents.

|

| nt ro og CHERRP maters
90, 92, & 04 GRAND BT, N

P. 0. Box, 8180,

NID.

,

:
YORK.

mis

—Applioations for circulars sta

TV it Lath Falls Knsing Michine fs
and

au

other, Sample
can make,
437;

n

all

essential

Stocking sent which no other machine
_ N. CLARK, Agent,
313 Washington Bt., Boston,

OR

Oxx Box or Anti
'
YE
rr
's Station, Pa.

gh
ar U, 8. Treasory,
send a supply of ANTIDOTE,
done
its work sureLY.
#
[Trade Mark X Copyrighted}

and flonble
A HOLIDAY PRESENT.~—Ladiss
men, young sind old, desirous of having their ‘hale
of
iy
ues
shonid
Holidays,
the
for
beautiful
ont.
A
FOR
CHEVALIERS LIFE
ail.
8,
Free:
Hote.
fhe
on
Read Chevalier's Treatise
il free.
og dent
, by
Given away at the Drug Stores
;
This book should be read by ¢ ve
hav
and
how to cultivate
gray hair to its original color,
an Po
po
removeall irritation
keep
the hair beautiful to.

| 3. F.SHORES, JR., PORTSMOUTH,N. H.

ILLUSTRATED 1869 ALMANAC.

Smokers and

lists of testimonials, roNgeng

ground to a powder.
Its effects Rave been most astonishing, doubling the
them ten days or {wo weeks earlimaturing
crops and
brands of Super Phos id He
er, Equal tothe
y
Cro;
ough sold only for
on

makes sleep refres

h.

Years Cured. Pring
A Treatise on the In]

Made from night-soil, blood, bones and offal,

per os

Se system, possesses great pong
power, enables the stomg

Tisbes robust hol

DOUBLR-REFINED POUDRETTE,
LARS

Berfd for specimen copy.

An Antidote for Tobacco.

the

oldest and largest concern of the kind in the Uni.

AGE.

fascinating

—= BOSTON. <~

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.

[5w8s

the most

Peary Mason & Co PusLiSHERS.

powerful

NO EQUAL,

of

Its articles are mostly original, thoroughly
practical in their character, wide
4
awake and entertaining.
Published wegkly.
Price, $1.60 a year, in

a larger amount of soluble Phog-

effect upon land, 1T HAS

"

1d by the d

Bone,

Sold

We offer this Phosphate confidently as being as
good if not ruperior, to any ever made or sold in this

DISCOVERY

uakertown

Fine

apd drilled in with the seed; have
effects,

Bome

and brilliant writers contribute to
its columns, among whom are Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, Miss1, Stulrt Phelps,
Mrs. Louise Chandler Moulton,
Paul
Du Chailla, Wirt Sikes and others.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

SECURITIES,

Street , New York.

and

THE

Without exception. the largest and cheapest Youth’s Publication in the country.

any article of same purity and fineness in the market.

of croup itis luvaluable.. I have no hesitation in rec.
ommending it for all the uses it professes to cure. 1
have sold it for many years, and it Elves entire sat:
isfaction,
CHAS,
H, TRIMNER.

4wssy

in July

You will remember that

tionary 18 edited by H. B. Hackett, D. D., and Ezra
Abbot, A. A. 8. and is the only unabridged edition
published in America. It will be completed ih 4 vols.,

AND «=

THE

ve

Mass., Nov. 16, 1865.

Some of us were prejudiced agains} them on account
of their being a new article.
Our inquiries satisfied
us that we were in error.
-I am happy to say that

BA. WE WARRANT OUR BONE TO ANALYZE PURE,
Packed in bbls. of 250 Ibs, each. For Winter grain,

mended that [ have ever used.

n

MASON, JR.

Good Canvassing Agents ‘wanted

GREAT

dis

of

made Jiligentinquiries of those who had used the

8t.,, Boston.

Knitting

to their pastors.

actually

Liniment in my family for anumber of years, and be
lieve it to be the best article for what it-is recom-

iAy

any

1 never sat on

price ($6.50 per vol. in cloth). Copies sent free.
Laymen will find this an excellent way to make a present

advance

NEW ENGLAND AGHNTS,
4

shown

Dictiobary (profusely illustrated) to every clergyman
who shalll send us three subscribers at the regular

WILDER,

50 BROMMIKELD STREET, , , . BOSTON.

however,

founded.

Terry, that you furnished for the Auburndale Congre-

a sew
machine. Good Agents wanted in every
city and county in New England, Enclose stamp for
circular,
. M.
MASURY & CO.
Gen, Eastern Agents,210 Washington St. yBoston.

Dr. TopIAS=Doar ir: I have used your Vangtian

For Family Sewing and Manufacturing.

PLUMMER

&

Federal

It is operated with a treadle,

of:

Steam Engines,

SEWING MACHINES. |

not,

AUBURNDALE,

chine, and will knit any form, size or shape required.

Sold, or Exchanged, at our office and

OF

has

C. L. FOWLE, Esq., Ag’t Patent
Plastic Sponge Co.
Dear Sir:—It gives
me
great pleasure to inform
you that the 88 Church Cushions, covered with Green

Pletely as by hand from top to toe, including a perfect
eel, without taking the stocking from the ma-

FARMERS,
FAMILIES, AND
HERS CAN
purchase ho remedy equal to Dr, Tobias’ Venetian
iniment for dysentery, colic, eroup, chronic rheumatism, sore throats,
toothache, sea-sickness, cuts,
Shafting, Turning Lathes,
burns Byelting, bruises, old sores, headache, mos:
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
quito
hiten
pains
in
limbs,
chest, back, ete. 1f it doe
Mil
every deseription, MIL Work, all kinds of aw
not give relief, the money will be refunded, All that
1s asked is a trial, and use itaccording to the direc"Machinery, (both eircular and upright,) Iron
G
ters thd ~~
| UORA;
;

HOWE

us to-|

‘Will knit 20,000 stitches of perfect work in a minute,
It is the only machine that can knit a stocking as com-

Financial Agents of the Central Pacific Railroad Co.

ss

enabled

THE BRIDGEPORT

recei

—

da wl

136

ance Policy for its pastor, or almost

time they pay

descriptions of Government

No. 5 Nassau

use

these objections to be well

TO AGENTS

THOMPSON

market, containing

AND

Jo

eralmonths’

ful thing, by a club of subscribers. Send for a copy,
enclosing 10 cents, to
HENRY E. CHILD,
4135]
41 Park Row, New York.

that the

OF

STATIONARY

has

very Congregation may obtain

FISK & HATCH

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

careful comparison and inquiry, with some hesitation, because we were warned by those interested in
other materials of various objections to them. Sev-

chines, Dictionaries, Appleton’s Cyclopedia, Pianos,
Organs for Churches, etc., makes one of the best

accounts,

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

business

459 Broome Street, New

AND

JENNINGS,

Sponge Cushions in use in the Congregational Church

Christians at the polls; and the rights of labor, It
has the best Agricultural Department of any paper
in the world; publishes stories for the family, and
for the destruction of social-evils, Its editorial management is impersonal; its writers and editors are
from every branch of the church, and from every
grade of society. I1thas been aptly termed the freest
organ of thought in the world.
uch a paper, offering premiums of Sewing
Ma-

urn Express at our cost.

BI Subscriptions
Bankers, dgenits
United State,

BANKERS

JOHN

Pastor of Baptist-=Church, Westfield, Mass.

are delivered,~without qualification or correction
x him.
It advocates universal suffrage; a union of

:

Bonds

and Soci.

recently enlarged to mam, }-©FFICE OF THE TRIBUNE, New York, July 8, 1868.
IT IS THE LARGEST RELIGDear Sir :—If you would do so, or could get it done
10US PAPER IN THE WORLD.
It isthe leading organ
without extra trouble, I wish yon would have a Bed
of the Union Movement, and opposes ritualism, close
and two Pillows of Elastic Sponge made up for me,
communion, exclusiveness and church caste.
It is
and sent by Harlem R. R. to
the only paper that publishes HENRY WARD BEECHCo
HORACENGREELEY.
Chappaqua, Westchester Co., N.Y.
‘ERS’S Sermons, which it does every week, just as they

can be made.

to

the Church

at Orange, (Rev. Geo. B. Bacon’s)
give, so far as}
know, entire satisfaction.
They were selected after

1869.

t

Tus 52 per has been
moth
proportions.

vllcconnts of Banks, Bankers, and others, re.

Gas Fittings of all kinds’; Brass and Iron Valves;
“Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

wd Brass pri

C.

Family

ceived and favorable arrangements made for

Company.

of our

THE

when the

proportionally

right

satisfactory to

CHAS. L. FOWLE, E8Q., 121 Summer St., Boston,—
Dear Sir :—I reply to your Inquiry of yesterday that the

TERMS8——Weekly $2.50.
Monthly $1.50.
premiums for new subscribers.
Send

4135]

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

Portable

XXIV,

Nov, 18th, 1868.

ety, Many strangers and iriends from: abroad have
béen gtrong in their expressions of
praise, The
cushiofis are remarkable for neatuess of appearance
and permanency and elasticity of position.
Yours truly,
i

Send for circulars, with NEW
PREMIUM
RATES, before sending your clubs elsewhere,

We receive all classes of Government Bonds, at.
their full market rates, in exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
realize from 5 to 10 per cent. profit and keep the
principal of their investments equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention.
Information, Descriptive Pamphlets, etc., giving a
full account of the Organjzation, Progress, Business
and Prospects of the Entyrprise furnished on appli
|

much morethan

LARGER THAN EVER!

in Currency.

but

price.

themselves,

SWAMSCOT

|» Ina lew days,the following note was slip- Henry Ward would be good for anything
ped into the teacher's hand :—
UABLE GXFT, 8
pages.
“MyDEAR TEACHER,—You ak me to but to play the ‘big fiddle’ in the choir.”
Five 1
ATRBTIO FAMII LY P RRA
tell you my reasons for not being a ChrisA ™rUE saint is a divine landscape, sorties all Diseases and their Remedies.
tian. One is, that, last summer, one of my where all the true beauties of Christ are m
.. DR. 8. 8, FITCH
most intimate

year,

by Mail and Telegraph at MVIRKET

MANUFACTURERS

VOLUME

from National and State laws, guarantees peculiar to

Bought,

\

Tux most holy ministers are the most
useful; the ark is pure, and must be
touched only by hallowed hands.

thereon

present

~All

oil

rarmns
wc

at

at

WESTFIELD,

"FOR OUR
ONE DOLLAR SALE,
especially m the line of COTTON GOODS,

more than 8 per cent, upon the investment, and have,

AMOS
PAUL,
. . AGENT,
{ SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

but Christ.

Subsidy

PRICE.

C. L. FOWLE, EsqQ.,~
8
ly
DEAR SIR :—Most cheerfully do I say that the cushions you furiished for our new meeting-honse are

dis-

654 Broadway, New York.

INDUCEMENTS

103 Per Cent., and

filled

IN

Reasonable

Respectfully Yours,
LOWELL
New York, Nov, 17, 1888.

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK,
AND DOVER NATIONAL BANK,

Machine

the

4135]

The magnitude
make the

:

price

tutes would naturally be used.

pleasanter cushions,
and so far, at least, they seen to
justify all you claim in their behalf.

gr

last

:

business

in transitu at the

COUGH

Portland, Me., and retailed byDrug-

Esq.,

stamp for circular and specimen.

BONDS,

the

.

gists and medicine dealers generally.
“ BURNHAMS & VAN SHAACK, Wholesale Druggists,
Chicago, General Agents for the West.” [3mortf10

WARING,

Nothing like it ever pub.
Sells atsight to farmers,

ADVANCE
Liberal

a surplus of nearly a million in

The Bends are of $1,000 each.
A The Company reserve the

REMEDY, Minot, Me., to whom orders may be sent,
Sold Wholesale by RuST BRO. & BIRD and GooDwiN & Co., Boston; J. BALCH & S80N, Providence,
R. I, H.

of next

Accrued Interest,

JACKSON.

EUROPEAN

E.

ment

~

Price, $1. per Bottle===Six Bottles for $5.
PREPARED BY
REV. WALTER
CLARKE,
Proprietor

U. 8.

:

For any P urpose

Elastic, Durable, and

Agricultural Engineer of the

papers for canvassers in the world.

Me., Dec.

desire

GEO.

vice, an Organ, a Melodepn, a Bible, or a Life Insur-

of

“7

|]

A

N.
Y, Central Park, &c.
lished; “150 engravings.

1869.

before

A portion of the remainder of this Loan is now
fered to investors at

my wife of Neuralgia to/which she has long been sub1

that

securities now offered. No better Bonds

m your
Rheumatic Elixir. I had the Rheumatism
over three years and was so lame that I could onl
‘walk with great difficulty, and at times had so muc!
ain that 1 could not sleep, or even lie in bed, and I
Rad tried so many * remedies” without receiving any
benefit, that I lost all confidence in medicine, but
when you Droposed to let me have half § dozen bottles of your
Rheumatic Elixir, that it might be tested
in Bo severe a case as mine, sfating that if it did not
help me you would charge me nothing for it, I readily
epted
your offer, and
before I had
taken the six
bottles I found it all you had
pecommended it to be,
and as you will remember I offered to pay you double
the’
price for it. I can now do as much work
as I could before I had the rheumatism and believe
the cure will be perfect. Your Elixir has also cured
ject; again thanking you for

it is probable

\]

AR

Where Hair, Feathers or their Substi-

COMB

N

{

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

secured by a First Mortgage upon. so ‘productive a
property are among the most promising and reliable

I have

ta

J

The best lands, the richest mines, together with
largest settlement and nearest markets, lie along this
portion of the Pacific Railroad,and the future develop-

19, 1867.
1

yield

:

RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA AND GOUT.
W. Jackson, Monmouth,

Gold

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD

[eow6m49

My. John

ti huve prof
TOR:

of the coun-

From these conaiderations it is submitted

mont St., Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Lewis Packard, North

From

will

great.

Randolph, Mass.
Also sold by G. C. Goodwin,
38
Hanover Street, Boston ; M. 8. Burr & Co., 26 Tre.
Jay, Me,

MAGIC

K

h

gold after expenses and interest are paid—even if the
through connection were not made.

eowly.

CUBE FOR FEMALE WEAKNESS.
H1S WONDERFUL MEDICINE, made from

Str

“ Ome of the best Agricultural periodicals in the country.”— [Boston Journal.
.

The net profit upon the Company’s business on the
completed portion, is" about double the amount of
annual interest liabilities to he assumed thereupon,

are the Standard in all this vicinity.”

York.

and

be completed by the middle

ihe JSruits of GREAT STRENGTH.

find them very

from

Overland travel will be very large,
The local business alone, upon the completed por.
tion, is so heavy, and so advantageous, that the gross
earnings average MORE THAN A QUARTER
OF A MILLION IN GOLD PER MONTH,
of which 35 per cent. only is required for operating
expenses,

Extracts she has ever used.”

Ex- Gov,

ig 83, 5, k 85.apA LET 7 HsLao

mechanics-and workingmen of all classes. Active
men and women can surely make the abeve amount.
Send for Circulars.
E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishe 8

granted by the government to the Pacific Railroad
Companies.
{
Nearly five hundred miles of the road are now
built and the grading is well advanced on two hundred and fifty miles additional.
The THROUGH LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT will

Flavors

cut says: ‘ For a long time we have used them,

investors;

to the same extent only as the

Jarhes Y. Snzith of Providence, R. I.
wife pronounces them superior to any

Flavoring

LOANS

AMERI

:

The Best Material
ah
For Mattresses and Pillows.

R. P. EATON f#& Co., Boston, Mass;

MOST POPULAR CORPORATE

THE

a.

“a

Oarpets---Don’t Pay the High Prices.

HE NEW ENGLAND CARPET
CO. of Boston,
- A. Mass., established nearly a quarter of a centur;
ago, in their present ocation, fn Halls over 1,750 y

Singuished author, and

many months, when the Road is completed and the
Loan closed, the Bonds will be eagerly sought
for at the Highest rates.
*
_ They are issued only as the work progrégkes, and

which is without a Parallel.
The great secret of their success is they are the true

rich flavors o

States

~

tr 15

Patent Elastic Sponge.

pee
moath.
{AGENTS WANTED.
:
Co sell a new
book 2 rtaining to Agriculture and the

try, and therefore will be constantly dealt in.
The greater portion of the Loan is now in the hands

J

Great

United

re TO SELL THE

THIRD
reomionte
cme
; Wied
i
{
nt

|

;

Ras

Agents, Address AMERICAN
CO., Boston,Masg.
4w35

Mechanic Arts, by

only.

AND

Flavors

Lowers.of Choice

in

ol

This issue of Bonds constitutes one of the LARGEST

Columbia 8t., New York Clty.

and

¢ payable

0 a

Li

:

The particular attention of Church Building Com| Will color the Hair or Beard a pei anept Black or | mittees, and all others interested, is called to
Brown. It contains rio poison.
There is no slop or
The Following Tetsimonials:
stain arising from its use. If you buy one you will
3
BOSTON, Mags,, Oct, 23, 1865.
forever discard all other hair-dyes or preparations.
°1 have examined the Elastic Sponge, manufaeOne Comb will be forwarded. to any person on retured by the Amerienn Patent Sponge Co. By their
ceipt of $1.25. Price list furnished to dealers only,
process I believe that the vital elasticity of the Sponge
on application,
!
re
ig permanently preserved, and that the article is
Address W. PATTON, Treasurer Magic Coun Co.,
excellently adapted to the uses forwhich it is offered,
4185)
Springfield, Mass.
AS, T, JACKSON, M. D.,
State Assayer, Analytical and Consulting Chemist.

Coin,”
3
:
The semi-annual Coupon® are payable, July 1st and
January 1st, in New York City.
;
The purchaser is charged the accrued interest from
the date of the last paid Coupon, at the Curremcy

OF THE CHOICEST FRUITS AND SPICES,
Their Strict Purity, Delicious Flavors, Un=
tracting a trade from

MADE

5

ru

Cc

: ae
:

The Best Material. =
ne For Ohurch Upholstering.-

J

the Eastern States. =
They bear Six per cent. interest per annum, in gold,
AND BOTH PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST ARE EXPREBS-

for

LANG

building

4;{

z

WANTED AGENTS, 430, The sim |
plest, Sheapest, ahd | best Knitting
ever in: perMachine
chin
vented.
‘Stitches
minute. Liber-

THE

extending easterly from the navigable waters of the

its short-

last century or last year, or.

week,

—

Natidnal Pacific Railroad Line,

cote
O—

yourself!

.

MANSON

Select

FY

comings, hardly deserves. More justly
may it be said that the vane is the emblem
Robert Collyer says: —A woman does of
stability, fidelity to truth, and like the
work as good, and as much of it for nine
needle to the pole, it is and must be in ithundred’dollars as a manis paid twelved
hundred for; they cheat the woman out of self true. It does not change, but points
three hundred dollars just as certainly, and out changes, expresses what at the time is
tells
‘with as cool a cruelty, as if a man should truth. And so the good man underneath
take a shilling from you and give you back out to his people what he sees true to-day
a ninepence, because you could not help though mayhap it contradicts what was
.

THE

n

more
houses I
Ti
an’ any o
house in the country. 1n order to afford those at a
distance
the advantages of their low prices, they propose to send,on the Foca of the price, 20 yards or upwauds of their beautiful Jottage C arpeling, at 50 cents
. per yard, with samples of ten sorts, yay ng in price
| from 25 cents to $4 por yard, suitable for furnishing
every part of any house.
[4£35

an absolute first lien upon the valuable grants, franchises, railroad equipment, business, €te,, of the BEST
PORTION of the GREAT

435

have

now the contents of those few more perfectly in memory than those of any they
read
‘“ What is the secret of the success of have since read, simply because they
Mr. ——'s.church?” inquired a certain per- them repeatedly, and pondered well their
son of an elder in that church. The reply utterances. Our fathers and mothers read
was—** The success of our church lies in few books beside the Bible, which they
the prayer-meetings.’} The question was read thoughtfully, making themselves masWisely answered. Krom what we know of ters of its words and to a large extent. of
Hence their readiness in
the
history of that church, we can testify their meaning.
that when their weekly gatherings for pray- the citation of passages in defénse of docer began to be full i earnest, the church trines, in the enforcement of duty, in the
;
began
to grow rapidly in numbers, zeal and administration of comfort.
By no process that would supersede the
spiritual power. And now the warm-hearted Christians who remove into the neigh- necessity of personal study can younger or
borhood of that church seek a spiritual older Cristians secure through acquainthome there because they are attracted by ance with the Divine Word, or acquire a
ready. facility in the practical use of its
the warmth of a live priyermooige: :
Consequently, the important end
It is folly to Sipfpse that an
iaister, contents.
the Bible class and . Sabbath school
however gifted with’ graces vf tongueor of
heart, can build into permanent power and instruction should be to awaken an interusefulness a congregation of prayer-neg-] est in the privale study of the Bible so that
lecting people.
He may draw a crowd to the pupils may most effectively and perlisten to him on the Sabbath, but unless the manently make what they learn their own.
mercy-seat is erowded too, there willbe but
few converts
ered to the communionWeather-cocks.
table. If such a church enlarges, it will
.
Cr Q——s
—
be by ‘“ certificates” from other churches,
and not by conversions from the world.
Rev.J. F. W. Ware says:—I believe
The root of the church does not lie in the that some unregenerate, having no fear of
pulpit; it lies in the prayer-meeting. There man or reverence, for things sacred, have
e.place to water the root, and very allowed themselves to suggest that the
soon the branches will bend down with the thing swinging so high up in the. air and
*¢ fruits of the spirit.” WheneverI see our accommodating itself to every shift in the
own prayer-room filled, and the prayers full breeze, is but a fair symbol and type of
too, 1 feel like saying to m, flock be
Eli- the state of things
going on £
underjah said to the king, “Get
thee up, for there neath,and as the dial-face undérnedth some
is a sound of abundance of rain.”"—Rev. weather-cocks registers and proclaims the
T. L. Cuyler,in Evangelist.
:
changes above, so the changing thing ahove
proclaims the fact of fickleneus and changes
elow. That is not fair. Itisa slap at

Cent.

150MeN

im

al inducements to
KNITTING MACHINE

J

+~OF

aR

—

PACIFIC R-R. CO,

a Day for all.—Stencil Tool Samples
free, Address A.J. FUuLLAM, Springhield, Vt.

rivaled

et loom in sight. ' They have spoken their
wells to the friends who have walked

Live Prayer-Meetings.

94

$10

with

We have a high estimate of the utility of
expository preaching, of explanatory books
and lectures, of Bible classes and Sabbath

:

OENTRAL

AND GENTLEMEN EMPLOYED
business. - Very profitable,
No risk,—

435

curbed, the eagerheart still. And it should

-.

tr

wl

JN RO¥ND Lumbers, about one person out
of ten thousand dies every twenty-four
hours. But the chances of ten thousand to
one are 20 small-that no one thinks it worth
while to regard it probable that he will be| These Bonds are the duly authorized and aceredited
the one. But asks Gibbon, If a public lot- obligations of one of the most responeible Corpora.
tery were drawn for the choice of: anim. tiohs of the American Continent, and are secured by

LADIES
Picture

-

:

-

0

Ahbiertisements.-

not

i

GOL

see the number of
will ‘you utterly neglect yours, and lose members’ in the churches there! Do you
. . agreeable to his companions in tribulation, your own soul? Is there any reason why
suppose in that great city they alone are to
threatens to write to the papers, and is al- you should not to-day accept the offers of onker the kingdom of heaven? If I could
tell you of ‘the many whom I have seen
together anything but patient.
eternal mercy, and devote yourself to the
members
of no visible church, yet with
ut there are more painful things than service of Christ?”
°
ns
this kind of waiting. Do we not know
The conséience-stricken young man was hearts full of love to Christ, you would be
what it is to have striven and watched,
have dumb.
All his flimsy excuses, his refuges "astonished. It is not for us to judge; God:
knows the hearts; and in New York, as
risen early and worked late, and then have of lies, seemed to perish before his Spiritelsewhere, there are many who surely are
hadto wait for success?
Patience then is enlightened "vision; and he was enabled
his own children, and yet. are not counted
a very necessary virtue, It is not easy to shortly to say,—
4
Le
members! of any church or congregation
be contentto wait, even when we expected
“ Ag for me, I will serve the Lord.”
;
:
the blessing earlier. But it is often good
He saw that only the reluctance of his there.
to wait even for this.
"own sinful heart had kept him from comIt isa painful thing to wait on a sick bed. ing to the knowledgeof the truth as it isin
To suffer pain and weariness and hope de- Jesus ; and he trembled to think upon what
ferred, while the long hours pass by and the a miserable plea he was putting off the
faint heart grows fainter still. But we great subject,at the-peril of his soul. —Chrissee some waiting thus in patient confidence tian Banner.
and trust,

:

i s

hi
8

_ Thirty-Year, Bix Per

of his glory, and are unfaithful in duty, "© Look at New York,

half an hour, and he froes off into a passion, scolds the officials, makes himself dis-

:

(Re

life, and swagger away his own enjoyhe
in
ot
~Quby--t0--riants
sand not to entargedown with
folded hands and patient. you and to God, does that make your
connot
to
mention
the
injustice
of
such
a
behearts!
re
Hd
:
dition. any safer? Must not every ome
For we cannot wait properly without ‘stand for himself in this matter? « Yourown havior, itis always the sign of a little, unwords iii this note
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Excellent Security.
THE FIRST MORTAGE,

#AMAN that loves to be peevish and par‘‘ James,” said he, *‘ suppose your friend’ | amount,
and to play the sovereign at eva false profession of religion, or that, having been ery-turn, does but blast the blessings of|-

these. If God sees that the discipline which

tr

:
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to be deceived, to be ‘making
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v

money, &c., should be addressed te

trifle from the coffers of the government, to
gratify a youthful pride,.or buy a doubtful
pleasure, or escape a sneer from eompan.’
ions who were plainly on the way to peydi-

a

de

LA

Pad)

and there was no true inward rést till the
money was mailed to Washington, and the

sad story was sobbed out in his astonished
grave. After that the heart gained a chastened buoyancy, and out from the inward

SPECIAL PREMIUM.
.

;

To every new subscriber - sending us, be- fore January 14t, 1869, the regular price for
the next volume, —~two dollars and fifty

cents,—we will send the remainder of the
present volume ¥REE.
The sooner the
names are sent the larger return will the
subscribers “securé for their money.
Send
in the names!
"oa
: Tne

ust

or

Paemross.

For the

last

time we call the attention of our readers to

the list-of premiums offered for new sub-

i

;

4
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STAR:

morbid egotism,

:

:

discord came strains of peace and thanksgiving.—Others

are ‘old

men,

toil-worn,

disappointed, half~broken with calamities,
perhaps the victims of other men’s misdeeds, and eager to get something wherewithto light up a home that is becoming

shaded with anxieties,
and

to léssen

the

load of toil that is beginning to. make the
feeble and Leavily taxed spirit stagger.—
Some have yielded to a sudden and mighty
temptation that swept away their hesitating
and poorly-orgasnized resistance at the first
onset ; others parleyed long with the idea of

SR
Li

home where only abide purity and joy.

til it leaves

us unreproved

in our wrongs,

And yet its discipline meted out to the is to cut the last cord by which God's wistransgressor is real and often terrible. dom and mercy would lead us to himself and
There is nothing eise so hard to bear as redemption. After that comes the death of
the perpetual reproach of this inward mon- hope. A soul perpetually restful and selfitor. The suspicion of friends is trying; satisfied in its sin is like a planet swinging
bat this internal charge is worse than that. beyond the attraction of the sun, to be a
An open attack upon character is a griev- wandéring star to which is reserved the
%
ous experience to suffer; but it can be en- blackness of darkness forever.
sured better than this fierce sting of con-

science. A human witness-may be bought
off ; but gold will not silence this testimony
- that comes from the mental court-room.
An advocate may he hired to pervert judgnient and twist facts by means of sophistries; but this voiee within keeps up its
clear assertion of the unvarnished truth.
The judge may take a bribe and mystify
the meaning ofthe statute he is set to apply;

but the sentence from

the

tribunal in

the soul rings out through all the confusion
like the voice of God through the murmurs
of the camp at Sinai. The populace may
smile; but the frown of the avenger in the
bosom neutralizes all the sunshine in the
air and makes men's faces seem somber
with the aspect of reproach.
In spite of
an aequittal from the jury-box

‘“
Sa

or the bench

of the magistrate, this eondemnation- from |
the heart sends’the man forth to apparent |
freedom as though he were moving to the
sciiffold keeping step to the-Dead March in
. Saul.
What a power is this invisible, impalpable, noiseless thing which we call conscience! And how woiidrous is the spiritual

and

tas

then keep up a

part! How firm and sure must be the moral

ward magnitude of the offense as at the
majestic-statute that has been set at naught.
And it is not content with mere regret. It
demands restitution. It dees not ‘ridicule

tears;

but it accounts

them

the

prelude to something more vital.

pentin its view
to restore.

Andgo

proper

so

rnished - his high

thes offenders find no

i

a

{

DECEMBER

. Congress is again at Washington.

It did

not find that the necessity for assembling
earlier wasurgent enough to overcome the
objections to an extra session, though the
conditional adjournment was not without
value.

1Q00

ACO.

a

caped criticism, notwithstanding the views

Affairs in the South have not been in

effort for its solution.—Whatever

.
ticket

wil do more than anything else to induce
good behavior. Already the tone of the
Southern press is improving. The orators
suppress their fury. The Ku-Klux-Klan hegins to use apologies and disclaimers.
Professions of submjssion and loyalty sup-

Wade

Hamp-

ton tries . to explain away his treasgnable
speeches.
Howell Coby
begins to be reasonable. The Charcgh editorials do mot
bristle as they did with terrible epithets.
Albert Pike swears under his breath instead

of vexing the airof the streets with

bis

oaths. Virginian pride is less explosive
and no more sullen than it was. The murders and conflagrations that have made
Georgia red and lurid grow fewer and

fainter.

ernment, as we believe it is, we
some decisive steps ‘will

er with notices
follows :

Union,

and

in

the silent captain’s pointed and pregnant
sentence,—*
‘Let us have peace.”

If Mr. Johnson is still as much

out of

humor 4s ever, he vents his spleen less in

the public ear, and does not so wildly foam
hold upon his mischievous tendencies.

He

is chained if not tamed ; and hé does not so

ed.

of recent

publications, as

by the figure of the vine and the branches,
contained in the fifteenth chapter of John,

is very fully and correctly stated, and its
lessons are practically enforced. The sec-

are always

welcomed by

the Star, is a well

the

written

readers

and

of

entertain-

ing paper, and is especially valaable in
view of the bearings it is calculated to
have on our Foreign Mission work. The

third article contains a scholarly and elabomte discussion of the doctrine in queswhich the Arminian

sustained. The fourth, sixth
articles contain discussionsof
interest and importance, and
to convey both pleasure and

able

view

is well

and seventh
more or less
are adapted
profit to the

The fifth, eighth and ninth arti-

cles appear
and

as anonymous,
well

written.

The

but they are
denomina-

tional character of the eighth renders it
particularly valuable. We would gladly
see this statement of our Doctrine and Polity’published in such a form as will insure
it a wider circulation. |
The volume of the Quaricrly, of which

this is the closiig number,is, we believe,
as able and interesting
;as any which has
preceded it. None has contained more
live and instructive articles, andto the editorial supervision of none has more care
been given. Is the work to be cut short in
the strength and vigor of its manhood, or is a
further lease of life to be given it? Such
iv the

question

now

awaiting

an

answer.

Shall not the Quarterly live and ample support be given it?
/

Revivals.
——

They are not

Go

The harvest is over, the rush of summer
business is nearly past, long evenings and

determined

to

have

educated, have. been

crowded into the back ground, are doing

§

CO

istry, and its functions and labors, and the
church—God's ordindnces for the spiritual

take him from private’life and again secure .

and

the Freewill Baptists, setting forth, as is its
wont, the special features of interest in the

developing life and passing experience of a
.sister denomination. The peculiar thing
about it is that it represents us as just now
eagerly discussing the question whether we
“will”

in

our

of

conducting

PW

The Christian Register (Unitarian) has
a brief article entitled, ‘‘ What Think ye of
Christ,” in which is presented the yiews
entertainedof Christ by the more evangel-

ical portion of the Unitarian body.

Though

coming short of our views of the person
and character of -Jesus, yet we insert it as

has

indicative of the fact that. there is conserv-

ative and saving element in the Unitarian body. The Register says: «
;
If any fact of history was ever

establish .

ed, it is that Christianity had its origin in

Jesus Christ as an actual

historic person.

Moreover, we treat the gospel records as
in any sense historic, these declare that
Jesus felt himself
*‘ sent” and ordained of
God in a peculiar and exceptional sense.
He uses language respecting himself which
no ordinary human
being would employ.
This we must believe unless we deny to the
spel narratives “every historicel element.
ven Strass
ful y admits the personality of
Jesus, and
man
declares ‘‘that the
consciousness of Gog
in Jesus exceeded

>

Many
of the read-

ers of the Star will regret to learn that this
eminent clergyman, of the Methodist Epis-

that of all other me

copal Church, died athis residence at Jersey
city ‘on _ the 25th ult. One of our Methodist exchanges, speaking of him, says:
Dr. Mattison was an able preacher, and
a writer of marked ability. His published

‘We furthermore believe that, in consequence of” the peculiar relation of Christ

with
ness

God, he

received a greater

of the Divine Spirit than

any

full.

other

being who ever trod the earth.
We reford him with
reverence and authorsisting chiefly of scientific and theological
ty on accountof his position and character.
treatises. He was a keen and earnest conoreover, in our view, the
of Christ
troversialist, and at different times had en- is the
t.central source .of inspiration to
gaged freely in the public movements in. all believers, because it is the fullest exavor of temperance and inopposition $0 slav
pression which the world
has ever witery and Romanism. ~
Ppos
i nessed of the spirit of God. Our faith, asAt the time of his death he was one of pirations and h
gather round the person of Christ.
e establishment of the
the Secretaries of the American and Foreign
Christian Union, and as such was waging religion he taught among men would make
works

lying a long timein the drawer, waiting for
room in the columns of our contemporary,
and so needed revising in order to bring it
up to the times. The Watchman is a live
paper, and usually marches abreast with the
leading ideas of the age; and hence fossils
like this appear peculiarly out of place init.
If one were to express his full thought, it

might be said that the devotion to restricted communion wonld perhaps raise the
query whether it is thoroughly wide-awake
in its discernment of all the latest phases of
truth.
——A Cuavren DiFFrcvrry. As is well
known, the Congregational church in Washington is seriously divided, the majority being led by Rev Dr. Boynton, the pastor, and
the minority by Gen. Howard, and thatan
ex-parte council in the interest of the minority was recently convened. The grievances

of the minority against
Dr. Boynton, as we
find theni stated by a contemporary, were
substantially these: Removing the whole
one time, because they

were not acceptable to him; opposition to
certain members of his church: unrelenting
opposition to Gen. O. O. Howard, even hav-

ing his name stricken out from the act of
incorporation of the church; calling Gen.

Howard an amalgamationist from the communion table; preaching caste in his views

make a considerable

forced to withdraw their application’ ! not
governing the church in accordance with
a

member from the church without trial and
without specifications ; only allowing members to join the church who were favorable

to him; doing business by caucuses; and
conducting and dismissing cases in church
meeting, while still occupying the chair.
These are certainly grave charges to be
made against the pastor of a Christian
flock, but it seems that they were sustained

catalogue, con-

a strong fight with Romanism.
It will be (a better dfe on earth, build up a true
church and fill us with the prefoundest
recollected that he was at our recent Gen- | hopes of another life. He it is who reveals
eral Conference in Buffalo, and gave a lec- to us most full the Father. In him we see
the most beautiful illustration of hu
,
ture on this subject.
Him we love, both for what he did and.
what he was. Such is a very brief state——Mg. GouGn’s WEDDING.
The recent ' ment
of our faith in Christ:
;
silver wedding of John B. Gough, Esq., the
The Christian Freeman (A. H. H.)
distinguished temperance lecturer, was a
deals with the present state of the comdecidedly pleasant affair.

Between

six and seven

hundred friends punion question among the C. Baptists.
The closing paragraph not only indicates

were present on the occasion, and let
were received from well-known persons|in

all parts of the country.

the general drift of the article, but

Worcester,

Boston and Chicago.

We are glad for the agitation of this
question at fis time, for we believe that out

of the conflict will be born

Clergy-

tributes to the inter-

fk of ope Co bs
the
issue
plainly,
candor. Do they

est of the hour,
Mr. Gough is still doing excellent service
in the cause

of

temperance,

and itis

genuine and

un is.t0 Sale
meet it sq
the sl
gir i Bon

lic usage exclusively?
ef ?
And, if a large
portion of the Christian
world fail to find satisfactory evidence for
the exclusion of other Christians from the
communion, who shall be regarded as the
If so, where is

excellent wife may live to enjoy a
wedding, and that their influence
may never be less. In view of the
Mr. Gough's presents it is suggesothers besides liquor dealers have
f- Te

the evidence of that

true church of Christ? We wait for argument, not assumption; for evidence, not

supposition.

In answering the question, Will the heathen be saved? a contemporay remarks:
There can be no doubt that the same
view of God's plan of grace which assures
us that those who die in infancy
in Chris-

A CurisTiAN CONVENTION, - A Christian
Convention is called to meet at the Methodist Episcopal Church in this city, at 10 1-2
o'clock A. M., on Tuésday, Sth inst. Meet-

tian countries are saved,

ingswill be held during the day andevening. The subject tobe considered is REvIVALS OF RELIGION, Which will be presented

those who

thus

die

in,

applies alsoto
heathen

There will no doubt in this way
ered out of the

proceedings. ' A large

attendance

and

great

in

so

faras these go we may see and be thankful foran efficacy of the Gospel realized
even there. When, however, .a heathen
arrives. at years of responsibility, he
comes
under the binding claim of such

a

profitable session are anticipated. These
Conventions are being held in many places,
and ther religious value is proving to be
large and peculiar,
Messrs,

lands.

be gath-

ruin of heathenism

Clergymenand laymen 4 multitudes of precious souls, and

of various denominationsy residing in this vicinity, ars expected to participate in the

A NEW PAPER,

h

communion on a

the

earnest desire of its many friends that he
and his
golden
for
value of
ted that
money.

a

broader tolerance
unded
a clearer
comprehension of
the truth, and a more
effective unity of all believers in the *‘ one
Lord, one faith and one baptism.” All we

men of various denominations were present,

yielding their willing

it may

also be regarded as expressive of the
minds of F. Baptists generally :
:

The five adopted

children of Mr. and Mrs. Gough were phesent on this happy occasion. Elegant presents, amounting to over three thousand dol.
lars in value, were made by his friends in

in various aspects.

against the admission of blacks to this
church; so examining colored applicants
for admission to the church that they were

suspending

of God.

but is
it will

Spirit of the Press.

them,

good

The Register for 1869

be promptly filled. For terms, etc. , see.
the Advertisement in another column.

its origin in Methodism. To our mind the
concluding paragraph in the Advocate savors not a little of egotism. It says:
We heartily welcome every form of agency for the increase of Christian efforts that
does iiot oppose itself to God’s own order;
but we are satisfied that Methodists have
very little to learn from others sin these
things, and it may be well to examine the
sources from which suggestions for changes
vome; snd to try the spirits whethér they be
——REev. Di. MATTISON.

name; and as trying to determine whether
we shall encourage the publication of the
Christian Freeman.
It pretty fairly exhibits the state of things as they were three or
four months since, but seems to have quite
overlooked or forgotten the fact that we
have had a General Conference, and that
these issues now seem to us like antiquities,
it is so long since they were disposed of. It
also strangely fails to distinguish between
the voice of what it calls ‘“‘the denominational organ” and the expressed opinionsof
its correspondents. Hence it'represents us
as strongly tending towards episcopacy; because one writdr in the paper suggested
“that the Gen. Conference controll the papers
and appoint Professors in our theological
schools; and then it intimates that the Star
has at length come to look with a fraternal
eye upon the Freeman, because another correspondent had expressed his conviction
that the Conference was likely to do for
that paper whatever was really necessary to
its welfare. Possibly this article has been

principles;

manner

themselyes of the notion that all

—DBruiND TiMe, The last issue of the
Watchman and Reflector contains an appreciative article of considerable length upon

Congregational

the

RecisTerR.

:

has been delayed by various causes,
now ready for delivery. Otters for

which have their ludicrous as well as serious side. It seems difficult for the Advocate and other Methodist journals to rid

Current Topics.

board of deacons at

Tue

the position in question.

fore, representative speakers.
Some of this is doubtless just. The Ad:
vocate also volunteers a few remarks in reference to the utilty of these Conventions

-

the

«modesty and Tack of seif-confidence are not

news column is correct, it is idle to expect

law. as he

has “within

his

heart,” just as

those in Christian lands come under that
far more perfect law which is revealed in

the written word. By that law they are
judged, and by that law, as a part of God's

Pettingill, Bates

of the new - year, to be issued weekly, under

holy administration, their final doom must
be fixed. Ignorance may serve for a
mitigation of doom; but we have no reason to think Hat ignornce is, or ever can
be, a means of
salvation.

Mitchell, with Mrs, H. B, Stowe as supervi-|.
sor of the Home and Fireside Department.
An extended and pleasant acquaintance with

* Denon] News an Notes

&

Co.,

announce

their intention to start a

new Rural and Family Paper at the opening

the immediate editorial chatge of Donald.G

before the Council. The Council also made a Messrs. Pettingill & Co., as advertising
leisure have come again. Now is the time
[We invite our brethren generally to forward
showing the necessity of a mutu- Agents, and the high literary position of the
to win souls to Christ and salvation. Men alstatement
council to consider the question of the persons who are to stand as sponsors for the freely and promptly items of interest connected
have time to think ; will they consider their,
with the life of our churches for this department
duty to God, or plunge into dissipation?’ continuance of the pastoral relation, and new Journal, assure us thatthe undertaking ofthe Star. Whatéver marks the real progress
That depends very much upon Christians. advising that the minority seek to be fairly is not likely to want skill and enterprise in of the good work in connection with our congreThe church is sent to make meh think of represented beforethe council called to meet its business department, and that it ' will be \gations and Sabbath Schools will be acceptable.
The items need
to be stated in the briefest and
God. The ministry have power to enlist Jan, 13th. It appears also thatthe minority especially attractive on its literary side.

’
pose he is intending to offer a long and elab- common-place sermons will do little
forate vindication of himself and his policy but words which come with the ring and
1H his message, which is not made public fervor of earnest hearts, the appeals of
Xep| while we write. That his sorry record | men who thoroughly believe and are
sorely needs a vindication is obvious alarmed for sinners, will not return void.
Our ministry in many respects is greatly
enough; but the -surest as well as the
simplest way in which he could operate improved. In mental culture, fitness of
to win charity and esteem is to make a words, power of argumentation, excellence

members

have

obtained

for

the

building, fifty-eight thousand
cluding $18,600

loaned by

church

dollars, inthe

American

Congregational Union ; while the majority
has obtained only two thousand one hun

dred and twenty,

The whole affair is very

unfortunate for the interests of
tionalism in Washington.

Congrega.

100 LATE.
A writer who signs himself
“Reporter,” sends'us a somewhat detailed
account, of the meeting of the electoral col-

lege of Maine,

insertion.

but

it arrives too

late for

Asis well known, the College

was composed of seven members,

two

of

| simplest
“Many things
are wanted; not a
prolix and detailed statement of anything, Frequent budgets and pithy paragraphs fn what
is wished, We hope for many and cheering regponsoes, |
:
. \
:

Maine Central Institute.

whom, Rev. E. Knowlton, of South MontThe time has come when the friends of this
ville, and Mr, Perry, of Mars Hill, are F. ‘school must become more fully acquainted
Baptists. Hon. Amos Nourse of Bath, the with its fecessities. The Gost of the work
oldest member, was chosen President, and under contract ‘will be about $38,000. To

brief and hearty confession. With that of style, the présent ministers’ excel the ~——AxorHER View. The utility and pro[ he would be followed to private life with fathers. But have they
1088, power, priety ofholding large Christian Conven- Rev. C. F. Penney of Augusta, was ap- meet this outlay we expected from Pittsfield,
the sympathy of good and charitable
men ; with God and the people, and skill to win tions, such as the ‘one of which quite ‘an pointed chaplain, but he was unable to $10,000, and fron the Penobscot Yearly
is proof of endowment for extended account was given in our last is- serve in consequence of sickness
without
it, he will be quietly dismissedto souls? Success
trom which meeting $10,000. This would have left us
ignominy or forgetfulness. ' Tt is a griev- apy work, It is not the man whoso armor | sue, have beencalledin question by high au- he is slowly recovering. Of course the $19,000 unprovided for; which amonnt we,
rfo

}}

-

that. Mr. Stanton can be induced to accep!

in thiscase the most applauded, and, there-

den their hearts. Once more, before they
die, let them ‘‘ go forth weeping,” once
more prove God, once more bring sheaves
into the garner. Now is their time, the
time for all. These passing months should
be made glorious through victories for the
cross.—G. H. B. .
hy
Eig

shall or shall'not retain

proper to remark that, if a statement inour

that mountebanks of all grades cannot
kept out of them, nor hindered from occupying an undue share of the time; it was
the further misfortune that such men were

see former days return,and success will glad-

A

ineflicient, and unsuited to the demands
of the age.
¢‘‘Doctrine” and ‘‘doétrinal
preaching™ were especial objects of attack
from such men as Moody of Chicago—a
man quite
guiltless of -theology—whose

among the infelicities of such gatherin

|constitutes the chief strength of the churgh,
they have offered -the spqeies- fiercely fight with his fate as he did, nor “their minds.
- The gospel will attract atten | the books of the society showing that its
A
storm so wildly at his keepers. Report tion if urged with love and energy. 8

r

of

he is of the opinion that Mr. Sumneris de-

likely to injure-his ‘usefulness; and Dyer,
of this city, the John Allen man. It is

little or nothing. That is not right. They
have power if they will use it. Destitute
fields await their labors. If they will arise,
go. forth, work, pray; exhort, take hold
of God’s arm, appeal to sinners, they will

before

Freewill Baptists ; Art in Instruction.
In the first article, the doctrine suggested

even Texas

seems at last to discover some meaning

men, earnest and successful Christian work-

wd

and to exalt in ‘his services to the country. Mr. Sumner
their stead certain modern agencies of man’s on the other hand will be re-elected to the
invention; and no other expressions were Senate where he is greatly needed. While”
soloudly
cheered as innuendoes, or open
onslaughts upon the church and ministry as these arguments are not without force, it is

revivals, a glorious work would be done.
Many good men have becomd discourag-

trust that

be taken,’

Christ's vital Relations tomen; Woman's
work in India; The First Chapter of Eph.,
or Personal Predestination; The book of
Job and its Lessons; Pulpit Eloquence;
The Resurrection; Personal Christian development; Doctrine and. Polity of the

Mississippi is ceasing to brag of.

being out of the

If they could venture,

is really

ticable, according to the theory of the gov-

reader.

Republican

The Christian

edification of believers;

the joy of winning. souls by scores. Now
is the time for them to strip for the conflict.

needful to give the negroes protection and
opportunity must be done ; after that they
must work out the problem of their future
by industry and heroic endeavor, relying
on themselves and God.—And if it is prac-

somewhat rife. The presence of legislators in Washington would not have insured loyalty in conduct where it had heen

was hope of ¢lécting Seymour the spfrit of
misrule and defiance was likely to be

of the

our minis-

field work,the experience of the battle-field,

Affairsfn the South will still need attention.—The currency question cannot innocently be ignored or left without an earnest

tion, in

The triumph

very generally entertained.

campaigning for souls would do them
more good, in developing power, courage,
skill, than years of close study. They need

tical and patriotic work.

all respects such as might have been wished,
and the White House is not yet the temple of
dignity and honor. But so long as there

shut out
of the heart.

There is real strength among

not mistake their temper. Itcanno longer
plead ignorance, not)doubt, nor incapacity.
The power is again put into the hands of
those who for eight, years have had the
fashioning of our legislation. There need
be no more maneuvering for a stayin
office. Nothing can now be offered as an
apology
for neglecting the proper and imperative work that waits to be done. Itis
not worth the while to get up or be provoked into another fight with the President.
There is more important service than this.
Scrambling for divided spoils will -be simply despicable. The people ask for “prac-

missionaries in India, whose communications

To re- and fret at the limitations that keep their

involves the virtual pledge

:

grateful that a real man has

ond article; from the pen of one of our

Congress and its Work,

mechanism wherein it plays this sighificant | plant the notes of defiance.
government of the universe which it represents! And how {ranscendent in wisdom
and infinite in power:and resources must
LW be whose eternal rule and omnipresent
inflnence this ever-active symbol of his authority and justice suggests!
One is struck with the fact that this in’
ward monitor takes note of what are termed
small offenses. Sums of only a single cent
are returned! Even the penny is too heavy
a load for this sensitive servant to carry in
silence. It looks not so much at the out-

Ve

ters; there is heart, love of sinners, skill ers—and the proceedings were spirited,and serving of all that was said of him, he
‘been found for the chair which Washing to work ; many of them have more power characterized by a purpose tos bring out strongly favors the appointment of Hon.
they believe or dare to confess to their practical results of real value. But after E. M. Stanton to the position. As consid‘fon's virtue made illustrious and Lincoln's than
| -martyrdo:
sacred,=
| own hearts.
They need the inspiration | | having said somuch in its favor, it adds: |
There was seen in not a few cases a dis- Stanton’s eminent qualifications, the value
.Congress comes back from its fresh con- | Which ¢omes from success to set them ‘on
ference with the people now. It has heard Tire. . If they would attempt great things, position to despise and decry the divinely of his past efforts in the cause of liberty, '
their voice, it knows their wishes, it can- | they would succeed. ' One winter of earnest appointed agencies of the church—the min- and the fact that his appointment would

and dungeons. It whispers no syllable of " To contemn the plea of such a conscience,
accusation against the criminal into the air. or cheat it with sophistries, or bribe it to
it leaves every fricud as trustful as: though silence, or overmaster it with violence un:

nothing had occurred.

.

crowned, buthe who does best execution.
| b A rusty sword in the hands of a brave and

the 4th of March next, to guarantee ‘equality of suffrage throughout the Union. It is
quite time that the taunt from Southern
men that, while we make the negro a voter
in South Carolina we deny him the ballot
his conscience
summoned him; the man
who indited that other epistle, lying close in Connecticut, were silenced forever by
Power of Conscience.
athand,made himself penniless and doomed
investing him with all the prerogatives of
Ee
his children to harder toil and scantier fare citizenship wherever-the flaghe fought for,
Looking over the despatches from Wash- when he wrote himself down loyal to the is the symbol of sovereignty.
Let Christians remember Congress in
sense of right.—Sdfie of these refunders of
ington the other day, in one of the journals,
we came across this brief paragraph:
what was not their own stopped short with their closets, for it needs God's guidance
. A conscience fund account has been kept this one act of fealty to conscience ; there are and blessing ; let them encourage it to. the
at the Treasury Department’ since Nov. others,;and of these not a few, whose deed of heroic service for which Freedom is calling,
1863, since when there has been paid into it, honor toward the government accompanied for its enactments are almost certain to emin various ways, from various unknown
persons, and in various sums, from a single orsprang from their cordial acceptance of body the expressed thought and purpose of
the will of God as the law_henceforth of the people whose commissions it is pledged
cent upward, $96,692.
to execute. Earnest prayer may bend the
That item is full of meaning. It suggests the whole heart and life.
Those who have paid this tribute to con- heavens in blessing above the Capitol ; true
much more
than it tells.
It sets one
thinking ; and the thought widens out like science constitute a small part of those who words out of a brave heart may lift the
Capitol itself nearer to the serene hight
the concentric wave-circles when a pebble ought to payit.
is dropped intoa still lake. What is this
Ifit is mean to withhold and noble to yield where passion ceases its clamor and eterconscience that wields such a power in the what is due to the government, how crim- nal justice is framed into law.
human soul and discloses its fruits in con- inal is resistance and how sublime is subduct? It has no voice for the outward ear. mission to the infinite claims of God!
The Quarterly.
It has no external badge of office. It flourThe restless conscience, voicing the law
ishes no magistrate’s warrant. It draws no of duty, is not an enemy of our peace, but
The fourth number of the sixteenth volpoliceman’s billy. It carries no sword at God's good angel sent to find us in our, ume of the Freewill Baptist ‘Quarterly, now
its side. It opens no prison door. It jin- senseless straying and eager to lead us
out of press, contains nine articles, togeth-

gles no keys that fit into the locks of cells

x

glitters most brightly in the sun that is thority; and the one in question has not es- vote of the state was given to Grant and -

ous thing that a man with such a splendid

scribers tothe Star on another page. These getting gain dishonestly, until the familiar
offers will be withdrawn on the Slst inst. thought at length paved the way to the once
distant and dreaded deed.—Here is one
And yet there is’time enough for the prympt
whose sense of shame and dishonor trod on
nd earnest. workers to secure almost any
the very he€ls of his transgressidh, and the
of the: choice things that are offered. The sun that went down -upon-#is peculation
books are all very valuable; the very best rose to find him hastening to repair .the
sewing Machines in use are here held out as wrong that had haunted his sleepless pilstimulants ; and the Cabinet Organs have no low like a troop of furies; there is one
whose conscience seemed to sleep long over
a
anywhere, —being adapted to parthe iniquity,but at length woke in its might
lor, vestry or sanctuary. No matter where and pressed its claim and intensified its
the subscribers are obtained, nor to how .elamor day after day and year after year,
many points the papers are sent, nor at how till the man capitulated and bought back
quiet by restitution.—The sender of that
many separate times remittances are made.
We wish simply names and money. ‘Shall package took but a mere item out of his
annual income to fulfill the duty to which
we not have them ?
;
-

iE

v

opportunity should fling itaway in a fit of

oflice, but

ed to heaven as he knelt in anguish upon her

Subscribers.

d

Colfax. °
ir
SA
The same mail bringsus a communica=
puerile spite and a dogged willfulness .that skillful man is worth scores of pretty weap- Advocate, of Néw ‘York, the leading organ’ tion from Bro. Knowlton, in which he
our
arks of last week advocs:
~
tion.—The young clerk, fresh from a Chris- forbid him to regain it. More in ‘sorrow ons and flourished by amateurs- without of Methodism, referring to it, says that the ludesto
ance
was\y
large
and
it-comprised ing the appointment of Mr. Sumner asSéctian home in the country, is one of these than in anger the nation he has abused will souls devoted to the strife. Fancy soldiers| a
Iy worthless.
© | many ble and eminent ministers and lay- retary of State in Grant's cabinet. ‘While
open the doof for his welcome exit, lament-

but grateful mother’s ear,or openly confess-
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hoped to reduce by the aid of friends, and
then we could have sec

a»

;

the Quarterly Meeting, held at : Otisfiéld, a
good work of grace began, and still con- |

:

on the. property.

y a mortgage

tees

Whele cost of house sad lot is about twen-

msrtenn, Ma, _Ak a rooms sem:

forthe

{

Qur Pittsfield friends have done nobly, and
so have some of the brethren and sisters
outside of Pittsfield, but we have not yet

b

ov

Hil e

By requestof the Jenner

rejoicingin Christ.
?
Since the Q. M. Revs. Joseph Hutchin-

our friends. What shall we do? We do not . laborers in this good work. This case furdeem it prudent to hire any more money, nishes an encouragement to try to do some-

along time hopeless.

the fourth Saturday in Feb. .

for

We have no more

:

rch-had-been-des-add-influence-and-powertoatt
our Churches:
for school accomodations. We do not ex- titute of a minister. But last summer a The pecuniary burden resting upon .the
pect to fail. We have too much confidence few resolved to go lo work and repair society is not small, butit is hopefully
in our brethren and sisters to give place to their old meeting house and put it into mod- borne with a determination’ to do what they

such a thought,but we do fear that they. will ern style, and make it inviting to the combetoo slow in giving us their aid. Let us look munity. This being done; they invited the

at the work we are doing. Our school thus
far has not only been a success as a literary

under its influence have been taking in an“inspiration for noble, Christian

have all gone by, and the worth of this
school as a fountain of blessing is summed

churches are supplied with pastors, and two

ready been precious fruit, Why may .we
not expect it, if once established, to keep

on doing such work for hundreds of years.
Is it not worth while to have an interest

insuch a work?

When the long centuries

as this,

should

enterprise?

and

which undoubtedly kept many

to have

the
oe results of our labor reach downil through

the house was full.

is- hereafter

to

be

Rev.

Mr. Willey

reports

that

he

has

visited

Hampshire,

tion,or 29,000,000, make no profession of Chris.
tianity. The article goes on to show that although

:
Schools

‘in Germany ; now there are 66, with 11,299 schol®

ars; and in German Switzerland 19, with 2,353
hands and hearts the care of three children | scholars. They had their origin in the efforts of
The unfeigned sorrow at her funeral by a an American merchant'named Woodruff.
large concourse of parishioners and friends
It appears by the tabular statements published
showed how deep a hold her life had inthe minutes of the General Association of Newthat there are 191 Congregational
gained in their hearts, by her simplicity of ‘Hampshire,
faith and manner, her sincere piety and Ministers in the State,—seventy-four pastors,

bug | Seventy-five stated supplies, and forty-two with-

Cast down

out charge.

>
not hopeless, our brother goes to labor with
the cheering voice of a valued helper no
longer coming from the earthly presence,

from the

.
but saying
from on high :;

Elder Straight. was

age.”

The

CARPETINGS.—The largest and : most varied stock
of Carpetings we have ever displayed has just been
laid in from

prices.

es.

perfuune

for the
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will

Huntington, Vt,

find teams

Quarterly

Frengh

Swanville

Swanville,

Dec.

|.

church

25,

at

CI

d Ha

Ch.

Boston.

|
the dedication,
with Dec.
be in connection
to place
The whole number of church mem- | U214ime,so
which is to astake
on Thursday,
24.

Be of ky good cour- | charitable contributions
of all churches

:

A.

-

<

of the | =

4 A.

services were conducted by | denominationin the state amounted to $35,171.

hold

Regenerator.
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LOWELL, Clerk,

-
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Tebbett’s Physilogical Hair

LOSEE,

Bowdoin Quarterly Meeting
will
Dec. session at Lisbon Factory
Village.

CARPETS.—The special attention of dealers 1s invit-

prises: New England Carpet Co 75 Hanover hive,

commencing Friday evening Dec. 35,insteatl of The us:

bers is 19,053; males, 5,749; females,13,304. The
number of baptisms last year is stated at 507;
number of Sabbath School scholars, 23,605. The

CARPETS AT FIFTY CENTS PER YARD.—400 rolls
beautiful Cottage Carpets—the cheapest that have
Ween offered in the market for years—for sale by the
New England Carpet Co., 75 Hanover Sgreet, Boston.

ed to our large stock of Brussels Ta
fey
Threelys, Superfines, Extra Fines, Medium and Low
riced goods; also, Oil Cloths, Druggets, Rugs, Mats,
Stair Carpetings, &c., at much below the market
“Qf

one

H. G. CARLEY, Clerk,

with the

‘

CARPETS CHEAP,—200 pieces Ingrain, imperfect in
matching, from the New York trade sales, from 62 to
75 cents per yard. New England Carpet Co.,76 Hanover Street, Boston.
:

Creek Quarterly Meeting will hold

‘its Dee.

\

75 Hanover

FLOOR Ort, SyoTas-~The entire product of a manufacturer w:
retailed to our eustomers at wholesale prices. ' NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,
.
+

Q.

Tiday morn-

Meeting
will Hold its

next seseion with the Belfast and

Several invoices at less than wholesale pric-

NEW ENGLAND CARPET COMPANY,

Brussels, comprising the very best makes and mest
, |
modern styles at prices much below: their market
NEW ENGLAND CarPET CO., 75 Hanover
value.
Street, Boston,
:

the purpose of organizing a Minister’s Conference.
T. P. M., Cierk.

o'clock, P. M.

Co., 75 Hanover

is called to our large stock of Three-ply and Tapestry.

are requested
to meet at the same place, at one
o'clock on Friday, the day previous to the Q. M., for

at the meeting-honse in

CArrer

CARPETS.—The special attentionof our customers

ing,the 11th,at Jonesville to take them up to Huntington,in season for the Conference.
D. 8. FROST.
.
ra
AR
Union Quarterly Meeting
(C. E.) will hold
its next session with the Eaton and Newport church,
Dec. 19, 20. 8.8chool Convention, in connection with
the meeting, to be arranged by the church in that
place.—The ministers belonging to the Union Q. M.,

Prospect

ENGLAND

Street, Boston.

Notices and Appointments,
1868,

NEW

ket v
corresponding low

CARPETS, —Kidderminsters of the best qualities and

handkerchie ; is

opened; one single drop seents a handkerchief."
by all druggists.
:

12—18,

the recent trade salesin New York.—

| Many inv
customers will be suppliedat

MAYO,”

Dec.

Sold by all Druggists,

Street, Boston.

Persons wishing to attend flo

of communicants, yet the different sects, though
severally less, are, under their generic name of
Protestant, in excess of them, and the non-professing pertion of the community are hostile to

Eight years ago,there were no Sunday

in the blood and system.

styles.

M.,

Catholics are at the head of the list in the number

the Catholic church.

tergent and purifying properties effect a radical cure

INTERTROPICAL fragrance rises iminvisible clouds
the moment that a bottle of PHALON’S “FLOR DE
new

erysi

¢

preparations
may afford a temporary relief, but the
combined action of these remedies will by their de-

i

the

Ointment, —Erysip-

in the

sure of erysipelas,
ou scurvy,$hescrofulons
_king,s evil, ing
ring worm,
eruptions,
and all gnflammatory diseases of the skin. Other

§ Reflector,

popularity.

fourth of the whole population of the United
States. Thus about three-fourths of our populu-

wife of Rev. Isaae Hyatt was solemnized a
the F. Baptist church in Pawtucket. With
the allotted threescore and ten but half
complete, her life went out,leaving to other

house of God on the Sabbath. ; Nevertheless
.

coming ages well worth embracing ?

Register

Pills and

success

| with astonishing

Sicilian Hair Renewer, that has gained for it great

communicants 9,414,200,0r a little more than one-

On Monday, Nov. 23, the funeral of the

ing one, only it proved to be a rainy’ time,

Is not the opportunity it gives

us to protract our usefulness

on con-

right direction by so noble a gift.

The session of the Q. M. was an interest-

in this|

that makes us sharers

by

fail to be quickened in the

its aggregate of good is greeted by the out- be, dedicated in a few months. The most
gush of angel song and the acclaim of of the ministers in this Q. M. are young
the redeemed, can any of us regret the toil | men full of faith, love and the Holy Ghost. efficient Christian zeal.
or sacrifice

proackable.— Watchman

the past year, and found only fifteen hundred
families without the Bible.
:
The Catholic, Telegraph makes the total dY

given time. It is impossible that this society, whose extended and continued useful-‘
ness depends so largely upon such a step

are building new meeting houses which will

<up in the disclosures of the judgment, and

|

dition that it erect a house of worship in-a

M., held with the new church recently organized by Bro. Maynard in Jackson County. The churches were all represented by
delegates, and all the ministers were present except Bro. Maynard who was detained by sickness
in his family.
:
. The Quarterly Meeting appears to be doing as well as could be expected. All the.

Christian

Holloway’s

by | elas.—These Joscevedly popula: medicines have met

h

b

“None name thee but to praise,” should be inscribed upon .every: bottle of “Barrett's Vegetable
Hair Restorative ;” for among all its would-be com+{ peers .it .stands alone, unapproached and unap-

_Gemeral.

twenty thousand families in New

the ‘will of the late Joseph Arnold,

As

we have only spring and fall terms,
have not seen so much "effected as we
might have expected, but there has . al-

help of

been made to the chur¢h in Olneyville,

River Rasin Q. M. I had the very great
we | ‘privilege of attending the River Raisin Q.

effort.

the

The

. We learn that a considerable bequest has

May others do and enjoy likewise.”
H. WHITOHER:
Bilt

un

Our youth

term.

asking

E. JORDAN,

Liver Vil, in the |
manufactured

Caswell’s,

t

aud healthy
fioeh Patients
HOI,sweet.
the eearsliors
DOR perfectly
livers; itis
pure and
who
have once taken it can take no other. After years of
experimenting, physicians have decided it better than
any of the brown oils. Sold by all the druggists. [4425

known as the Unitarian organ of “Boston and
Chicago,” having instituted an editorial department for the latter city.
3
i

others.

Q. M. to be held with them ; and now they
see many of their children and neighbors
and heads of families rejoicing in Jesus.

institution, but God has blessed it as a
means of grace. His converting power
has been present each

can themselves while

The purest and sweetest Cod

year | them upon

__ RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY..

hopeful interest than this, and the strength
it shall give our work in Providence will

thing even in the darkest times.

and unless you help us promptly the work |

C.|

interesting and spiritual. Even a revival spirit
was
plainly manifest, and as Bro. Sisso n has
to ac.
"closed his second year, and. res
cept a call from his earlier home in Ohio, we"
hope that some good minister will come at once
to their aid.
xt term with the Jenner church

helpers in the Association. The success of
the work raises from weakness to helpfulgeemed

De

Our meet

received,

be dp

The edifice stands asa monument to the | have

ness a church whose prospects

Bro. Wm.

rs for the past

say that

hap,

|

By

church

Sri A Toceived dicense for one year, and we are | world is Hazard and

tinues to progress. It is thought that fifty [courage and zeal of the pastor, and the
or more have been converted and are now benevolence of the society and of Christian

received one-fourth of the $10,000, pledged
by the Yearly Meeting. Now wo appeal to son and Johnson have been the prineipal

,

ty-five thousand dollars.
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~Wecan do this work. Let our hearts | present from Jackson and added much to
:
:
:
whole number of churches is 230.
Quarterly
Montcalm
Proprietors, Manchester, H.
remarks | The
Ronald | ©BETTS BROTHERS,
and True,
wii hoMeeting,
nowy senon
will hold& Js Ionia
The Spare Hour states that Rev. Addisen Jones | Mich,
of Pawtuck.
Lyon, with
by Bors Span dns od
Christian love as they ought, | the interest of the meeting. The commit-27 | Revs..Bowen,Howe
y
warm rm up with

and we can solve this problem in three | tee appointed by the State Mission Board
-naonths’ time. Ogy Yearly Meeting now have decided to give to the Manchester
numbers some 3,700 church members. Are church, to aid them on their meeting house,
there not 75 of these that can raise £100 $100, twenty of which was raised at the Q.
each? Are there not twice that number M., which by judicious management might
wko can raise 250 ‘each? Then there are a have been fifty.
J. Taomas.
great many in our churches and congregaFairfield, Mich.
tions who chan give smaller sums. Such
taking hold in this noble enterprise would
East Troy, PA. The church in this place

do us good.

It would be far better for us

. and large-heartedness out of it worth infinitely more than the money.

;

Now brother or sister, don’t let any prej-

v

udice or narrowing

mind.

of view

it is not their own.

cloud your

Look at this school as a means

for

promoting the triumphs of Christ's king-

dom and helping to span the future with
thebow of promise. Don’t wait for the
time to come when you can raise that £100
Just as well as not.

A

The Mason

may be yours in bestowing

tington church in Huntington Township,

- forget that a noble enterprise is dragging
., hard for want of funds,and that youragents
inthe work must endure

organization in the usual form,

the Shiloh Freewill Baptist Q. M. Appointed
Rev. J. W.Stewart, Bros. J.Pounds,S. E. Hawks,
C. Anderson and R. Hammonds acommittee to

as

well as

for state

sion with the Providence church,

heavy burden- until your

shoulders

their share.

N.F. W.

verted,
church.

EDUCATION.
Whereas education is essential to the well-being, prosperity, happiness and success of any
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Center, N.

the proprietor has testimonials to its. value from
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sons well known to our citizens. We recommend
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trial in all those cases of disease to which iia adapt:
ed. a is for sale by all our druggists.—[N.
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.
which I hope others will | Miss
ful experiment,

make. * Union is strength.”
"In this village there are

five meetings

every Sabbath,and all are quite well attended the Shenandoah Valley. The collections
and have good Sabbath Schools. We have for this object have been quite liberal.
The F. B. church at Bangor, having been
u small, but a good working Young Men's
a pastor for some time, have en- |
Without
|
good
doing
is
Christian Association,which
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Between twenty and thirty manifest-

od a desire

for salvation

last week,
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continue his labors among them,
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On Tuesday evening, Nov, 24th, the new
H
$
F. Baptist church, on the corner of Park
and

Smith strebts,

Providence, was

and heavenly fire that spoke of diviner thoughts
nobler sentiments and a higher world than that
with which the large majority of his kinsmen are

Quarterly Meetings.

absorded.

a
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sion with the J LEE

Q, M.

Til. ==MHeld

church,

its last ses-

Oct. 81, and

Nov. 1. Next session with the Bonegap church

.

:

dedi-

cated to the worship of God. 'The sermon
preached by O. B. Cheney, D.D., was a
clear and forcible presentation of Christ

.
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the various churches in this vicinity in be- | N. IL, for theic united donation amounting to | ing with his otherwise Israelitish contour. Nev-|
ertheless there was in his eye a calm, subdued,
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half of the mission among the Freedmen of
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for a libra- | The occasion was a very pleasant one.
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He was by birth a German Jew, and so com- | Dr AY Beadle,
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praying for, and hoping to enjoy, a refresh- church.
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ing shower of grace ere long. We are try- | Thenew church at Lisbon Hall, Lewis- | po 0 Gi. Damon and wife return thanksto | Pletely Jewish was his appearance. that in the CL
ton,underttid charge of Rev. J. S. Burgess, | their friends of the Royalton church for a sur- | Stréets of London he would” probably have been § Yan Low,
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Ch Ames, N Y, for support of Win Alger in India,
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At a social gathering of the Congregational
Sabbath school at Bethlehem, September 20th,
Mrs Banks, the wife of the pastor, was made the

brethren | [OF regular recitations and
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traverses the fin-

be prosecuted with
520 | track-laying will from this time
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150 the utmost energy
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their wedding. Many elegant: presents without acknowledging and obeying the laws of
therefore
it
$94,
were made to them, among which was a God,
Resolved, That while we rejoice over the overC. 0. LIBBY, Zreasurer.
of a valuible sewing-machine. The
splendid silver service. A large number throw of slavery, we consider ‘the work incom- recipient
Dover, N. H.
pastor writes:
“It is believed that this is the
plete
until
all
have
the
right
of
suffrage
and
equal
were present and the evening passed very
oldest Sabbath school is the country, if not inthe
i
protection, without regard to color.
pleasantly.
.
Resolved, That the mob in Milton Township,
Pa. Free Baptist Missionary Society.
world, its organization dating back to the year
Jackson Co., Ohio, by which men, among them
¢HIHLS,
1740—41 years before Robert Raikes commenced
The Court St. church, Auburn, is being
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of the converts and added them to the
church. The work still continues. Several have found the Saviour since the baptism.
. A number of backsliders have been reclaimed, and the old, reliable workers greatly
blessed with power and joy ¢* from
on high.”
;
:
:
;
Greatly did our cause in this “place need
this. refreshing and the inspiration which |

we

Boston,
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Loven R Giles, Eaton, N H.
F N Huntington, Bath, Me.
8 Lougee, Barnstead, N H.
:
Rev G M Park, Gilford Village, N H.
“JD Waldron, S Strafford, Vt.
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and rapidly growing in wealth and influence.
‘There are ten regularly employed preaching Rabbis in New York City, and nearly as many syn-
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Franklin Pugsley, Cornish, Me,
Rev E 8 Bumpus, Kennard, Mercer Co., Pu.

tainity, very determined, and not unfrequently
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Books Forwarded:

every week they contain

England

Richmond—R

wite,
pastor (Mr Lowi) and
8thatvisidayto their
being the fifteenth anniversary of

constant, pi efficient ; activity. " On the
morning of the 15th, we baptized nineteen

it.” 2/ 1868
forDec.

4m29.

Robertson—T Rowe—A Redlon—J N Rich—G W_Richardson—J L Roberts—S A Stowe—L B Starr—E D Seavey
—8 M Smith—D ¥ Stuart—C Smith—R V Soule—A Shepard—W Sturtevant—L B Tasker—H F VanDerHellen—
H A Wallace—D Woodworth—E Wentworth—H J Walker—M C Walters.
‘

faand

Tt affords,

New

H Cutler—A J

Dutton—8 M Dunton—T E Dudley—W K Dewy—L B
Doud—W G C Emmons—B Evans—A
A Eastman—N
Gammon—J M Goodrich—F Geor;
Gibbons—J Haskell-E Hadley—C W Hovey—J W Hills— I Huckins—H
Holt—R Hayden--N A Jackson—C Jordan— M P Knowlton—F W Lyford—D Lake—H M Lord—S8 L Livingston—
J G Louis—L Moseby—J L Meserve—I
McDaniel—A
K Moulton—P B Oaks—E Prescott—1 A Philbrick—W

C

A

per-

The
White Pine Compound is now sold in every part
of the United States and British Provinces.
|
Prepared at the

DJ Apperson—J M Bailey—A M Buzzell-C Banks—G
H Ball—A Bur¢h—S8 C Baker—W Boultor—M Barckley—
I A Bradish—A H Currier—A A Coburn—R_E Cornwall
grt G Church—W A Carlise—M Chase—J Cleveland—

papers,—two in English, and one in German ;and

Resolved, That we return our thanks to the
Western Home Mission Committee for their
promised aid, and willdo what we can to sustain
the missionaries who labor among us, both with
our money and influence.

have
83
awake
. 1 | intemperance
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ay
elear and
pungent, and the conversions
perance.
-* | of the Main St. F. B. society, Lewiston, paid
fol
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positive, followed by powerful testimonies,
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Rev. Charles Bean, Gray, Me,
Rev. A. J. Buker, Brigham, Me.
Rev. ®. C. Peaslee, S. Berwick, Me.

the

and admitted to the communion-table.”

astounding.

MISSIONS.

creased j and during the last six weeks we
Resolved, That we entreat all the families con«
nected with our churches to take either the
have enjoyed a very glorious revival. Some
Star for the
ing
oti
Freeman or Morning
Christian
N
BS
»
iwenty-five
and the Myrtle for theStar children.
members,
wages and gathereth fruit un- | older
ethreceiveth
i iy ih perso! 5n have ; been converted,
INTEMPERANCE,
1°
L. Dewey.
adults,and many of them: | {o Jife eternal.”
«Il of whom are
3}
Resolved, That we urge the organization of
heads of families—husbands and wives in
of
:

able article for the cure of colds, coughs, and pnlmo-

nic-complaints generally.. In sev:
cases we have
known it to give prompt relief when all other remedies which had been tried had failed. Itisan article,
which, in a climate so Fromotive of sudden and severe colds as is that of New England, ought to be in
every family; ‘and we are sure that those who once
obtain it and give it a fair trial, will not thereafter be
willing to be without it.—[ Boston Journal.
A
VALUABLE MEDICINE.—Dr.J. WW.
Pine Compound advertised inour columns,is a successful attempt to combine and Apply the medicinal
virtues of the White Pine Bark.
If has been thoroughly tested by people in this city and vicinity, and

N. GAMMOY.

Huron Q. M., N.Y. will hold its next: session
with the Potter Church,
we. 11-13. Opening
Sermon, Friday, at two o’clock,P, M.
L. B. StARR, Clerk.

confirmed after the custom of the mother-country

Resolved, That a committee of five be appoint-

session

=

children they expect as a matter of course, when
they have been duly instructed in the catechism,
and have arrived at a sufficient age to havea
theoretical understanding of the truth, will be

people

reach.

There are villages in this county without
the means of grace where churches might
be planted if we had the men and money
with which to do it; and if we had the men
the money would probably come.
Who
will enter into this harvest? ‘¢ He that : reap-

and thirteen were added to the
From that time the religious inter-

est in our congregation

highest

its Jan,

Mei

says of the Germans in his field, * of regeneration by theHoly Ghost,as a condition of membership in the church, they know nothing. Their

relig-

to
give their children as thorough an education
as
their means and opportunities will admit, and
- to improve their ewn minds by improving all the
facilities for obtaining instruction within their

Wicksduess

smite.. the great.
Paling to
square
on the head.”

we were favored by a gracious refreshing
A few souls were

ministry at the

will hold

Asujen’ within 1h boule of is QM. yiich gregationalist and Recorder, writes the fottowbers of the Good Templars’ Lodge, which
BY MAIL.
:
was organized 1ast May, and are pre- | ter, without distinction on Joeount of caste or | ing in regard to Jags § “ The present Sper
of Judaism throughout Christendom is well-nigh | RevD J Apperson, Ellaville, Schley Co., Ga.
color, and report at our next meeting.
a
:
“ug
ine
three Jewish nes. | Jacob Hake, Martinsburg, W.Va.

Revivals, &e.
2
In the eas)
Prrvsriinp. N.H.
Y summer,
NY. HL
y

of the Holy Spirit.

of maintaining

Q.M.

Aroostook Q. M. will hold its Dec. session with
the church at Presque Isle in the Town Hall; meeting to commence on Wednesday
the 16th ‘and continue through Wednesday and
Thursday.

Last year, the emigration from Germany to
this country amounted to 124,803; being more
than from Ireland. Most of these are-Protestanis;
but they do not accept the American idea of
church membership.
Rev. J. Guernsey of Iowa

Many of the people here are active mem- | ed to consider the propriety of establishing an |

.

Wellington

F.REED.

with the church in Athens Village commencing Jan.
1st, 1869, at two o’clock,P. M.
J. W. CARR.

point. In no other way can the church be secured
against the superstitions of Rome and the sophistries of science, falsely so-called.
~

Passed the fol-

financially, morally or

the obligation

culture of the

Next ses-

Resolved, That we earnestly urge our

quentlyin active co-operation in works of
benévelence. We have recently adopted
the weekly offering system to raise money
for missions. It works well.

take

to enforce

lowing resolutions:

community, either
iously, therefore

is

will hold its

at ten o'clock, A, M.

continue, and the demand upon the pulpit contin.
ues to increase as it has, what sort of a ministry
shall we have at the end of the century.
Thus
raising a question of vast importance,he proceeds

consider the expediency of building an Academy

and na-

chapel

Farmington Quarterly Meeting

next session at East Wilton Meeting house, Dec. 9th,

of old material on hand. But what; shall wegdo
in 1880, in 1900? Suppose the present tendenties

Hand of fellow-

to be under the control of the Q. M.

new

~~ Dr. Leonard Bacon expresses the opinion that
the question isjnot so much what we shall do for
ministers today; there isa tolerably good stock

for. Three members (heads of families)
have recently united with the church. We
have a flourishing Sabbath School, number-

For these tokens of

The

about to be commenced.

the Treatise. The Council believing it would be
for the glory of God, proceeded to recognize the

& Hamlin

He himself recently baptiz-

ed another believer there.

Gallia

Rev. J. W. Martin and T. E. Peden to act as
council in organizing the Q. M. Adopted with
slight amendments ‘the constitution found in

ment in spiritual life and power, and conse-

the pressure of a

ing steady progress.

Cb., Ohio, to consider the propriety of organizing
a new Q. M. Chose Bro. Richard Anderson, moderator, and Samuel E. Hawks, clerk. Invited

not rapidly increasing in numbers, we trust
that the church is making some advance-

that; but do not

Mayfield, gathered though his ministry, is mak-

representatives
from Providence, Huntington,
Liberty and Jackson churches met with the Hun-

Metropolitan Organ, which it recently purchased of Rev. L. L.” Harmon, is also paid

divine favor,

much smaller amount, the divine blessing

that place, for beliéving in and practicing free
communion. Mr. Jones still continues to labor as
a minister.
The Independent
congregation at

Organized.

On the 31st of Oct., a Convention consisting. of

not shrink from any sacrifice in the path of tional blessings, the church last Thursday
duty. If you are able to give more do not rendered thanksgiving to Almighty God,
“keep it back. If you are able only to give a in the special services of that day. Though

v

M.

ship was given by Rev. Thomas E. Peden.
Consecrating prayer was.offered by Rev. James W.
Martin.
Voted that this body shall be known as

ing in all about 120.

As you love Christ, do

Q.

v

The Great
New England Remedy:
DR.J. W.POLAND’S WHITE PINE COMPOUND
;
Cures Sore Thraat, Colds, Coughs, Diptheria, Fronchitis
. Spitting of Blood, and 2uimansry Affections generally.—
7 is a remarkable remedy for Ki ney Complaints, Duabetes, Difficu'ty of Poiding Urine,
Bleeding from the Kidneys and Bladder, Grarel and other Complaints,
BosTox, Jan. 20, 1868.
POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND.—After having
given it a thorough trial we can confidehtly recommend Poland*s
White Pine Compound
as a very valu: -
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+ and his wife of Santa Clara, California, have re- | two o'clock, P. M.
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by the blessing of heaven has succeeded in
paying the last cent of their debt; so that
they are now enabled to worship God in a
neatand commodious house, with a good’
bell, without the harassing reflection that

than to have some wealthy man give the
whole sum. We should get strength,union
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churches were well represented, and a deep devotional spirit chardcterized the’ entire session.
Rev. A. O. Peaslee of the Parsonsfield Q. M.. was
resent and preached an excellent sermon, ColPetion for Domestic Missions, $8,09.
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making it necessary

some

evenings

hold two meetings at the same time

threa milesapart.

to

about

The house isa model for taste and con
venience. .The vestry is wholly above
ground,

well

lighted

and

commodious.

. Truly itis the Lord's doing,’ and itis The spire is provided with a bell and clock,
and a fine organ stands in the orchestra, The
marvelous in our eyes, 'W. T. Syrrat,
/
“

mencing

g

at 2 o'clock

C@ W. MAYHEW, Clerk,

SoMErsEr Q. M., Pa~Held its last session

pith the Jenner church. The clerk being absent
Bro. Sisshn was chosen to act as clerk pro tem.
/
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LR Poetry. |

‘far and near.

', Wedded with Ralphto-day;
The morning air was balmy

*

ten!’

mean?

*

man.guessed

pit:

that,

as there

five clinks showed

‘

the

hardly quitted his work.

of her floating veil:

“You'll kill

In the pride of his gracious youth,
With a voice both deep and tender,

trust the work to us.”
“No, no, Tom,” cried

Plighted his manhood's truth.

‘‘go, take alittle
:

rest, and

“>
poor father.

the

“I promised Robert's mother we'd come up

He put the ring on her finger—

together; and so we will, if it please God,”

A band of virgin gold,

he said, wiping the teats from his rough

Broad and heavy; it bound her

-

cheek;

His to have and to hold.

and he hewed

might.

May it never change to a fetter,

How

Breaking her heart to wear:

away

i

with all his
ings

.

does it fare with-the poor prisoners?

‘1 They were frightened, like the rest, by that

May itbe as dear as her mother’s,

sudden and awful noise.

19 herimother's exznest prayer:

his door,

and

Little Robert left

ran to the

men, who

well

Tliey have gone their way together,

knew: what it meant.

And I sit in the summer night
Alone, with the thoughts of beauty

thing was quiet, they went forward to .examine the passage-way Robert left. It whs

“ hat BEUTONEN the soft moonlight.
1 am turning on my finger
SHY ow ou Wed ding aig,
To a narrow cikelet cling.
:
I
:
It is not so broad as my daughter's,
Bei A
oi
tm,
Its blessed bond within;—
:
-

i

Bi

they Took their oil-cans. and food-bags to

That, present, were ever loving,

one of the galleries where it was better.

And, absent, were ever leal,

The two ‘‘hewers,” Truman

curtail,

were pious Sno.

1 see his form in the moonlight,

Logan,

“Well, James, what shall

“There is but one

I hear his hand at the door.
gy
my darling, Din Weuiy;

and

1

asked Truman.

we do next ?

And my husband comes once more:

thing that we can do,”

said Logan.
“God says, ‘Call upon mein
the day of trouble; I wil deliver thee, and

You tarry so long abcve:

thou shalt glorify me.”

‘When will you come
take
tome,
Oh! my love, my love

They told the boy their danger. ‘‘But
we must keep up a good heart,” said these

" *'I feel his touch on my forehead;

believing men;

It falls like a seal ofrest;

put our

And my heart forgets it was tired

*

till" every-

blocked up. They tried another; that, too,
was blocked up. Oh, fearful thought, they
«| were buried alive! The men went back
to the'boy. “I want to go home; please do
let me“go home,” said poor Robert.
“Yes; yes, as soon as we find a way out,
= my little man,” said a miner called Truman, in a kind yet husky voice.
# The air grew close and suffocating, and

Jenit te ghoser -

"Phe years full back lke

Waiting

than in man.

AsIlean my head on his breast.

‘‘and the way to do so is to

trust in the Almighty

God

more

He heard Jonah cry to him

ffom the whale’s belly, and he can hear us

Yes, vos! I know he is lying

from the bottom of the coal pit. Let us pray

In the moonlight on the hill;

to him."

But the thin, worn ring hath magic,
And it binds my darling still.

:

down,

and Robert cried

bitterly. But, as the pious pitmen pray ed;
—first one and then the other,—their hearts

And oft, when I'm very lonely,
I dream of the home above;

grew lighter, and even the little

And it’s—“Oh! my love, I'm coming

‘“‘trapper”

dried his tears.

Coming, my love, my love!”
Alice and Ralph: lamented
That the mother was called

.

They all knelt

When it was time for dinner, they ate
sparingly, in order to make the food they
‘had-last at least three days, for it might be

away,

-Swiftly and suddenly, fron'them,
On the eve of their wedding-day.

But they never knew how gladly,
At the beck of an angel hand,

was

With the worn old ring on her finger,
And her pale hands crossed on her breast,

mind that God won't forsake us; for don’t
you know the good Book Says, ‘When the

They hoes li out to Su hl aides.

poor and needy seek water,

8
:

The

bi

¥ amily

@arcle .
:

sent on purpose

“ag

if this

to put usin

Soon the imprisoned men got their pickaxes; but whats Hopeless task it seemed

“Trapper.” | to daylight! Their hearts beat with hope

and joy when they first heard the sound of
their friends working on the other side. It

come to a great hole in the ground, and get

windlass.

Down, downwe go.

their pickaxes, ‘Which

It grows|

was

heard,

and

so

:

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and no

blacker anfl blacker, and is quite dark by | rescue. What dark and dreadful days!
the time we touch the bottom. Here pas- | Worse than all, the sounds they had heard

sage-ways run off in every direction, [often | did not appear to draw near.

And yet

crossing each other like the streets of a | Prayer and songs of praise might have been
town. . On each side of these are caves, | heard in that dismal cavern. By Friday
where the coal is dug out. Thick pillars | morning their food was gone, and By Friare left between, to hold up the roof. The | day night their oil too.
2
men who hew out the coal are called|
‘‘Ourfood is gone, our lightis gone, but
“hewers”. The coal is put into. tubs run- | our God is not gone,” said Truman,
‘He
ning on weoden wheels, and dragged to | 82ys, I will never leave you, nor forsake

the foot of the shaft.

‘Those who do this | you.”

are called “putters.” It is hard work pulling these heavy loads through the long,low,
dark passages.
Besides these, are the
“trappers,” whese business is to sit cooped
up in

little

black

holes,

|
|
|
|

sages.

This

is

boys’

to open and shut

work.

Often

boys of nine or ten are employed.

Sweet fields beyond the swelling flood

Stand dress’d in living green.

little

Saturday came,—the fifth

Itis not | men

hard, but very dismal and tiresome.
they have to stay all, day long!

As for little Robert, he was so weak

he could not situp. His mind wandered;
he talked about the sun and the grass’ as if
he saw them; and once he repeated what he
had learned at the Sufday school :

the trap-doors which lead out of the pas-

:
day,—and

at work outside knew

the

there was not

And | an instant to lose. They were too anxious
How | even to speak. For hours they heard no

should you like it, children, who go to | signals. Were their poor comrades dead?
school, and play on the grassin the sun- | Suddenly the wall was pierced, a hole was

shine ?

?

made through it; feeble

Then, there are dangers down in a

mine

“Truman,

which do not happen to people above|
ground. Foul air somefimes chokes the|

goices were heard.

are you there ?

‘Yes ail here.”
‘All living?”

“‘crush.”

One morning, while the pitmen were at
work in a mine in the

north

of

they heard & noise like thunder.

England,

daylight there.

the men;n and
andvu
~

‘ ‘nt

at

penn
Le

tis

the

mol

:

mouth

that his little

|50n Was alive, the

news was too

much

good

for him, and

he

fell

down

sense-

‘

One hour more, and the rescuers reached
their comrades. Who can describe the

‘A crush!a crush!” cry |meeting?

I cannot; nor the joy and grat-

all throw
| fade
of wives; mothers, and friends, asone
HE down their tools,
;
and another .were brought

up to the sur-

Tuesday morning.

number.

When Robert's father heard

In amo. | less.

ment every lamp was out; for the men
work by lamps,—there is not a spark of

ore,”

had

a"

of the

Five

are

vit

pit,

missin

The men gather face. - Aj Task catme Lester, ith Reber in
a

;

:

and rs
two

their

.

hew-

-

uzza

they cam
in sight?
e

praised

nore

Mar

rent

‘Safe,

:

safe!

the air as
God

be

Rober Laster,to thePople
shore hens | MY INGE roder, is there ina Towson in
pit’s mouth, The | this story for you?

two ¢

i"

SPT

spiteof sarcasm and sober protest.
DR. HOWELL’S

growing

oe

LY

}

FaMiLy,

By Mrs, H. B. Good-

And when you

him ?— Little

ties and intensify their fragrance, and they find
it in this rich volume that

a

i

~How pleasant it is when night comes and
we are. weary.to lay our heads on a soft pil-

ER

choice vase in which they may blend their beauso well

ed but not finical, artistic but not in-the least
meretricious,—~we have » book in which the eye
may luxuriate while the spirit is refreshed and
kindled by the strength of thought which hé:has
here truly married to the sweetnéss of expression. The opening poem, first published in the

Atlantic, is worth 4he-=£all price of the volume;

but it is followed by fot a few choice things that

Private

for Public Exhi-

Theatricals.

MM. Baker, author of * Amateur
Same

seem

sand less than it was worth.
The widow was to move the ‘nex$ morning. She had a little left, and it was a sad
night in the small browns house. Poor little Jane, only ten years old, criedherself to
sleep, to think she must leave her home,
and Harry was to go to live with an aunt
until his mother found some way of making a living. But the good woman did not
lose her trust in God. That night she knelt
down between her two children and commended them to the care of Christ. She
prayed for Jack Grip, that God would have
mercy on him. Trusting~in Christ, they
lay down houseless that night, for the little brown house belonged ,to hard-hearted
Jack Grip.
:
Poor ‘Jack could not sleep and dare not
pray. He kept thinking of something in
the—THible
about “+ devouring widows’
houses.” He could not forget the face of an
old Quaker who had met

hin

on

the road

lant as the lark’s morning

sob, so she went to heg and said:
¢¢ Mabel, my

child, gba ‘have

a thorn

in

your pillow ; whit stjt ?”
_ Then the
gan to cry
very much
swered :

litte girThid her face, and bealoud. ler grandmother was
troubled. Atlength Mabel an:
:

“0 grandmother,

when I am alone here,

I cannot forget how I said, I won't, mother,’ and I cannot unsay it: and mother is
good, and loves me so much, and—I was
so naughty !”
And the

tears

streamed afresh

down

the

child's cheeks. Here, then, wgp the thorn
in her pillow, and she could fiot withdraw
it.

And so

it will

be, by-and-by,

with the

Publishers, ete.

1860.

By. George

Dramas,”
&c.

16mo.

pp. 290.

The first mentioned of these books is a reprint
of a serial originally appearing in‘one of our religious journals. Itisa story of rare interest,
elevation and cultivated taste, and will richly repay -a second

reading.——Iillsboro’

Farms

is =

quiet, impretending, but still thoroughly excel-.
lent presentation of country life, which will tend

The chairs were crooked, so was the bed-

thorn in her pillow when

that mother sleeps.

in the grave.— Selected.

:

Literary Review.
RECOLLECTIONS OF A BUSY LIFE: Including
- Reminiscences of American politics and politicians, from the opening of the Missouri contest
to the downfall of Slavery; to which are add-

ed, Miscellanies : ¢ Literature

as a Vocation,”

. “Reforms and Reformers,” etc., ete.; also a
Discussion with Robert Dale Owen on the Law
of Divorce. By Horace Greeley.
New Yerk:

J. B. Ford

& Co.

Boston:

H. A. Brown

&

Co. 1868. Royal Octavo.
pp. 624.
. Mr. Greeley is one of the noted men of the
country. He is a peculiarly American product.
In no other country in the world, perhaps,

could a man who began life amid such disadvantages and hindrances have risen up to the distinction and influence which he has attained.
His record is instructive and stimulating.
He
is no copyist. He took no man for model, and he
has probably gone forward at the eall of circum-

stances rather than in accordance with any definite plan. No other man could imitate him or
seek to reproduce his characteristics
running into many follies.

without

In this volume he has made a frank revelation
of his own

inward and

personal

life.

His toils

thy ways are very

ry for the last twenty-five years,—all these

and

manymore features

of interest

this

goodly and

volume

up the crooked

chair by the crooked hearth. The erooked
dog lay down by him and the crooked cat
mewed.

He opened his crooked money-box

and the gold coins were all crooked. “‘Here
I am,” said Jack, * a crooked old man, in
a crooked old house,

with

no

friends

but

this crooked old dog and crooked old cat.
What is all my “crooked money worth ?
What crooked ways I took to get it.”
Crooked old Jack felt sick and lay down

upon his crooked old bed.
crooked

Somehow,

old money-box

got up

on

breast and seemed to smother him.

his
his

Then

his crooked ledgers piled themselves upon
bim, and it seemed impossible for him to
He

tried to call out, but his voice

principles

and

his

unique

contests with

enter

leading

into

of autobiography.

He speaks of it as containing really more of himself than anything else which he has written or

is likely to write.
rect.

His opinion

is doubtless

The book is what it purports

crammed with

to be.

corJtis

Horace Greeley as Horace Gree-

ley himself could only have crammed it. It is,
in many portions, as entertaining as a romance.
There is no offensive egotism in the constant

reference

to what he

said’ and did.

The use of

the pronoun of the first person singular is full of
naivete. He simply takes the public into his
confidence and tells them whatever he supposes
they would like to know.
And though it is very

likely that most readers will feel that he might
very well have omitted more or less of the items
and

details

and

peculiar

opinions

that

are

wretight.into his desultory narrative, yet he is so
genial and self-interested, aiid for the most part
so

thoroughly

entertaining, that he

to with an interest that often
enthusiasih and admiration.

is listened

rises almost

into

The portrait which

died to a Whisper, and the only answer he

faces the title-page is an admirable one,—a credit

received was a low growl from the

the man in his most

¢rook-

and

perhaps

still more than that

to malice; and the rebuke loses all its value
when the writer gives up the function of the
critic for the sake of framing lampoons, and ilhow

to

common

employ

literary

scold

who

art in the

But the essays rich-

ly merit a reading and will get it. They contain
much simple truth whose severity only makes it
wholesome ; and the women that. prefer sense

to flattery, and are willing to look the follies of
their sex in the face, cannot well afford to leave
this book unread at the bidding<of prudery or
pride.

Our YouNG FoLks. Vol. IV. Messrs. Ticknor & Fields, Boston (now Fields, Osgood & Co.),
the publishers of this excellent Magazine, send
us the volume which has just ended, bound up
ina neat and substantial style, which exhibits
even more clearly than when geen in the menthly numbers, the variety and excellence of this

to the artist and a most perfect

representation of

natural mood.

The volume

not very crooked.
;
:
Just then Jack Grip awoke, and ‘found
that all this was a crooked dream; but the
perspiration stood in beads

on

his brow,

and though it was broad daylight,
wife and

children

were

about

and his

him,

thought things wers indeed crooked.

Jack

In

the ‘first place, Jack was ‘sure that his farm
was crooked in the sight of God, for his
new addition was little better than stolen.
His

made

home

was

crooked,

it a pleasant home.

were crooked, for he was

for he

His

had

not

children

not educating |

read, leniently criticised; frequently

referred to,

and carefully preserved in libraries both public
and private,
The mechanical features of the
work are of a high order, and not, the least
among its attractions is the page covered with a
specimen of his notorious and enigmatical chirography.
THE Book or GENESIS.
The Common Version
revised for the American Bible Union.
With

Explanatory

ew

pp.

This

Notes,

By Thomas

York; Am. Bible | Ring

20,

i

translation:of

Genesis

J, Conant.’

1848.

Oectavo.

Dr,

Conant,

:

by

with the notes attached, is a real contribution to

them right. And then at bottom, he knew
;
9 Fthat hisown heart was the crookedest thing examination of the volume not only justifies the
It matters not what a man loses, if he
saves his soul; but, if he lose his soul, it of all. And so hecrept out of bed and pray- expectation, but has afforded ample and grateful
evidence that his studies and labors have here
ed God to straighten his crooked heart.
matters not what he saves,
The Lundys wero all packed ready to found a fitting field in which to operate, Many
passages, part with their obscurity in the light of
. Sinful security is the
forerunner
of
sudden start that morning, Bitter were their tears. this fresh rendering, which is at once faithful,
But
a
messenger
from
Mr.
Grip
brought
| destructi
str
wri fbr a wall ol mudden
vigorous and chaste; and the Notes, even wher
lies and individuals.
oh
’
them a-deed to their farm and a note, say- brief, indicate that the author has distinctly perv

hw

Ps
|

5

to

Europe or America, and but

been dissected

in

quite so tallas

Eurppe.

an average

two

have

Though

"nit

nan,it has, ac-

cording to Du Chaillu, the strength of eight
men, having an immensely powerful skeleton. and a wonderfully developed chest.
The differences bétween man and the gorilla
are very striking. The latter cannot stand
upright; owing to the structure of the spinal
column; his arms are longer and his legs
are shorter than these of the human species ;
in walking he commonly uses the back of
his hands, placing them flat upon the ground ;
he has thirteen pairs of ribs, and the female
fourteen, whereas man has but ten ;has several muscles which are not found inman ; he

has “bagpipes” under his arms,

gonnected

inferior

and.

with his windpipe and glottis, and by compressing these with his arms he can make a
noise which can be heard, according to the
testimonyof M.Du Chaillu, at a distance of
three miles and more. His hand is greatly
to

the

human

hand,

be-

sides there exists a multitude
of minor differences in other
ns. But what
places man far above the gorilla is the vast «
superiority of the human
brain and head.
The gorilla has a better developed head than
the lion, and when young his cranium has a -

great resemblance to that of a child. But
afterward though there is an immense

growth of the bone, there isno expansion
of the cavity of the skull, and consequently
none of the brain, Dr. Lemercier expressed no sympathy with the theory which supposes man to be only an improved gonila.

h
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Books.
Sp

—

"ay

‘a

moods, they frankly declare the author's
mind, without giving offense. Like living

and

of 764

pages,

York: Sheldon & Co.
Sold by E. J. Lane.

Mrs. Harland has

beautiful octavo ‘vol

its contents

merit

une-

1869, 12mo. pp. Ry

been a very

od

successful wri-

she

portrays the

workings

both

of the

higher

and lower elements of human nature with an almost dramatic vividness and effect; and the tone
and teaching of her books are wholesome if not
especially elevated or striking, This last volume is not inferior to any of its predecessors in
interest, and in some respects it marks an advance. upon the best of what she has heretofore

accomplished.
‘MapaME

THERESE;

or the Volunteers

of ’92.

y M. M.
Erckmann-Chatrian.
Translated
from the thirteenth edition.
With ten full
page Illustrations.
New York: Charles Scribner & Co.
12mo. pp. 289, Sold by D. Lothrop

& Co.

if

;

This volume, the first” of a promised series
from the same source, has a double authorship.
Thé two men complement each other by the possession of special traits and a deep and abiding
mutual sympathy.
Its scene is laid'on the borders of France, and it pictures the political struggles, the military operations, and the domestic
life prevailing at the close of the Tast century.
Its style is charmingly simple, reminding one of
that in the Schionberg-Cotta Family; the description is wondrously vivid yet always preserving
a calm, quiet tone; the sentiment is pure and
healthy; and the heroine, an army vivandiere,

is portrayedas beautiful, heroic, an eloquent Républican, who is rescued from death by a physician whom she converts to her political views,
‘and at length marries him to the great delight of
nephew

Fritzel, the wonderful

dog Scipio, and

all the rest. It is pleasant, attractive, and, in its
way, agreeable. But cui bono? The world of
letters will not be greatly enriched by any num-

ber of such volumes. The illustrations are little
less than hideous daubs.
)

companions,

accessible

atall

times, in all

friends they too have their voice and phjer

ognomies, and their company is prized as
old acquédintances. ‘Weseek them in our
need of counsel or of amusement, without
impertinence or
logy, sure of having
our claims allowed. A good book justifies
our theory
of personal supremacy, keeping
that Sresh
inthe memory and perennial.
What were days without such fellowship?
We were alone in the world without it.
Nor does our

faith

falter though the secret

we search for and do not find in them will
not commit itself to literature. Still we take
up the new issue - with the old expectation,
and again and again, as we try our friends
after many failures at conversation, believing

this visit will be the

favored hour, and

all will be told us. Nordol know what
book Ican well spare, certainly none that
has

admitted

:me, though it be but for thy

moment and by the most oblique glimpse,
into the mind and personality of its author;

though few there are that prefer such friendly claim to one's regard, and satisfy expectationas he turns their leaves. Our favorites are few ; since only what rises from

the heart reaches it, being caught
ried on the

tongues

of men

and car-

wheresoever

love and letters journey.
:
Nor need we wonder at their soarcity or
the value we setipon’ them; life, the essence of good letters as of friendship, being
its own best biographer, the artist
that por-

trays the persons and thoughts we ate and

are becoming. And the most that even he
can do is but a chance stroke or two at

this fine essence

housed in the handsome

dust, but fugitive and coy 10 be caught and
held ‘ast for longer than the passing glance;
the master touching ever and retouching
the picture he leaves unfinished.
“My life has been the poem I would have writ, .
But I could not both live and utter it.”
.

I find books like eréons more attractive
as they
are
the
more
suggestive,
| more mythical and difficult te render at

PLANCHETTI’S DIARY. Edited b Kate Field,
New York: J. 8. Redfield, 1868. Paper ph

once to the senses, and enjoy them the more
for this blending of nature with the mind—

THE TRUE GRECIAN BEND, A Story in Verse,

ality.

ers. 12mo. pp. 95.
pr
By Larry Leigh.
Publisher, ete.

Sold by D. Lothrop

With

Illustrations,

& Co.
Same

The firstof these volumes gives a frank, readable and entertaining account of a series of expePlanchette, in which, as usual,
sense and nonsense, wisdom and folly, marked

the philological and exegetical literature which
the soholarship of two hemispheres 15 seeking to riences. with
give us, Dr. Conant’s namo is a sufficient guarantee that the work of translation is most critically, conscientiously and ably dome. And an

been lecturing lately in New York on the
gorilla. No live gorilla has been brought

RuBY’s HusBAND.
By Marion Harland, author of ¢ Hidden Path,” * Miriam,” etc. New

It isa

ume

ed old dog.
Then the crooked old cat is areal contribution to the literatare of the pemewed. Poor,erooked old Jack was dying; riod, and will be widely sought, enthusiastically the husband, the old nurse Lisbeth, the little
and he thought of the Lundy farm, and
wondered if his account on God's book was

tp

Both Du Chaillu and Dr. Lemercier have

quivocal compliments. Still better things than
these are promised next year to the subscribers,

popular juvenile.

successes and pitiable failures, real marvels and
transparent shams, figure with about equal
prominence. There is no attempt made to explain the phenomena by reference to any theory,
which shows the good judgment of the reporter.
The Grecian Bend is a clever though not re-

at is

fully

with the author's persen-

thus implied is more

delivered than if written Hierally;

0i

iques then the fancy more and: calls the
Jahon gifts into play; and an author best
serves me who, speakin slike to imagination and reason, arms with figures apt for
occasions, thus pluming the genius for dis-

course.

And the like may be

gaid of the

dictionaries ; open at hazard in
moods
the columns become charged with thought
as if each word were blood-wise and fleshed

with meaning.

follies that appear in the sphere of female appar
1

.

Syste

the g
fixed

and

Again, books professing

wont to be
and unprofitable save for their facts and
markably elevated pleco of satire upon one of
inferences; pi the Sowis
Sisesics of
the latest and most ridiculous of the fashionable
ngs, the substanceof being, accoeting

el. One would say at first that such a lampoon

>

The Gorilla.

Good books, like good friends, are few
and chosen—the more select the more enjoyable : and like these are approached with
diffidence, not sought too
iliarly nor
too often, having the precedence only
when friends tire. The most mannerly of

and hopes, his plans and triumphs,
his ludicrous ter in a certain field of literature. She has vigor both of thought and of style; her mastery of
and trying experiences, his service ‘in support of
plot and incident is that of strength and skill;

crooked stick foliowed by his crooked dog,
took his crooked way back, he met the old
Quaker, who said again: ‘Friend Jack,

at the crooked gate, and

authorship;

fiercest tempests of wrath.

conclusions and his paths to succéss as a journalist, his views of national measures and of the
leading men who have figured in our civil histo-

walk among the crooked trees, in at the
crooked door, and sat down on a crooked

es, the seriousnesses. and the sillinesses, the
showiness and the sh
of modern women that
has yet seen the light.. They seem, when judged

has learned

public men, his methods of reaching his political

in

This is, in some sense, the most remarkable
series of popular essays on the possibilities and
the peculiarities, the noble and the ignoble aspects, the attractive and the contemptible phas-

lustrates the spirit of thg

great

went

the Saturday

With an Introduction by Mrs, Lucia

Gilbert Calhoun. ‘New York: J. S. Redfield.
1868. 12mo. pp. 871.
Sold by D.Lothrop & Co.

recollection of some unkind word or action
will be a thorn in his pillow when he retires satire, But many of them are overdone. Jusat night. And the little girl who does not tice is at times sacrificed to point, good taste
care to help ber mother now will find a gives way to effect, ridicule goes quite over

crooked Jack, with. his

He

reprint of a series of articles'in

A

number of hands have wrought at this unique
mosaic. They are brilliant, witty, pungent, audacious, and sometimes almost terrible in their

over them.

crooked.”

MODERN WOMEN, and what is said of them,

think of the home of his childhood, and the

ed cemetery, where were crooked graves
with the names of his wife and children

As

dy, the poems in this volume deserve ‘to be favorites with all who can appreciate the beauty of
the country and its free glad life, or have an ear
for the music which a tuneful bard knows how
to put into his rhythmic speech.

+ Review,

*

as

melo-

by their contents, to have had at least a double

that day and said: * Friend Jack, thy ways

Aflast he opened his eyes, and

others

little boy who is selfish and unkind at home.
When he is away among strangers, he will

are orooked before theLord !” ¢ Yes,” said

torment.”

hymn, and

sweetly tender as the nightingale’s vesper

4

A series of Dramas, Come- .

dies, Burlesques and Farces,
bitions and

°

Ee

ThE MIMIC STAGE.

embodies the

| highest art and the purest taste that are concerned in book-making. Rich but not showy, finish~

in the Pillow.

ont

forced the

sale ; he had bought the place for two thou-

breathe.

men to death; water sometimes spouts up | ‘Yes, thank God, all living.”
and drowns them; and sometimes a part| ‘“Allliving, all living!” shouted the men;
of a mine ‘caves in.” This is called a [and the shout went up to the top of the pit.

:

He

door, down the crooked .walk, among the
crooked trees,along the wall into the crook-

Lester, the

to cut through the mass of earth and stones

Coal, you know, is dug out of the earth.

«+

He tried to make'it

right, but he couldn't.

into a big basket hung by stout chains to a | encouraged their deliverers.

Robert

:

os

:
3

would be rich.

Should you like to visit a coal-mine? We | V2° then they made the clink, clink, with

:

which are concerned in introducing the hideous
deformity are likely to tolerate and defend. it in

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

stead. The window was crooked.
The
whole house seemed to be crooked. Jack
got up, and found he was old and crooked
himself. The cat ard dog on the crooked
hearth were crooked. There was nobody
in the house but Jack. He took his crooked stick and went out through the crooked

.

ought to banish the abomination at which it is
aimed; but the mingled servitude and defiance

not about achild who found a thorn in her pil- are scarcely inferipr. Lowell always gings to to the profit'of those who take home’ its unob-,
had {ow and-it hurt very much. Shall I tell you some purpose, and the briefest of these strains trusive but obvious lessons.—The Mimic Btage is
beautifully ‘‘got up,” and there is real genius ex- very about it? Well, here is the story:
is the voice of the soul that is sure to wake
‘hibited in the somewhat lengthy and exhilaratShall . A little girl weit to visit her grandmoth- echoes and set the air trembling with melody.
ing dramas which are here brought together.
N
er, who lived at some “distance from her
:
RuraL
Poems.
By
William
Barnes.
Boston:
Just next to Jack's farm was a perfect mother and father’s home. She seemed hapRoberts Brothers. 1869. Square 18mo. pp. 158,
A NEW POPULAR ENtYCLOPEDIA and Unibeauty of a little place, on which lived the py all day, for she had ‘everything to make
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
%
versal Dictionary, embracingih its plan History,
No title could have been more fitting than this. Biography, Geography, Science, Art and Lan
widow Lundy. Her husband had bought her happy. But-when grandmother went to
the farm and borrowed money of Jack Grip look at her “after she was asleep, she saw Almost every theme smacks of the country, and guage, is to be issued by T. Ellwood Zgll, of Philhalf thélines are radiant with the tints and fra
to pay forgas. It was about half paid for tear-drops.on her eyelashes.
;
cw grant with the breath of forest, field or garden. adelphia, in weekly parts of 8 large quarto pa- .
when poo®
Lundy was killed by a . falling
“Ah,” said the old lady the next morn- Mr. Barnes knows rural scenery, influences and ges each. * Price per -number, 10 cts. The work
will be completed in two large volumes. Judgtree.
There was some money due him, and ing, * you were a little homesick last night, life as only one who has dwelt among and drunk
ing from this initial specimen, we look for &
he had a little property besides, so that the my dear.”
0 nl
.
into the spirit of the homes of the country can
work of great vaftte to all ‘elasses,~a sort of liwidow sent word to Mr. Grip that if he » *“ O no, grandmother,” Mabel replied, .<*1 know them, aid’he can picture them as only an brary in itself. The type is fine enough to try
artist knows how. Nothing escapes his notice, the eyes of a majority of readers, but it is clearwould only wait till she could get her could never be homesick here.”
means together, she would pay up the veIt was just so the next night, and the nothing fails to get set off in colors that every cut and distinct, and the whole mechanical and
observer confesses to be full of vetrisimilitude;
mainder. But times were hard, and Jack next.
At length grandmother thought, as and the whole dialect of the field and fireside, of literary features of the work ure a credit and a
saw a chance to make two thousand dollars the child seemed troubled, that she would ‘the sport and the labor,of the outward experi- promise, Agents are wanted, who will learn
terms; &c.,dy addressing
the publisher, by forcing the sale of the farm and buying sit in the next room until she went to sleep. ence and the inward suggestion, is as familiar to
it himself.
It just fitted on to His lower Presently, although Mabel was tucked up, him as the child’s prattle to the true mother’s
field. It went hard to turn the-widow amt, she began to rustle the quilf and shake her ear. Simple in style, elevated in tone, pure in
but Jack Grip made up his. mind that he pillow, and her grandmother heard a little every suggestion, with strains as ringingly jubi-

thought the sun was shining in at the windows, he .thought things ldoked curious.

“It seems,” said Logan,

water

A Thorn

dishonest, but he was in ahurry to be rich,

and there
.is

rock.

- or the Neglttor the Rstter Land.

ceived the office of the expounder and given his
help just where and just asitis needed. We
most heartily commend this volume asone of the
choicest fragments among many choice things;
which the-Bible Union has been instrumental in
giving to the public.

win, author of ‘ Madge,” etc. Boston: Lee &
UNDER THE WILLOWS and other Poems. By
Shepard. 1869. 12mo. pp. 861. Sold by D .
Boston : Fields, OsJames Ruksell Lowell,
Lothrop & Co.
food & Co. 1869. 16mo. pp. 286. Sold by. D.
throp & Co.
get to be a crooked old man or a crooked
HILLSBORO FARMS. By Sophia Dickinson
Lowel
—deservea—Cobb.
1860;
-as-erooked-to{—Theyour
© 408.
woman, will lifedook

had made-up his mind to get rich. ‘It took
him some time to make up his mind to be

none, and their tongue faileth for thirst, I
the Lord will hear them, I the God of Israel
will not forsake them P’”

A trickling noise was heard.
“Water, water!” Yes, it was water, dropping from the

She had left our waning moonbeams

»

Are you

more and more crooked?

Jack | old
was yet young, but he was in great danger you as crooked Jack's did to
of becoming a miser. The truth .was, he Corporal.

Jack,‘‘ but my money is as straight as anybody’s,and my farm is a good deal nearer
straight than it wasbefore
I bought the Lundy place.” Jack could not sleep,however,for
thinking of the old Quaker and his solemn
words.
He tried to think that his possessions were straight anyhow. When he did
sleep, he dreamed he was the young ruler
that gave up Christ for the sake of his money ; then he thought he was the rich man in

1 full that time before they could be dug out,
Meanwhile, what should they do for water?

2?

Is your heart crooked ?

night that my story begins, Jack was
at ease. His accounts showed that he
nfade money.
He was getting’ rich
fast, but “something troubled him. .
I tell you, what it was ?

yourself, Lester,” said a fel-

low-workman;

ing that, as some amend for the’ trouble he
had given them, Mrs. Lundy would please
accept the amount, still due on the farm as

Jack! ‘He was selling his conscience for low and go sweetly to sleep.
But it often happens-that our pillow congold, but gold could never buy it back.
- - But on a certain night in November, the ftains a thorn! I have just reada. paper

oe

Aud her lover, strong and stately,

his

and lately he had beén what his neighbors
called *¢ slippery” in his dealings. Poor

1.

Among the foremost of the workers was
the fatherof little Robertythe “trapper.”
Night and day he never left*{ie mine, and

The gold of her ringlets shining

drudge, and

clink, clink, | “to the Tight “education of children.

A shout of joy was raised in and above

She stood in her bridal whiteness,
*A lily pure and pale,
Ph

a

One

a

children had neither books nor: pictures,
nor anyof those other things so necessary

It

all five were alive, waiting for deliverance.

And their distant music touched me
With a thrill of infinite calm.

-

Clink,

were five missing, the

The air-harps of the forest
Were tuned to the sound of a psalm,

”

tapping.

of life, but his wife was

clink, clink! five times, and then-it:stopped.
Five more, and then a stop. What does it

The sky was flooded with sunshine,

;

out a

can just be heard!

With-the breath-of new-mown hay
And blue-ras blue as the a,
:
Their white wings folded together,
The clouds were fallen asleep.

Ilow they work!
something. Lis-

It is not a voice,

;

a present.
ham
ee
There are many crooked people in the
yet never seemedto know the right use -of
world; some in one way, some in another.
money. His family had the bare comforts

Men flock from all quarters

to offer their services.
| Towards night they he

CEE,

A queer fellow was Jack Grip. Queer
because he never got enough money, and

The news of the accideat brings help from

--

Crooked Jack.

.

begin with pickaxes and shovels to clear
the way. Itis hard work and great risk.

Alice, my youngest daughter,

Through the mist

They

called and shouted ; but no answer. = They

The old Wedding-Ring.

LA

7?

starvation? It is a dreadful thought!

opmpleteness are

d most: gracefully as a flowing

for the moment of passing only

form

in the

-

0

mind's eye, and $s studied to best advantage

you may put confidence.

W. B. church of Fairport, of which she remain-

Choose’ a sensi-

le man, personably agreeable to yourself, ed a worthy and respected member until her
of biography,
and poetry
rather, in bogk
death. After her marriage, in Jan. 1861, she let
than of historytor science, wherein the per- ifpussible whom you know to have had a her light shine in her family, where her domesood education,to stand well with the mem. tic’dutieskept her most of her time. The imsonality is oftenest lostin abstractions of
ers of his own profession, and of whom 1 press of her Christian fidelityis felt in the broken
faet, Reading, like conyersation, is an
eart of her companion, and begins to {develop
idealism most profitable as is calls imagin- other scientific men, as-well ag physicians, itself
in the opening buds of her children.” Her |
ation into play, and thus leads forth all oth- speak Fospectfully, Do not select your med- funeral was attendéd by a large audience at the
ical adviser on the strength of any vague F. W. B. church at Fairport, Nov. 22, at 2 P. M.
or gifts,—
ronson Allcots' ** Tablets.”

“+

stories of his ** success.” The best physi“cian in a city loses the largest number of pa-

"

A]

agey

terest with which they aré being "dealt with
the

third

wheel,

of an

illness

succession, and

was

then

in

Geo

fail:

Medical

MEDICAL

al was foiled.

OF

Death had marked its prey.

Dr.

She

was confined to her room but a few months, and

Kennedy's

AGE

Rheumatic

and

Newralg

pain, and yow cannot even turn yourself in bed,
sitting

in a chair,

you

must

sit and

When you have the:

er, at the F. W, B, meeting-house in Kdgecomb.
"Her remains were carired to Boston, Mass,
;
- J. GRANVILLE.

suffer,

:

or

in the

o

Abyssinian. Marriages.

ularly as meansof locomotion in oing to
and returning from their work.
very ubi-

Marriages take place in Abyssinia at a
very early age; brides eight or nine fears
old ,being very frequent.
Here, as. in
many more civilized countries, marrying
for money, or rather for oxen, is prevalent.
The youth who wishes for a wife looks
about him until he finds a young lady pos-

quitous advertisement-bearer scuds through

e streets ona Yeloeipede, and Government

employees living in the suburbs all ride the
new iron horse. Atnight, in every crowdfare, scores of the graceful vehied thorou

cles with lighted lanterns swinging before

through the
madly toward the outskirts, some with
uminated
advertisements, borne like banners above
syiftly and noiselessly up:
them, glidin
and down vs ok
e crowd is greatest; an

in the day-time

After

a score

or

more

- A iertisements. :
Prices of Freewill

day.

bowl

The friends of the

deceased

Single and

follow,

once novel and inspXing.
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enthusiasm- and
In anticipation o
utility with which the invention is hereafte r
to be welcomed and employed, he says:
When this time comes, and when

scrub-race, once

in

measure

to make

aged

8 months and

Mrs.

21 days.

ELizaBeTH

ward,

any

sufferer

The

:

keep his balance and keep his vehicle from
going over on its beam ends, he will become
very skillful, and will be able to hold his
own among bicycle riders, as he does in his

tum, and can nominate

a Mayor with much

|
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Do what you will
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Soutago, leaving husband and children to mourn
their loss. Funeral services by the writer,
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J. PINKHAM.

Emma, wife of H. Williams, of Perrington,

N.Y. died Nov. 20, very suddenly after two
days’ sickness. Bhe leaves a deeply afflicted husband and four small children to mourn their
loss, for whom prayers are earnestly requested.
Sister W. wasoonverted ten years ago the com-

ing, winter was baptized and united with the F
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Song’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
3m20

TOR SALE

together

Mr.

Instrument fails to

the head

.

COOPER, WILSON & CO.,
Proprietors, - - - - < Philadelphia.

noise and fatigue in operating, &c., which make up
some of the disa|
able features of other machines,*
They will stand the test of the severest criticism,

least

;
by purchasing

frees

DELICIOUS

ONLY

all kinds

Felling,

annoyancesof thread

the

it;

CATARRH SNUFF

and never nauseates; when swallowed,
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
many
varieties of work nof done by other Sewing

unprece-

flve years.
i
;
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab.
inet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows) Al-

THE

>

B8t34

IE"CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING 12%

by which edges of different fabrics are sewn

SEWING

Terms to

:

of perfection,

ing in one

Sells

BY UBING ONE PACKAGE.
"Dover, N, H.Jan, 27. 1808.
THIS REMEDY.
HAS MET WITH GREAT SUCCESS IN
EUROPE, AND HAS CURED THOUSANDS OF
THE WORST CABS,
Catarrh causes dropping in the Throat, Hawking
We have a fow eapica of this work in Embossed
and Spitting, Sounds in the Head, Weakwiiyes, Deal
moroeco with gilt edges; price § 1.50,
ness, Henduche, Tightness across the Forehead, Neuso a re in Turkey morocco full gilt for the pul
ralgia, Hoarseness, Canker,
Brohchitis, Heart Dis
pit: prioe § 2.00,
eade, Asthma, and finally end inthe great terror of Our-friénals will please send for no more Sacred
mankind—-CONSUMPTION. Sold by all Druggista. Melodies
and no more Dialogues and Recitatlons as
Price $1 per package,
:
--’
wenre entirely out of both of these works,
Wholesale (Agonts: Goo. C, Goodwin & Co,, M. 8,
A
n,
THE HOWE SEWING MAOHINE.
DR. H.
W. DUBOIS, Proprietor, 72 Friend 8t., Bo
ton. Tested Free. Send for Circular.
Sm3l4
At the Paris Exposition, 1867, ELIAS HOWE, Jr.,
President of the Howe Machine Co., was awarded,
over eighty-two competitors, THE TWO HIGHEST PREMIUMS, the only ¢¢
8 of the Legion of Hon
ori a] the
id Medal, for . the Sewing Machines
Buildings, Now York, Brown's Iron Building, Phils

.in paper,

at Hart111., or Cim~

‘

As a Troche

as by hand sewing.

tion after afew week’s use, MR. HARMON will re_fund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,

THOU.

pa

Loosens

that has made its

It has norival In its celebrated

BOOK,

Subscribers

FIRST AND

Sewing, Hemming,

THIS

all

ahd

rents Instruments’

PLEDGE.

ration has been used with

ARTS.
wh cil frum
rel

exclusive
terms of

quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
and soathes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so
mild and agreeable in its effects that it positively

4D

Binding, Gathering and Sewing on, Quilting,

HARMON,
Old Instruments of allkinds taken in,
exchange for New. He does this:
I. By avoiding the payment of from 30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store.
i
IT. ‘By sending Instruments directly from the manufacturer to the purchaser.
s

For Children Teething.
only

81,

-s

chine Uombined,

est degree

under

PIANOS | ORGANS ! MELODIANS !

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
Anot

until
ec.
Ry

This machine is warranted to execute to

37 Park Row, New York,
3m29
148 Lake St., Chicago.

MOTHERS!
MOTHERS!!!
:
MOTHERS!!!

NEVER'

good

advent in thisor any other
Country.

SSEEmSEW.
A copy given to any person who
will procure a good agent. Address Stating territory
desired,
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO,,

No man

This valuable

to THE HOLY

SCRIPTURES. Commissions liberal, and
territory given,
Send for circulars and
agency,
.
ots 0.D.CASE & CO., Publishers,
ford, Ct., 116 Nassau St., N. Y., Chicago,

Machine.

-

|.

WANTED

+ WONDERFUL

risk in any way.
Twenty
per cent
HARMON,

DON'T FpRE
4
)

hold

Button-Hole Making and

not be imposed upon by other par-

States, thereby freeing the purchaser from

:

Sewing

THE

elastic

PA., or BOSTON, MASS.

FOR

their

how

<

Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free. Address

male and female, to in-

AGENTS

and always keep
it in
L. L.
HARMO}
Portsmouth, N. H.

avira BE not. opie. Jolor
SECS
they-Toseitew bumeit Severe

fal and met it with Obristian

made,

CAUTION.—Do

Organ, or
may learn

also

»

Is the best Voice Tonic in the world!

Attention is called to the fact that many purchasers
are being greatly 1 favored by Rev. L. L.
HARMON’S
elodians, Organs and Pi4 new method of sending
anos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United

of a quie€and amiable disposition, eagly inclined

her was not something to be assumed occasion.
ally; but a principle, guiding all her life and action. Her public duties were not forgotton. In
the last prayer meeting she attended, sinners received
her kind and faithful warning. Revs.
Moody, PeaSlee, Nelson and Kimball united in
the funeral services,
.«...
H. 8. K,
NANCY, Wife of Bro. © ary Pendexter, died
in Bridgeton, Me.; Oqt. 0,
d 62 years, She
She

-

daily

“Endorsed by 100,000 Persons.

to save money in purchasing and

preserve your instrument
good tune, by addressing
Smortf]

to

beautiful,

furnish cur books tb all par-

EFORE purchasing
the Metropolitan
any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, you

E. FANNIE, only
daughter of Dr. T. 8. and
Mrs. 8. J. Foster, died in Laconia, Nov. 12, of
| consumption, aged 17
years. Miss Fannie had
suffered from poor health from a child. She was

health admonishhome. She lingerod ina decline a whole year daring which time
she found the Saviour precious. As she neared
her home above she ‘was able to say with quiet

be

t

how

we

offers

OVER-SEAMING

the same name or otherwise.
"Ours is the only genuine and really practical cheap machine manufac.
tured.
:
8t34

rates,

Boston.

wishing additional emplryment Superintendents aud

The American Button-Hole,

until }

ties palming off worthless cast-iron machines,

advertisement in another column,

Com.

school
and to prayer.
age,she devoted to educa-

can

PITTSBURGH,

BOSTON.

at our published

I have

help

seam than ours,
It makes the ‘‘Elastic
Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannof be pulled apart without tearing
it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 yer month and
expenses, or & commission from which twice that

A full supply of Freewill Baptist
Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass," They

no

These

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED 'COMMONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, brajd and embroider in a
| most superior manner.
Price only $18.
Fully warranted for five years. We will
pay £1000 for ny machine that will sew a

»

Tounm, 190
1,

Lb

Catarrh,

obtained

ANTED—AGENTS—8$76

18

Minutes of General Confer.
ence,
single, -,76
20
A
There is no discount on the Minutes by
dozen.
”

sin had
J.C. 0.

ing at home with them she removed her
dJong to the F. W. B. church in Bridgeton, of which
a worthy member till death, Her
shall hear of its intreduction in New Or . | she remained
was often heard in the house of God testileans, where, by the way, there appeared ! | voice
fying to the blesseduess of the Christian religion
mo 6 'han 18 years ago, the firet of fis kiad and recommending it to others. She bore her last
over usdd outside the limits of France.
sickness with great patience and Christian fortitude, although
she suffered much severe pain
oaused by cancer. As death drew near, she was

~ Choosing

do

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
do
do
do
dozen,

than a

grace and skill for the excusable deficienMany other well cheerfulness, ‘Allis safe,” “All is well.” The
known citizens have taken to the bicycle parents are deeply afflicted, but grace is their
A. D. SMITH.
with the honest intention of becomin |support,
adepts in the use of it. Mr. ArthurE
BarAH, wife of Daniel Sargent, died in Sutton,
wards, one of the editors of the Chicago Oct. 11, aged 75 years and 4 months. Bhe
North-Western Christian Advocate, has al- was born in Warner, where she resided till 1853,
she removed to8. When about sidteen
ready reached ar enviable position as a bi- when
years of
age she “was converted, and
me a
cyole rider, and Mr. Morris of the old Phila- memberof the F. W. B. church, and during the
elphia flrm of Morris, Tasker & Co., is a more than a half century since, has proved hermarvel of agility to all who behold him self a worthy disciple of Christ. Religion with

cies of his talented father.

Book,

do

Treatise,
do

Chronic

but

aero
D..J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors.
Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover 8t., Boston.
Send for Circular.
‘Wholesale Agents in Boston—M. 8. Burr & Co., @. C.
Goodwin & Co..Carter & Wiley, Weeks & Potter.
i
Hos: L. SMITH, Agent for Dover. -

3

120
2,40
,08

+ ABIGAIL KNOWLTON, my dear mother, died
in South Montville, Me.,
Nov. 22, aged84 years
and 10 months. She was bern in Salisbury, Mass., >
. W, B.e|
experienced religion and joned. the
church in Pittsfield, N. H., in 18060, was married
to my father in 1802 and moved to this town with
him in 1827, where he fell asleep in Jesus in 1841.
My
mother
was an unassuming
but faithful
Cliristian woman.
“In her tongue was the law
of kindness.”
Her powers of heart and mind
remained while her bodily
strength gradually
failed, and she closed her pilgrimage, trustin
him who is “the resurrection and the life.”
alii
E. KNOWLTON.

to books, the Sabbath
From 14 to 16 years of

Sirveel,

BOOK AGENTS. cereymen

People,” for
No. for Janu-

package.

yi

9,60
,30

cash

less anxiety than possesses his soul when he tional pursuits, when
fail
straddles a horse or a veloce; but his son is od her that earth was not her

an

2

1,

1,00.

PINKHAM died in this city,

:

a

29

PHILENIA J., wife of J. I. Wentworth, and
daughter of Joshua and Sophia Goodwin of Palermo, died in Veazie, Me., May 14 aged 27 years,
Sister P. was converted about 12 years since, and
united with the F. W. B. church
in China, of
which she remained a faithful member till her

to operate the. tiller, and how to manage
rake and, more particularly, how to
the

Justice, and wrong. Charles A. Dana has
an ambition to excel as velocipedestrian al80, and has provided himself with a model
vehicle, warranted to withstand any physical shock to which it may be subjected .
The ex-Assistant Secretary of War is not
as mach at home on the saddle as in the sanc-

ozen, -

Chellis,

tender

before

Wailer

A@ The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

receive, We warrant it to give immediate and permanent relief as'can be attested by thousands who
have used it. Scld bypall Druggists. Price $1.26 a

2,88

£

a

with humbug, fraud, sin, in

do

with

remedies

These testimonials are a sample of what

dozen,
single,

f EMMA, wife of Bro, Cutting and daughter of Bro.
and sister James Reynolds, died in Sugar Grove,
1il., April 8, nearly 20 years of age.
She experienced religion some three years ago, and remained
a worthy member of the F. B. church
until death. ¥ She died with her heart fixed on her
Saviour.
Funeral services by the writer.
HowaARrD, son of Rev. A. W.
and Harriet
Hendrick, died in Batavia, Ill., May 26, of scarletina angira, aged about 13 mouths,
W. Hi

when he has practiced a few days longer,
and learns how to place his feet, and how

ulpit contests

So Paper Covers, single,

Jostage, &c.

than two packages completely restored it to me
again.
N. 8. LILLE
:
Employed for 16 years vy ‘Am. Ex¥Co.

single,

insertion.

Not more

55

Agent,

65,00,

tried your North American Catarrh Remedy. When I
commenced using it I had nearly lost my voice; less

18,62

%

240

was afflicted

used many

_...do
do
Church Member's

Nov. 14, after a brief illness of congestion of the
lungs, aged 86 years and 8 months.
Mrs. Pinkham became a member of the first Congregational
church, July 6, -1834, when the Rev. Mr. Root
was its pastor,and remained an exemplary member and a faithful Christian until called to her re-

ut

him famous.

dozen,

Lessons for every Sunday in

an

years

Life of Marks,

while. With this object in view 2
e isa
Ward Beecher has bought one.
sorry operator, just now, and cuts an awk
Hers was a devoted life. The unconward figure as a rider, because he has no t death.
verted took knowledge of her that she had learnthat overweening .confidénce in himsel f ed of Jesus, and to the sick room she was ever
which most men consider essential to suc- welcome. When death came she faltered not,
cess; nor does he exhibit that remarkable but ‘went joyfully to her promised reward.
J. HAMILTON,
ssession which has helped in ®.
selfsmall

single, - 25

do

them with

accompany

herd ealled the little
stained her innocence,

The demand for the two-wheeled-veloci-

in a bicycle

do

LuviE ELLEN, only child of Nathaniel II. and
Mary A. Shannon, died in Gilmanton, Oct. 12,

pede is already very great, and is daily inEverybody who has seen one in
creasing.
motion, and can afford to pay for the lux.
ury, is eager
to ossess one and join with
the rest of his fellows in testing its powers,
thergby developing his own, and adding
one more exquisite pleasiireto the hunealthy men already enjoy.
dreds which
There can be nothing better for a robust
man than to enter into competition with

0

patronize it, must

single square can well be afforded to
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

railway companies, how disgusted with the
fickle-minded people!

others

do

8,26

1]

Christian Baptism, Bound,

Persons wishing obitua-

Brevity is specially important.

busy world we'll have to buffet with, and
how despondent will the eabmen be, and the
car conductors, how indignant, and the

dozen, 15,36

Star, who do not

Notice!

us what is!

BOSTON, June 19, 1868:
& Co., Gents: For the last fifteen

D. J. DEMERITT

ale 130 2 4

do

ries published in the Morning

equal to five cents a line, to insure

with their pills,
and whole sewing socie fies with their knitting and things, scad through the streets on
their various errands, each individualof the
countless throng borne smoothly along on
the wheels of a fleet velocipede—what a

single,

Thoughts upon Thought,
single,
. do
do
do
dozen,
The Book of Worship,
single,
0
do
0
dozen,
0, of Jesus, (Ques, Book single,

Particular

with their briefs, doctors

Koger

1,20

11,88
1,26
12,52
,98
9,14
1.88

Ras,

.

leaves; and
school boys with their satchels,messengers with their parcels, lawyers

20

2,28
,16
1,96
08
96
-,—

do

obnox-

ious office-holders skim themselves out on
two wheels at 20 miles an hour; and officeseekers who run behind their ticket straddle
the bicycle and labor to run ahead: and
oversanguine. candidates for the White
House glide leisurel thereto only to meet
disapphistment. an
pedal back to their
cons tuents at break-neck speed ; and when
mounted postmen fly between the corner-boxes und the office with their loads of Sibyl's

1,00

~do

|

Price. Postage. Total

do
do
dozen,
9,60
do ‘Embossed Morocco, single,
1,10
do
do
do
dozen, 10,66
do
32mo.
single,
,8
+ do
do
dozen,
8,18
Butler's Theology,
single,
1,60

0

~ Obituaries.

Baptist Books,

by the dozen ; also Postage
on the same.

Psalmody, 18me,in Sheep,

weeping and wailing, and the procession
halts seven times on its way to the church;
and on these occasions incense is burned,
driven at breaknpck speed on the narrow stone parapetjat the east side of the and the priests pray. The service includes
Seine, and even dpwn the hundred steps of %he whole of the Psalms; but as thé priests
riders all the time in- are very numerous, and éach takes an allotthe Trocadero,
feats that would seem ted portion, which they all read at the same
dulging in gym
to invite certain doftructieny
the sight is at time, it is got over quickly.

= along in the Sundgy race at 8t.Cloud, Vincennes, and elsewhere, or when they ‘are

;

KEK. ROGERS,

JACKSON’S

months,

and would scarcely be considered decorous
by prejudiced Americans.
When a person
dies the funeral takes place on the same

Champs

queer looking affairs,
Elysees. They
these veloces, or tfeyetes, as they are called
in Paris, and whell

of three or four

~

and feast take place.
The customs on this
occasion are characteristic of. the country,

avenues of the Boisjde Boulogne, and whizzing over the smoogh pavement of the-Boulthe

Revs. J. M. Bailey, D. Boyed and L, H. Vitam,
OM.

during which time the bridegroom never
sees his future wife, the wedding ceremony

hi\ndreds intersecting the

evards, and the levpl ways of

a betrothal

tell

Directions to Use.
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and in a few days every
euralgic pain will be dis-

amily of our beloved brother and sister True,—
with a numerous circle of acquaintances to mourn
her early departure. They do not, however,
mourn as those who have no hope.
She died in
Jesus, and is at rest, Faneralservices attended
on the 12 inst. by Rev. J. Steavens assisted by

long to him. Her father is consulted, and
the affair is always settled without the lady's consent being either asked or obtained.

FACES.

|
WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE.
THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED
8, For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187.50,
we will give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave
_ (“Publication authorized by the Imperial CommisSingle Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. {Trans
gion.”
:
.
i
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00.
By their skill, universally recognized, Mesirs.
9, For one hundred new subscrib rs, and $250, we
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s system of sowing
will
give one of Baker & Randall’s Five Octave
machines im)
Roxbury, Mass.
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (Trans.
oodwin ‘& Co., M,- Double
|.
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
Bird, Carter &uwWilley,
:
Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,. parlor or vestry. Price $140,00.
10. For one hundred and
new subscribers and
Boston. W, F. Phillipe, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port
Lam, we -will give one of Baker & Randalls Five
machine
land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence. ‘At24134
retail
tave Three Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case,
has, with
by all Druggists. Price $1.50 per bottle,
‘having six stops, and combining the latest excellences and improvements. { Teanspereation to be paid
A SURE CURE FOR
by the receiver.)
Adap!
to churches and large
vestries. Price
,00.
made by the jury explains itself.— Evening Mail.
CAT
AR
11. SPECIAL PREMIUM. To the person sending the
DEMERITT’S
largest number of new subscribers (in addition to
ON will
other premiums offered) Rev. LOT L.
North American Oatarrh Rem d; iJ
C AMBRIDGEPORT, Mass.,
une 4 6," 1867,
ve one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable
D, J. Demeritt -~Dear 8ir:—This is to certify that I have
AND TROCHE POWDER,
abinet Organs.
Price $125,00.
Bro. HARMON’S
been afflicted with that loathsome
disease, CO: atanrh, in its
skill in selecting
Instruments and his method of su;
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
many kind§ of remworst forms for nine years. Iu
plying
purchasers
with
them
free
from
risk,
are
wel
Oatarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarsenessy
edies, but did not receive any lasting benefit until I tried
unders
and highly sprroved by all who know
your North American Catarrh Remedy. =f can truly ay
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafand dealwith him,
. 0. Address is Portsmouth,
that I received more relief by one application [than
ness, §c., and all Disorders
others that I have ever used. Less than one pa
e has
resulting from COLDS in HEAD
N. B. Any of the above prominms may be forward.
entirely cured me. I heartily recommend it.
who
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS.
ed to the receiver in such methods as they shall premay be afllicted with Catarrh.
:
JANIEL STONE, Proprietor, Union\House.
fer, and so save them, when possible, the expense of
This Remdy does not “Dry up” a Catarrh, but
Medical Blessing of the Age,

and worked a Christian’s part in church and out,
at Sabbath school and at home, and died happy in the Lord, leaving -a vacant place in the

sessing twice the number of oxen that be-

them deftly threading their way
- throng of carriages, some driving

JOHN

:

"UONUSAU]

the law exercise their le
upon them, and |
it is said that the compositors employed on
Galignand and other journals use them reg-

| any ofthese diseases ina few days is not the Greatest

a

TYPE,

Address orders to

uy For six new subecribers, and $15,00, ( with 68
cents additional to pay
postage) we will send the
first volume of Strong and McClintock’s Biblical and
Theological Cyclopedia, Price $5,00, or
~6. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50, (with
$1,36 additional to pay Rostage) we will send the first
and gecond volumes of the Cyclopsdia. Price $10,00,
7. For forty-five new subscribers, and
$112,60, we
will give a
Sewing Machine, ( Howe’s, or
Wilcox" &
Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.y Price

be

Stadents ride them, and learned limbs

Price

JOB

And lately for its unrivalled

-

.

AND

NEWSPAPER

gent to anvther new subscriber.

send the “ Riverside Magazine
commencing with the
the current

METAL,

"And its large varieties of

BOOK

2. For two new subscribers, and $5,00, ( with 20
cents additional to pay
postage) we will Sox a copy
of the new “Book of
Worshif.,” Price $1,00,

'

NEURALGIA,
}
when:every nerve in your being is like the sting of a

MARIA, adopted daughter of Rev, E, and Syl-

HARD AND TOUGH
:

take the work of canvassing, we have no doubt. °
1. Any new subscriber sending $4,00 in advance,
shall be entitled to one copy of the Star for two
Fours) or for the same. sum he shall be entitled to
0 copies for one year, provided the second copy be

wasp,
circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very
verge of madness:.

opein Jesus about 9 years since, and: was baptized, and joined the church
in Farmington,
when her father was the settled pastor of that
church.
She moyed her church relation to the
church at 8. with her parents, on our brother’s
taking charge
of the F. Baptist church in 8.,lived

WAYS NOTED FOR ITS

nently liberal, and induce a host of persons to under-

morning wishing 1t was night, and at night wishing
it was morning:
hh
:
A
§

‘uneratsérvices attended on the 12th by the writs

4

yg

STON TIPET1PE FOUNDRY,

We offer tho following Jreiaiums for new subseribers to the Star. Of
their character we have no
need to speak. That they will be approved as emi-

via True,
died in Saco, Me., Nov, 10, aged 23
ests indulge in velocipede
‘When you have the
| watching their horses run visit was a véry pleasant and friendly one. yeers and 1 month. Consumption had marked
:
SCIATICA,
this
lovely
girl
for
its
victim
for
some
two
years
Irecommended
a
great
master
in
one
of
the
under the whip and spur of weazen-faced |
(that I have just got through with,) that most awful,
and
a
half,
which
caused
her
parents
and
friends
. and thin-legged jockeys. Velocipedes are specialties, then residing in this neighbor-’ much anxiety. No pains were spared by the most heart-withering, most strength-destroying, most
gpirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of all the disused by French sportsmen and by, French hood; who I thought would understand her dear brother and sister, in whose care God had eases
that can afilict our poor human nature:
artists; and at sevepdl Parisian theaters they case better than anybody else, and ‘that she Plated her when & child, and who under God
When you have the
should
stick
to
him
and
‘his
prescriptions,
ad
done
much
to
train
her
for
a
higher
life
than
LUMBAGO,
play a prominent part‘in the more striking
possessed a large share
wandering
from earth can afford. Maria
lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
scenes on the stage.
The
are driven by and give up t this butterfly
ro
as
of
those
virtues
‘which
render
childhood
and
|
.
Jousselt
in
bed,
and
every movement will Be to your
messengers, peddlers, clerks, school-boys.
one camomile flower of medicine to anothJouth lovely and attractive. She experienced a
eart like a knife; now tell me, if relief and a cure of
f| er.—0. W. Holmes.

pire, hosts and
races, instead

COMMENOED IN 1817,

“Premiums
for NewadiSubscribers.
;

RHEUMATIC

ligion till confined to her bed, and one week before she died she told herhusband she was happy
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